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1 NOTE ON QUESTIONNAIRE VERSIONS AND ROTATIONS

QUESTIONNAIRE VERSIONS FOR Y11 ADULT SURVEY (2014/15 SURVEY)

- CSCREEN = 0 - cross-sectional interviews with fresh sample
- CSCREEN = 1 AND SAMPTYPE1 = 0 - Y1 longitudinal interviews (first re-contact)
- CSCREEN 1 AND SAMPTYPE1 = 1 - Y2 longitudinal interviews (second, third or fourth re-contact)
- CSCREEN 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0 = new longitudinal 16 year olds that have moved up to the main 16+ adult questionnaire (use cross-sectional interview as first re-contact as a 16+ respondent)
- CSCREEN 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 1 = longitudinal 16+ that have moved up to the main 16+ adult questionnaire (second, third or fourth re-contact as a 16+ respondent)
- CSCREEN 3 = basic household interview in households with a longitudinal child aged 5-15 but no longer living with main adult longitudinal respondent

Filtering to each section is included at the beginning of each section

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ROTATIONS

IF CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2= 0), SET THE FOLLOWING ROTATIONS, IGNORE FOR CSCREEN = 1 or 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample A1 (1 in 2)</th>
<th>Charitable Giving attitudinal and arts/heritage attitudinal</th>
<th>Sample A</th>
<th>2,500 sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample B1 (1 in 2)</td>
<td>Planning (PLDC to INQY) &amp; Public Participation ACTION1, ACTION2 (+ACT2OTH)</td>
<td>Sample B</td>
<td>2,500 sample</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTERVIEWER ADMINISTERED QUESTIONS

CSERIAL {CSERIAL}

[ASK ALL]

Enter the serial number from the front page of the Address Contact Sheet

7 digit serial number

Notes: area code, year issued as fresh address, address number eg. 1001701 would be area code 1001 in year 7, first address sampled. List of year numbers:

7 = 2011/12; 8 = 2012/13; 9 = 2013/14; 1 = 2014/15; 2 = 2015/16

QCHECK {N/A}

[ASK ALL]

Now enter the check digit relating to the serial number from the Address Contact Sheet.

INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PRESS THE SPACE BAR AT THE END OF THE NUMBER

2 digit check sum

Text:

ASK IF COMBINATION OF CSERIAL AND QCHECK IS INCORRECT:

The check digit you have entered does not tie into the serial number. You will now be taken back to the serial number question and asked for both numbers again.

CSCREEN {QSCREEN}

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ENTER SCREEN NUMBER

0 (cross sectional respondents)
1 (longitudinal respondents)
2 (new 16 year old)
3 (household interview)

From Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – cscreen 1 to be added for all longitudinal sample, 2 for new 16 year old (longitudinal sample only) and 3 for household interview (longitudinal sample only).
[IF CSCREEN = 0]
Text: You should be at the address below. If this is incorrect, please go back and enter the correct
serial number and/ or screen number.

<+address from sample file+>

[IF SCREEN 0]
Text INTERVIEWER, YOU HAVE ENTERED SCREEN NUMBER 0: THIS WILL ROUTE YOU TO
THE MAIN ADULT QUESTIONNAIRE. IF THIS IS NOT CORRECT, PLEASE GO BACK AND
ENTER THE CORRECT CORRECT SCREEN NUMBER.

[IF CSCREEN = 1 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 1]
Text: This is a longitudinal interview - you should be interviewing <RESPNAME>. If this is
incorrect, please go back and enter the correct serial number and/or screen number.

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012, routing updated in Y9 Q1 (April 2013)

[IF CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0]
Text: This interview is with <FORENAME1115> <SURNAME1115>. The respondent was originally
interviewed on the 11-15 survey but is now 16. If this is incorrect, please go back and enter
the correct serial number and/or screen number.

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012), routing updated in Y9 Q1 (April 2013)

NAMECK
[IF CSCREEN = 1 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 1]
Before I start the interview, I need to check that I
have opened the right file for you.

Can I check, is your full name still <RESPNAME> or have you changed it for any reason?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: If there is a typing error in the sample, please code 2 here and make note of
the correct details in the follow up question

1. Same
2. Changed

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012), routing updated in Y9 Q1 (April 2013)

NAMECK16
[IF CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0]
Before I start the interview, I need to check that I have opened the right file for you.

Can I check, is your full name still <FORENAME1115> <SURNAME1115> or have you changed it for any reason?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: If there is a typing error in the sample, please code 2 here and make note of the correct details in the follow up question

1. Same
2. Changed

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012), routing updated in Y9 Q1 (April 2013)
CMNAMES16
[IF ((CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0) AND NAMECK16 = 2)]

INTERVIEWER: Enter respondents surname

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012), routing updated in Y9 Q1 (April 2013)

CMNAMER16
[IF ((CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0) AND NAMECK16 = 2)]

Why has your name changed since the last interview?

Free text

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012), routing updated in Y9 Q1 (April 2013)

ADDRESSCK
[IF CSCREEN = 1 or CSCREEN = 2]

INTERVIEWER: DOES RESPONDENT LIVE AT THIS ADDRESS? 
<ADDRESS>

1. Yes
2. No

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

HHCHLDCK1
[IF CSCREEN = 3]

THIS IS A HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEW. THIS INTERVIEW SHOULD ONLY BE COMPLETED IF THE CHILD RESPONDENT DOES NOT LIVE IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS THE MAIN LONGITUDINAL RESPONDENT NOTED ON THE FRONT PAGE OF THE CONTACT SHEET.

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE CONFIRM THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

1. The child respondent does NOT live in the same household as <RESPNAME>
2. The child respondent does live in the same household as <RESPNAME>

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012)
AS THE CHILD RESPONDENT STILL LIVES IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS THE LONGITUDINAL ADULT, THEN YOU MUST ATTEMPT TO DO A FULL INTERVIEW WITH THE NAMED RESPONDENT (SCREEN = 1).

*(CLOSE INTERVIEW)*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**HHCHLDCK2**  
*IF CSSCREEN = 3 AND HHCHLDCK = 1*

INTERVIEWER: OUR RECORDS SHOW THAT ONE OR MORE CHILD RESPONDENTS ARE LINKED TO THIS SERIAL NUMBER. AT THE NEXT QUESTION(S) PLEASE CODE THOSE CHILDREN THAT THIS INTERVIEW SHOULD BE LINKED TO.

**HHCHLDCK5**  
*IF CSSCREEN = 3 AND HHCHLDCK = 1 AND SAMP510=1*

Should this household interview be linked to <FORENAME510> <SURNAME510>?

1. Yes
2. No

*New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012)*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**HHCHLD5Rel**  
*IF CSSCREEN = 3 HHCHLDCK5 = 1*

What is your relationship to <FORENAME510>?

1. Parent (including adoptive, foster and step)  
2. Grandparent  
3. Brother/sister  
4. Other relative  
5. Non-relative

*New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012)*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**HHCHLDCK5A**  
*IF CSSCREEN = 3 AND HHCHLDCK = 1 AND SAMP15 = 1*

Should this household interview be linked to <FORENAME15> <SURNAME15>?

1. Yes
2. No

*New question added Y9 Q1 (April 2013)*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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HHCHLD5ARel
[IF CSCREEN = 3 HHCHLDCK5A = 1]

What is your relationship to <FORENAME15>?

1. Parent (including adoptive, foster and step)
2. Grandparent
3. Brother/sister
4. Other relative
5. Non-relative

New question added Y9 Q1 (April 2013)

HHCHLDCK11
[IF CSCREEN = 3 AND HHCHLDCK = 1 AND SAMP1115 = 1]

Should this household interview be linked to <FORENAME1115> <SURNAME1115>?

1. Yes
2. No

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

HHCHLD11Rel
[IF CSCREEN = 3 HHCHLDCK11 = 1]

What is your relationship to <FORENAME1115>?

1. Parent (including adoptive, foster and step)
2. Grandparent
3. Brother/sister
4. Other relative
5. Non-relative

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

HHCHLDCK11B
[IF CSCREEN = 3 AND HHCHLDCK = 1 AND SAMP11 = 1]

Should this household interview be linked to <FORENAME11> <SURNAME11>?

1. Yes
2. No

New question added Y9 Q1 (April 2013)

HHCHLD11BRel
[IF CSCREEN = 3 HHCHLDCK11B = 1]
What is your relationship to <FORENAME11>?

1. Parent (including adoptive, foster and step)
2. Grandparent
3. Brother/sister
4. Other relative
5. Non-relative

New question added Y9 Q1 (April 2013)

HHCHLDRF
[IF CSCREEN = 3]
Can I take your full name?

INTERVIEWER: Enter the first name of the person you are doing the household interview with

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

HHCHLDRespS
[IF CSCREEN = 3]
INTERVIEWER: Enter the surname of the person you are doing the household interview with

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012)
3 HOUSEHOLD DETAILS

3.1 INTERVIEWER CODED DETAILS

DWELL {DWELL}

[ASK CSCREEN = 0]

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE CODE NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS AT THE ADDRESS. THIS IS RECORDED AT C2 ON YOUR MAIN CONTACT SHEET.

1 – 9,999

I would like to begin by asking you a few questions about you and your household.

NADULTS {NADULTS}

[ASK ALL]

[IF CSCREEN = 0] INTERVIEWER: PLEASE CODE NUMBER OF ADULTS AGED 16 OR OVER THAT LIVE IN THIS HOUSEHOLD. THIS IS RECORDED AT C4 ON YOUR MAIN CONTACT SHEET.

1-10

[IF CSCREEN = 1 or CSCREEN = 2 or CSCREEN = 3] How many people aged 16 or over currently live in your household, including yourself?

1-10

Question amended Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

3.2 DEMOGRAPHIC DETAILS OF ADULTS IN THE HOUSEHOLD

START OF QUESTION LOOP

NAME {N/A}

[ASK ALL, ASK FOR EACH ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD]

1st ITERATION:

INTERVIEWER: ASK THIS OF THE RESPONDENT

[IF CSCREEN = 0] Can I have your first name?
[IF CSCREEN = 1 or CSCREEN = 2 or CSCREEN = 3]
INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST NAME OF RESPONDENT

Question amended Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS (IF REQUIRED):

INTERVIEWER: ASK THIS OF THE RESPONDENT (I.E. THE PERSON YOU PREVIOUSLY SELECTED)

Can I have the first name of person number $x$?

Free text

SEXA_1 to SEXA_10 [SEX1 to SEX10]

[ASK ALL, ASK FOR EACH ADULT IN THE HOUSEHOLD]

INTERVIEWER: CODE <+NAME+>'s SEX

1. Male
2. Female

AGEA_1 to AGEA_10 [AGE1 to AGE10]

[ASK ALL, ASK FOR EACH ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD]

1st ITERATION:

INTERVIEWER: ASK THIS OF THE RESPONDENT

What was your age last birthday?

SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS (IF REQUIRED):

INTERVIEWER: ASK THIS OF THE RESPONDENT (I.E. THE PERSON YOU PREVIOUSLY SELECTED)

What was <+NAME+>'s age last birthday?

16 – 99
-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

BAGEA_1 to BAGEA_10 [AGEB1 to AGEB10]

[ASK FOR EACH ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD FULLFILLING CRITERION: AGEA_x = -1 / -2]
1st ITERATION:

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Looking at this screen, can you please tell me in which age group your age lies?

SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS (IF REQUIRED):

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Looking at this screen, can you please tell me in which age group 'NAME's age lies?

1. 16-19
2. 20-24
3. 25-29
4. 30-34
5. 35-39
6. 40-44
7. 45-49
8. 50-54
9. 55-59
10. 60-64
11. 65-69
12. 70-74
13. 75-79
14. 80+
-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

LAGECK
[IF ((CSCREEN = 1 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 1))]

IF RESPONDENT IS NOT SAME AGE BAND OR NEXT AGE BAND AS <AGEB1A>
INTERVIEWER CHECK:

DURING THE LAST INTERVIEW THE RESPONDENT SAID THAT THEY WERE AGED <Respageb1> - PLEASE CHECK THAT YOU HAVE ENTERED THE AGE CORRECTLY.

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012), filtering updated in Y9 Q1 (April 2013). Soft check only.

LAGECK1
[IF (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0) AND (BAGEB1 <> 1 or AGEA_1 <> 16 or 17)]

THIS RESPONDENT SHOULD BE 16 or 17 AT THE TIME OF INTERVIEW. PLEASE CHECK THAT YOU HAVE ENTERED THE AGE CORRECTLY.

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012, filtering updated in Y9 Q1 (April 2013). Soft check only.
MARST2_1 to MARST2_10 (MARST21 to MARST29)

[ASK ALL. ASK FOR EACH ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD]

1st ITERATION:

Are you…

INTERVIEWER READS OUT RESPONSE CODES

SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS (IF REQUIRED):

Is <+NAME+> …

INTERVIEWER READ OUT RESPONSE CODES

1. Single, that is, never married and never registered and a same-sex civil partnership
2. Married and living with [wife] / [husband]
3. In a registered same-sex civil partnership and living with your partner
4. Married and separated from [wife] / [husband]
5. Divorced
6. (or) Widowed
7. [spontaneous only] Separated, but still legally in a same-sex civil partnership
8. [spontaneous only] Formerly a same-sex civil partner, the civil partnership now legally dissolved
9. [spontaneous only] A surviving same-sex civil partner: his/her partner having since died
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Civil partners codes 7-9 added in Y4Q1 (July 2008)

RELTORES_2 to RELTORES_10 (RELTO2 to RELTO10)

[ASK IF NADULTS > 1. ASK FOR EACH NON_RESPONDENT ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD]

CODE <+NAME+> ‘s relationship to <+RESPONDENT’S NAME+>.

1. [Wife] / [Husband]
2. Cohabitee (include same-sex cohabitee)
3. [Son] / [Daughter] (including adoptive / step / foster)
4. [Son] / [Daughter] in-law
5. Parent / guardian (including adoptive / step / foster)
6. Parent-in-law
7. [Brother] / [Sister] (including adoptive / step / foster)
8. [Brother] / [Sister] in-law
9. Other relative
10. Non-relative
11. Same-sex civil partner
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused
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WHOHRP

[ASK ALL. ASK FOR EACH ADULT IN HOUSEHOLD UNTIL ITERATION IS CODED ‘YES’]

1st ITERATION:

INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT: YOU WILL NEED TO CODE THE HOUSEHOLD REFERENCE PERSON. THIS IS THE PERSON IN WHOSE NAME THE ACCOMODATION IS OWNED OR RENTED. ASK:

Can I just check, in whose name is the property owned or rented?

INTERVIEWER: IF THERE ARE JOINT OWNERS/ TENANTS, THE HRP IS THE PERSON WITH THE HIGHEST INCOME. IF NECESSARY, ASK:

And which of these people has the highest income?

INTERVIEWER: IF HOUSEHOLDERS HAVE EXACTLY THE SAME INCOME, YOU SHOULD CODE THE OLDEST PERSON AS THE HRP.

INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT: IS <+NAME+> THE HOUSEHOLD REFERENCE PERSON?

SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS (IF REQUIRED):

INTERVIEWER: IS <+NAME+> THE HOUSEHOLD REFERENCE PERSON?

1. Yes
2. No

INFORM

[N/A]

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: IS <+NAME+> THE RESPONDENT?

1. Yes
2. No

END OF QUESTION LOOP

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3.3 DETAILS OF CHILDREN IN THE HOUSEHOLD

NCHIL  {NCHIL}

[ASK ALL]

How many children under 16 live in this household?

0 – 10
-2. Refused

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
START OF QUESTION LOOP

CHNAME  {N/A}

[ASK IF NCHIL > 0. ASK FOR EACH CHILD IN HOUSEHOLD]

IF NCHIL = 1:

Can I have the child’s name?

IF NCHIL > 1:

Can I have the name of child number x?

Free text

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHSEX_1 TO CHSEX_10  {CHSEX1 TO CHSEX10}

[ASK IF NCHIL > 0. ASK FOR EACH CHILD IN HOUSEHOLD]

INTERVIEWER: CODE SEX OF <+CHNAME+>

1. Male
2. Female

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHAGE_1 to CHAGE_10  {CHAGE1 to CHAGE10}

[ASK IF NCHIL > 0. ASKED FOR EACH CHILD IN HOUSEHOLD]

What was [his] / [her] age last birthday?

0 – 15
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHRELRES_1 to CHRELRES_10  {CHREL1 to CHREL10}

[ASKED IF NCHIL > 0, ASKED FOR EACH CHILD IN HOUSEHOLD]

Code [his] / [her] relationship to [RESPONDENT’S NAME].

1. [Brother] / [Sister]
2. [Brother] / [Sister] in-law
3. [Son] / [Daughter] (including adoptive / step / foster)
4. [Son] / [Daughter] in-law
5. Other relative
6. Non-relative
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

END OF QUESTION LOOP

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3.4 ADDITIONAL ADULT DETAILS – BIRTHDAY AND SCHOOL YEAR

MONBORN  {MONBORN}

[ASK IF CSSCREEN = 0 OR (CSSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2=0]

In which month is your birthday?

1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

Question added in Year 6 Q1 (April 2010), SAMPTYPE is a column in sample file that identifies whether the screen 2 respondent has already completed a cross-sectional adult interview (1 = already completed 16+ interview, 0 = first time identified that they are 16)
Which school year are you currently in?

1. Not at school or Sixth Form
2. Year 11
3. Year 12
4. Year 13
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Year 6 Q1 (April 2010). Routing changed in Y11 Q1 (April 2015) so asked of all fresh and longitudinal respondents aged between 16 and 19

ENGLAND/ENGLANDL removed in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)
Next I would like to ask you four questions about your feelings on aspects of your life. There are no right or wrong answers. For each of these questions I’d like you to give an answer on a scale of nought to 10, where nought is ‘not at all’ and 10 is ‘completely’.

Overall, how satisfied are you with your life nowadays?
INTERVIEWER ADD: where nought is ‘not at all satisfied’ and 10 is ‘completely satisfied’

MIN 0  MAX 10
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Overall, to what extent do you feel that the things you do in your life are worthwhile?
INTERVIEWER ADD: where nought is ‘not at all worthwhile’ and 10 is ‘completely worthwhile’

MIN 0  MAX 10
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

On a scale where nought is ‘not at all anxious’ and 10 is ‘completely anxious’, overall, how anxious did you feel yesterday?

MIN 0  MAX 10
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused
Now I would like to ask you a few questions about activities you may have done when you were growing up. By ‘growing up’ I mean when you were aged around 11 to 15. I’ll go on to ask you about what you do now later in the interview.

When you were growing up, did you do any of the following....?

1. Go to museums or art galleries
2. Go to theatre or to see a dance or classical music performances
3. Go to historic sites (this includes historic attractions such as old buildings, historic parks and gardens and archaeological sites)
4. Go to the library
5. None of these things
-1. Don’t know

Added back into questionnaire in Y6 Q1 (April 2010) but as half sample (as in Y1-Y3)

[The following questions are asked about one activity in GROWA. This activity should be randomly selected when there is more than one to choose from]
1. At least once a week
2. Less often than once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. At least once a year
5. Less often than once a year
-1. Don’t know

Added back into questionnaire in Y6 Q1 (April 2010) but as half sample (as in Y1-Y3)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GROWAW {GROWAW1 to GROWAW10}

[ASKED IF GROWA = ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES (CODE 1-4). IF MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE, ASKED OF THE RANDOMLY CHOSEN ACTIVITY CHOSEN AT GROWAF.]

And when you were growing up, who did you <+GROWA+> with?
INTERVIEWER: ‘Growing up’ = ages 11-15
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Alone
2. Youth Club
3. Scouts, Guides or other similar organisations
4. Parent/carer or other relative
5. After school club
6. Friends
7. Holiday club/scheme
8. School, including school trip(s)
9. Someone else
-1. Don’t know

Added back into questionnaire in Y6 Q1 (April 2010) but as half sample (as in Y1-Y3)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GROWB {GROWUPB1 to GROWUPB6}

[ALL ALL]

When you were growing up, did you do any of the following....?
INTERVIEWER: ‘GROWING UP’ = AGES 11-15
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT
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1. Read books for pleasure/enjoyment (not required for school or religious studies)
2. Draw or paint
3. Write stories, poems, plays or music
4. Play musical instrument(s), act, dance or sing
5. Play video/computer games on a digital device like a console, a computer, a tablet or a mobile phone
6. None of these things
-1. Don’t know

Added back into questionnaire in Y6 Q1 (April 2010) but as half sample (as in Y1-Y3). Added the computer/video games response in Y10.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[The following questions are asked about one activity in GROWB. This activity should be randomly selected when there is more than one to choose from]

GROWBF {GROWBFRQ}

[ASKED IF GROWB = ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES (CODE 1-5). IF MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE, ASKED OF A RANDOMLY SELECTED ACTIVITY.]

When you were growing up, how often did you <+GROWB+>?
INTERVIEWER: ‘GROWING UP’ = AGES 11-15
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. At least once a day
2. At least once a week
3. Less often than once a week but at least once a month
4. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
5. At least once a year
6. Less often than once a year
-1. Don’t know

Added back into questionnaire in Y6 Q1 (April 2010) but as half sample (as in Y1-Y3). Added new response code 1 in Y10.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GROWBW {GROWBW1 to GROWBW10}

[ASKED IF GROWB = ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES (CODE 1-5). IF MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE, ASKED OF THE RANDOMLY CHOSEN ACTIVITY CHOSEN AT GROWBF.]
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And when you were growing up, who did you <+GROWB+> with?

INTERVIEWER: ‘GROWING UP’ = AGES 11-15
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Alone
2. Youth Club
3. Scouts, Guides or other similar organisations
4. Parent/carer or other relative
5. After school club
6. Friends
7. Holiday club/scheme
8. School, including school trip(s)
9. Someone else
-1. Don’t know

Added back into questionnaire in Y6 Q1 (April 2010) but as half sample (as in Y1-Y3). Routing updated in Y10.

GROWC {GROWUPC}

[ASK ALL]

When you were growing up, did you take part in sports activities?

INTERVIEWER: ‘GROWING UP’ = AGES 11-15

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Added back into questionnaire in Y6 Q1 (April 2010) but as half sample (as in Y1-Y3)

GROWCF {GROWCFREQ}

[ASKED IF GROWC = 1]

When you were growing up, how often did you take part in sports activities?

INTERVIEWER: ‘GROWING UP’ = AGES 11-15
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT
1. At least once a week
2. Less often than once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. At least once a year
5. Less often than once a year
-1. Don’t know

*Added back into questionnaire in Y6 Q1 (April 2010) but as half sample (as in Y1-Y3)*

---

**GROWCW**

{GROWCW1 to GROWCW11}

[ASKED IF GROWC = 1]

And when you were growing up, who did you take part in sports activities with?
INTERVIEWER: ‘GROWING UP’ = AGES 11-15
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Alone
2. Youth Club
3. Scouts, Guides or other similar organisations
4. Parent/carer or other relative
5. After school club
6. Friends
7. Holiday club/scheme
8. School, including school trip(s)
9. Sports team
10. Someone else
-1. Don’t know

*Added back into questionnaire in Y6 Q1 (April 2010) but as half sample (as in Y1-Y3)*
6 SCREENERS AND FREQUENCIES

[UNLESS SPECIFIED - ASK SECTION 5 IF CSSCREEN = 0, CSSCREEN = 1 OR CSSCREEN = 2. DO NOT INCLUDE FOR CSSCREEN = 3]

6.1 FREE TIME ACTIVITIES

FRETIM {FREETIME1 TO FREETIME27}

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

I would now like you to think about things that you do nowadays. Please look at this list and tell me the things that you do in your free time.

INTERVIEWER: CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Spend time with friends/family
2. Read
3. Listen to music
4. Watch TV
5. Days out or visits to places
6. Eat out at restaurants
7. Go to pubs/bars/clubs
8. DIY
9. Gardening
10. Shopping
11. Sport/exercise
12. Arts and crafts
13. Play a musical instrument
14. Go to cinema
15. Visit museums/galleries
16. Theatre/music concerts
17. Play video/computer games on a digital device like a console, a computer, a tablet or a mobile phone
18. Internet/emailing
19. Visits to historic sites
20. Other 1 (specify)
21. Other 2 (specify)
22. Other 3 (specify)
23. None of these
Introductory question text amended at Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously stated ‘I would now like to ask you about the things you do in any free time you have.’
‘Visits to Historic sites added in Y4 Q1 (July 2008)
‘Video/computer games’ response amended in Y10
Intro text amended at the beginning of Y11 Q1 and mentioned numbers from a showcard

FTIMOT1  {FREETIME1 TO FREETIME27}  
[ASKED IF FRETIM = 20]  
Please specify ‘Other 1’ here

FTIMOT2  {FREETIME1 TO FREETIME27}  
[ASKED IF FRETIM = 21]  
Please specify ‘Other 2’ here

FTIMOT3  {FREETIME1 TO FREETIME27}  
[ASKED IF FRETIM = 22]  
Please specify ‘Other 3’ here

VIDEOG  {VIDEOGFRQ}  
[ASKED IF FRETIM = 17]  
How often do you play video or computer games?

1. At least once a day
2. At least once a week
3. Less often than once a week but at least once a month
4. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
5. At least once a year
6. Less often than once a year
-1. Don't know

*Added into questionnaire in Y10 Q1 (April 2014)*

Order of SECTION A and SECTION B rotated – all follow-up questions in later sections to follow this order
6.2 SECTION A – Arts, Libraries, Archives, Museums and Heritage

Linking text for SECTION A if SECTION B appears first:

I would now like to ask you about activities you may have done in the last 12 months.

6.2.1 ARTS PARTICIPATION SCREENER AND FREQUENCIES

SCARTP21 {ARTP1 to ARTP26}

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

In the last 12 months, have you done any of these activities?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

1. Ballet
2. Other dance (for fitness)
3. Other dance (not for fitness).
4. Sang to an audience or rehearsed for a performance (not karaoke)
5. Played a musical instrument to an audience or rehearsed for a performance
6. Played a musical instrument for your own pleasure
7. Written music
8. Rehearsed or performed in a play / drama
9. Rehearsed or performed in an opera / operetta or musical theatre
10. Taken part in a carnival (eg. as a musician, dancer or costume maker)
11. Taken part in street arts (an artistic performance that takes place in everyday
surroundings like parks, streets or shopping centres)
12. Learned or practised circus skills
13. Painting, drawing, printmaking or sculpture
14. Photography as an artistic activity (not family or holiday ‘snaps’)
15. Made films or videos as an artistic activity (not family or holidays)
16. Used a computer to create original artworks or animation
17. Textile crafts such as embroidery, crocheting or knitting
18. Wood crafts such as wood turning, carving or furniture making
19. Other crafts such as calligraphy, pottery or jewellery for yourself
20. Bought any original works of art for yourself
21. Bought any original / handmade crafts such as pottery or jewellery for yourself
22. Read for pleasure (not newspapers, magazines or comics)
23. Bought a novel or book of stories, poetry or plays for yourself
24. Written any stories or plays
25. Written any poetry
26. Created a video or computer game
27. None of these [single code]

List order randomised but codes 1-3 and 17-19 kept together

Removed exclusions from question text in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously included ‘Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.’

Code 26. ‘Been a member of a book club, where people meet up to discuss and share books’ deleted at Y4 Q1 (July 2008)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APWKAC1 to APWKAC26 (ARTP1A to ARTP25F)

[ASKED IF SCARTP21 <> 27, ASKED FOR EACH ACTIVITY]

Thinking about [+SCARTP21 +]
In the last 12 months, have you done this ….? INTERVIEWER: SHOW ‘DEFINITIONS CARD’ IF NECESSARY
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. In your own-time
2. For paid work
3. For academic study
4. As part of voluntary work
5. For some other reason
-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y4 Q1 (July 2008)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ARTPNY4_1 TO ARTPNY4_26 (APFRQ1 to APFRQ27)

[SCARTP21 <> 27 AND (APWKAC = 1 OR APWKAC = 4), ASKED FOR EACH ACTIVITY]

Thinking about [+SCARTP21 +]
How often in the last 12 months have you done this [in your own-time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]?
Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. At least once a week
2. Less often than once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
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4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don't know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously if SCARTP21 < > 27 and then again in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), previously SCARTP21 < > 26 AND APWKAC = 1

Added 'in your own time' to question text and 'volunteering' as an exclusion in Y4 Q1 (July 2008) and in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) added volunteering into question text and removed as an exclusion

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APNGRP {ARTPGRP1 to ARTPGRP29}

[ASK IF SCARTP21 = 1-26 AND (APWKAC = 1 OR APWKAC = 4), ASK FOR EACH ACTIVITY]

And just thinking about doing these activities [in your own time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]. Did you do any of these activities as part of a club or group? These could be formally organised clubs or just groups of people who get together to do an activity or talk about things.

Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN - CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

<add activities if APWKAC1 to APWKAC25 = 1 OR if APWKAC1 to APWKAC25 = 4>

None of these [single code]
-1. Don't know

Question added in Y4 Q1 (July 2008)

Question amended in Y4 Q4 to include 'or as part of voluntary work' and also remove voluntary work as an exclusion.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BOOK1 {APFREQ26}

[ASK IF SCARTP21 = 22 AND (APWKAC22 = 1 OR APWKAC22 = 4) AND APNGRP22 = 1]

And how often do you read for pleasure as part of a club or group [in your own time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]?

Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. At least once a week
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month
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3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y4 Q4 (April 2009)*

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 6.2.2 ARTS ATTENDANCE SCREENER AND FREQUENCIES

**SCAAN**  
{ARTA1 to ARTA22}

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN  
In the last 12 months, have you been to any of these events?  
CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

1. Film at a cinema or other venue  
2. Exhibition or collection of art, photography or sculpture  
3. Craft exhibition (not crafts market)  
4. Event which included video or electronic art  
5. Event connected with books or writing  
6. Street arts (art in everyday surroundings like parks, streets or shopping centres)  
7. A public art display or installation (an art work such as sculpture that is outdoors or in a public place)  
8. Circus (not animals)  
9. Carnival  
10. Culturally specific festival (for example, Mela, Baisakhi, Navrati)  
11. Play / drama  
12. Pantomime  
13. Musical  
14. Opera / operetta  
15. Classical music performance  
16. Jazz performance  
17. Other live music event  
18. Ballet  
19. Contemporary dance  
20. African people’s dance or South Asian and Chinese dance  
21. Other live dance event
22. None of these [single code]

List order randomised but codes 14-17 and 18-21 kept together
Removed exclusions from Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously included ‘Remember don't include paid work, school or academic activities.’

AAWKAC1 to AAWKAC21 {ARTA1A to ARTA21F}
[ASKED IF SCAAN < > 22, ASKED FOR EACH ACTIVITY]

Thinking about [+SCAAN +]
In the last 12 months, have you been to any of these events ….?
INTERVIEWER: SHOW ‘DEFINITIONS CARD’ IF NECESSARY
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. In your own-time
2. For paid work
3. For academic study
4. As part of voluntary work
5. For some other reason
-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y4 Q1 (July 2008)

AANY2_1 TO AANY2_21 {AAFREQ1 to AAFREQ21}
[ASKED IF SCAAN < > 22 AND (AAWKAC = 1 OR AAWKAC = 4) ASKED FOR EACH ACTIVITY]

Thinking about [+SCAAN+]...
How often in the last 12 months have you been to this type of event [in your own-time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]?
Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. At least once a week
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don’t know
ARTAMU2  {MUSIC1 TO MUSIC16}
[ASKED IF SCAAN = 17 AND AAWKAC = 1 OR 4]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
Can you tell me what sort of music you have been to see?

1. Rock music
2. Soul, R&B or hip-hop music
3. Folk or country and western music
4. Reggae / Calypso / Caribbean music
5. African music
6. South Asian music
7. Spanish or Latin American music
8. Other (specify)
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously SCAAN = 17 ONLY
Added back into questionnaire in Y6 (April 2010)

ARTAVN2  {VENUE1 TO VENUE15}
[ASKED IF SCAAN = 17 AND AAWKAC = 1 OR 4]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
And in what kinds of venue have you watched this music?

1. Pub / bar
2. Hotel
3. Restaurant / café
4. Small club
5. Medium to large live music venue
6. Clubs and associations (private)
7. Student Union
8. Church halls / community centres
9. Park / field
8. Other (specify)
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y4 Q1, previously SCAAN = 17 ONLY
Added back into questionnaire in Y6 (April 2010)

6.2.3 LIBRARIES SCREENER AND FREQUENCIES

SCLIBN {SCLIBRARY}
[ASK ALL]

During the last 12 months, have you used a public library service at least once?
INTERVIEWER: ‘IF NECESSARY USE ‘DEFINITIONS CARD’ FOR DEFINITION OF PUBLIC LIBRARY

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Removed exclusions from Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously included ‘Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.’

LIBWKAC {LIBRARYA to LIBRARYF}
[ASKED IF SCLIBN = 1]

In the last 12 months, have you used a public library service ….? 
INTERVIEWER: SHOW ‘DEFINITIONS CARD’ IF NECESSARY
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. In your own-time
2. For paid work
3. For academic study
4. As part of voluntary work
5. For some other reason
-1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y4 Q1 (July 2008)*

Linking text (added in Y4 Q1):

Just thinking about using public library services [in your own-time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]….

**LIBNON**  \{LIBFREQ\}

*[ASKED IF SCLIBN = 1 AND (LIBWKAC = 1 OR LIBWKAC = 4)]*

How often in the last 12 months have you used a public library service [in your own time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]?  
Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.  
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. At least once a week  
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month  
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year  
4. Twice in the last 12 months  
5. Once in the last 12 months  
-1. Don’t know

*Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously SCLIBN = 1 and base amended in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) to include voluntary work*  
*Added 'in your own-time' to question text and 'volunteering' as an exclusion in Y4 Q1 (July 2008) and in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) added voluntary work into question text and removed as an exclusion*

---

**LIBHOW**

*[ASKED IF SCLIBN = 1 AND (LIBWKAC = 1 OR LIBWKAC = 4)]*

Still thinking about your use of public library services in the last 12 months, have you…

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY
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1. Visited a public library building or mobile library to make use of library services (including loaning or browsing books, printing/using electronic resources, using computer facilities or taking part in an event such as a reading group or author visit)
2. Used a computer outside the library to view a library website, catalogue or database or loan e-books
3. Accessed or received a library service by email, telephone, fax or letter
4. Received an outreach service such as home delivery or attended library events outside a library building
5. Used another type of library service (OTHER SPECIFY)
   -1. Don’t know

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6.2.4 ARCHIVES SCREENER AND FREQUENCIES

SCARC {SCARCHIVE}
[ASK ALL]

In the last 12 months have you been to an archive centre or records office?

INTERVIEWER NOTE:
Archives are documents that have been created by families, individuals, businesses or organisations and have been specially chosen to keep permanently. They can be written papers such as letters or diaries, maps, photographs or film or sound recordings. Archives are historical documents but do not have to be very old. Places that keep archives are usually called a record office or archive centre.

Registering a birth, death or marriage happens at a registry office, not at an archive centre/record office.

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Removed exclusions from Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously included ‘Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.’

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ARCWKAC {ARCHIVEA to ARCHIVEF}
[ASKED IF SCARC = 1]
In the last 12 months, have you been to an archive centre or records office ....?
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. In your own-time
2. For paid work
3. For academic study
4. As part of voluntary work
5. For some other reason
-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y4 Q1 (July 2008)

------------------------------

{ARCFREQ}

[ASKED IF SCARC = 1 AND (ARCWKAC = 1 OR ARCWKAC = 4)]

How often in the last 12 months have you been to an archive or record office [in your own time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]?
Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. At least once a week
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously SCARC = 1 and base amended in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) to include voluntary work

Added 'in your own-time' to question text and 'volunteering' as an exclusion in Y4 Q1 (July 2008) and in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) added voluntary work into question text and removed as an exclusion

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6.2.5 HERITAGE SCREENER AND FREQUENCIES

SCHER {SCHER1 TO SCHER9}

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
In the last 12 months have you visited any of these places?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT - CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. A city or town with historic character
2. A historic building open to the public (non-religious)
3. A historic park or garden open to the public
4. A place connected with industrial history (e.g. an old factory, dockyard or mine) or historic transport system (e.g. an old ship or railway)
5. A historic place of worship attended as a visitor (not to worship)
6. A monument such as a castle, fort or ruin
7. A site of archaeological interest (i.e. Roman villa, ancient burial site)
8. A site connected with sports heritage (e.g. Wimbledon) (not visited for the purposes of watching sport)
9. None of these

Removed eligibility/exclusions in Y4 Q1 July 2008), previously the question text was 'For the following questions, I want you to include visits you may have made either for recreation or for the purpose of academic study, but not as part of your paid work.'

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HERWKAC {HERITAGEA to HERITAGEF}

[ASKED IF SCHER <> 9]

In the last 12 months, have you been to any of these places......
==LIST OF SELECTIONS FROM SCHER+==?
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. In your own-time
2. For paid work
3. For academic study
4. As part of voluntary work
5. For some other reason
-1 Don’t know

Question added in Y4 Q1 (July 2008)
HERNON          (HERFREQ)

[ASKED IF SCHER < > 9 AND (HERWKAC = 1 OR HERWKAC = 3 OR HERWKAC = 4)]

How often in the last 12 months have you been to places like this [in your own time][,] [or] [for academic study] [or] [as part of voluntary work]?

<+LIST OF SELECTIONS FROM SCHER+>

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. At least once a week
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don't know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously SCHER < > 9 and amended in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) to include voluntary work

Added 'in your own time OR for academic study?' added in Y4 Q1(July 2008) and 'as part of voluntary work' added in Y4 Q4 (July 2009)

WHOHER

[ASKED IF SCHER < > 9 AND (HERWKAC = 1 OR HERWKAC = 3 OR HERWKAC = 4)]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
Who have you visited a heritage site with, in the last 12 months?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Alone
2. Friends
3. Parent/guardian
4. Brother/sister
5. Husband/wife/partner
6. Your children
7. Your grandchildren
8. Other relatives
9. Colleagues
10. Members of a club, society or group
11. Other
-1. Don’t know
**Question added in Yr 8 Q1 (April 2012). Hide DK from screen.**

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**HERWHER**

[ASKED IF SCHER <> 9 AND (HERWKAC = 1 OR HERWKAC = 3 OR HERWKAC = 4)]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Thinking about these visits over the last 12 months, where did they take place? Please choose your answer from this list, and choose as many as apply.

**CODE ALL THAT APPLY**

1. England
2. Scotland
3. Wales
4. Northern Ireland
5. Republic of Ireland
6. Europe
7. Outside Europe
-1. Don’t know

**Question added in Yr 7 Q2 (July 2011). Hide DK from screen.**

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**HOLIDAYS**

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

In the last 12 months, have you done any of the following? CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Taken a short break in Britain of less than 1 week
2. Taken a longer holiday in Britain (1 week or longer)
3. Taken a short break abroad of less than 1 week
4. Taken a longer holiday abroad (1 week or longer)
5. None of these
-1. Don’t know

**Question added in Yr 8 Q1 (April 2012). Hide DK from screen.**

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
HERLOCAL

[ASKED IF SCHER < > 9 AND (HERWKAC = 1 OR HERWKAC = 3 OR HERWKAC = 4)]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Have you become involved in any of the following as a result of visiting heritage sites?

1. Volunteering in the historic environment
2. Joining a local group with an interest in the historic environment
3. Campaigning on issues related to the historic environment (e.g. to save a building in poor repair)
4. None of these
-1. Don’t know

*Question added in Yr 8 Q1 (April 2012). Hide DK from screen.*

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HERMEM

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Are you currently a member of any of the following organisations?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. National Trust
2. English Heritage
3. Historic Royal Palaces
4. Historic Houses Association
5. Amenities society (for example Victorian Society or the Council for British Archaeology)
6. Other (please specify)
7. None of these
-1. Don’t know

*Question added in Yr 8 Q1 (April 2012). Hide DK from screen.*

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REENACT

[ASK ALL]

In the last 12 months, have you attended or taken part in an event involving historic re-enactment?

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY: THIS IS WHERE PEOPLE IN HISTORIC COSTUMES RE-ENACT HISTORIC EVENTS OR ACTIVITIES EG. JOUSTING, MOCK BATTLES, HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITIES SUCH AS COOKING.

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know
**METDET**

**[ASK ALL]**

In the last 12 months, have you participated in metal detecting?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

**6.2.6 MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES SCREENER AND FREQUENCIES**

**SCMUSN  {SCMUSEUM}**

**[ASK ALL]**

During the last 12 months, have you attended a museum or gallery at least once?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

*Removed exclusions from Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously included ‘please only include places you went for recreation, ie. exclude academic study and paid work’*

**MUSWKAC  {MUSEUMA to MUSEUMF}**

**[ASKED IF SCMUSN =1]**

In the last 12 months, have you attended a museum or gallery....?

READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. In your own-time
2. For paid work
3. For academic study
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4. As part of voluntary work
5. For some other reason
-1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y4 Q1 (July 2008)*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**MUSNON**  {MUSFREQ}

[ASKED IF SCMUSN = 1 AND (MUSWKAC = 1 OR MUSWKAC = 4)]

How often in the last 12 months have you been to a museum or gallery [in your own-time] [or]
[as part of voluntary work]?
Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.

**INTERVIEWER: READ OUT**

1. At least once a week
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don’t know

*Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously SCMUSN = 1 and amended in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) to include voluntary work*

‘in your own-time’ to question text and ‘volunteering’ as an exclusion in Y4 Q1 (July 2008)
‘or for voluntary work’ added into question text and removed as an exclusion in Y4 Q4 (April 2009)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**MUSWHER**

[IF MUSWKAC = 1 OR MUSWKAC = 4]

**INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN**

Thinking about these your museum or gallery visits over the last 12 months, where did they take place? Please choose your answer from this list, and choose as many as apply.

**CODE ALL THAT APPLY**

1. England
2. Scotland
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3. Wales
4. Northern Ireland
5. Republic of Ireland
6. Europe
7. Outside Europe
8. Don’t know

Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6.3 SECTION B – Walking, Cycling and Sports Participation

Linking text:

I would now like to ask you some questions on any sports or physical activity you may have done.

6.3.1 WALKING

WALK10

[ASK ALL]

Firstly, I would like you to think about all the walking you have done. Please include any country walks, walking to and from work or the shops and any other walks you may have done. Please exclude time spent walking around shops.

In the last four weeks, that is since [TODAY’S DATE MINUS FOUR WEEKS] have you done at least one continuous walk lasting at least 10 minutes?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Unable to walk
-1. Don’t know

Question replaces SCWALK in Y9Q1 (April 2013)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Linking text: (added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)

IF WALK10 = 3, DISPLAY TEXT FOR INTERVIEWER TO READ OUT.
INTERVIEWER READ OUT: Although you have said you cannot walk, we are still interested in any other activities you may do which are beneficial to your health and the next few questions ask you about these.

WALK10D

[ASKED IF WALK10 = 1]

On how many days in the last four weeks have you done this at least one continuous walk lasting at least 10 minutes?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: THERE ARE 28 DAYS IN THE LAST FOUR WEEKS. SPONTANEOUS RESPONSE CODE AS BELOW. IF RESPONSE NOT GIVEN IN DAYS PROMPT, ON HOW MANY DAYS IS THAT?

EVERY DAY = 28
EVERY WEEKDAY = 20
EVERY OTHER DAY = 14
EVERY DAY AT WEEKENDS = 8
ONE DAY EVERY WEEKEND = 4

MIN 1 to MAX 28
-1. Don’t know

Question replaces WALKNUM in Y9Q1 (April 2013)

WALKTOTAL

[ASK IF WALK10=1]

On the days that you walked, what was the total length of time you USUALLY spent walking during the course of the day? (Please only include walks of at least 10 minutes).

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF THE RESPONDENT CAN’T ANSWER BECAUSE THE TOTAL TIME SPENT WALKING VARIES WIDELY DAY TO DAY, ASK FOR THE TOTAL TIME THEY MOST REGULARLY/FREQUENTLY SPEND WALKING

EG. IF THEY WALKED FOR 30 MINUTES ON 5 DAYS AND 2 HOURS ON ONE DAY, RECORD 30 MINUTES

ADD TOGETHER THE DURATION OF ALL WALKS OF AT LEAST 10 MINUTES COMPLETED DURING THE DAY

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD HOURS HERE
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MIN 0 to MAX 16

- 1. Don’t know
- 2. Refused

*Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)*

---

**WALKTOTM**

*[ASK IF WALK10=1]*

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD MINUTES HERE

MIN 0 to MAX 59

- 1. Don’t know
- 2. Refused

*Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)*

---

**CHECKW**

*[ASK IF (WALKTOTH = 0 AND WALKTOTM < 10) OR WALKTOTH > 4]*

You said that you usually spend [^INSERT HRS FROM WALKTOTH^] hours and [^INSERT MINUTES FROM WALKTOTM^] minutes walking during the course of the day, Is that correct?

1. Yes
2. No

IF = 1 GO TO WALKRECD
IF = 2 GO BACK AND CORRECT WALKTOTH.

*Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)*

---

**WALKRECD**

*[ASK IF WALK10 = 1]*
You said that you had done at least one continuous walk lasting at least 10 minutes on [*INSERT FROM WALK10D* IF WALK10D = DK INSERT ‘at least one’] day(s) since [*INSERT DATE* – DATE OF INTERVIEW MINUS FOUR WEEKS]

Can I just ask, on how many of those days did you walk for the purpose of health or recreation not to get from place to place? Again please exclude time spent walking around shops.

MIN 0 to MAX 28 (maximum = WALK10D value OR IF WALK10D = DK ALLOW FULL RANGE)

-1. Don’t know

*Question replaces WALKREC in Y9Q1 (April 2013)*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**WALKRECTH**

[ASK IF WALKRECD>=1]

On these days, what was the total length of time you USUALLY spent walking for the purpose of health or recreation, not to get from place to place, during the course of the day? (Please only include walks of at least 10 minutes).

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN’T ANSWER BECAUSE THE TOTAL TIME SPENT WALKING VARIES WIDELY DAY TO DAY, ASK FOR THE TOTAL TIME THEY MOST REGULARLY/FREQUENTLY SPEND WALKING

EG. IF THEY WALKED FOR 30 MINUTES ON 5 DAYS AND 2 HOURS ON ONE DAY, RECORD 30 MINUTES

ADD TOGETHER THE DURATION OF ALL WALKS OF AT LEAST 10 MINUTES COMPLETED DURING THE DAY

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD HOURS HERE

MIN 0 to MAX 16

-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

*Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WALKRECTM

[ASK IF WALKRECD>=1]

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD MINUTES HERE

MIN 0 to MAX 59

-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHECKWR

[ASK IF (WALKRECTH = 0 AND WALKRECTM< 10) OR WALKRECTH > 4]

You said that you usually spend [*INSERT HRS FROM WALKRECTH*] hours and [*INSERT MINUTES FROM WALKRECTM*] minutes walking for the purpose of health or recreation during the course of the day, Is that correct?

1. Yes
2. No

IF = 1 GO TO PACEWLK
IF = 2 GO BACK AND CORRECT WALKRECTH.

Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PACEWLKR

[ASKED IF WALK10 = 1]

How would you describe your usual walking pace?

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. A slow pace
2. A steady average pace
3. A fairly brisk pace
4. A fast pace
5. (DO NOT READ OUT) Varies too much to say
-1. Don’t know
6.3.2 CYCLING

CYCLE {SCCYCLE}

[ASK ALL]

I would now like you to think about any cycling you may have done. Please include any casual cycling in your local area, any cycling in the countryside or on cycling routes, cycling to or from work or any competitive cycling.

In the last four weeks, that is since [TODAY’S DATE MINUS FOUR WEEKS] have you done any cycling?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)*

CYCLED

[ASKED IF SCCYCLE = 1]

On how many days in the last four weeks have you done any cycling?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: THERE ARE 28 DAYS IN THE LAST FOUR WEEKS. SPONTANEOUS RESPONSE CODE AS BELOW. IF RESPONSE NOT GIVEN IN DAYS PROMPT, ON HOW MANY DAYS IS THAT?

EVERY DAY = 28
EVERY WEEKDAY = 20
EVERY OTHER DAY = 14
EVERY DAY AT WEEKENDS = 8
ONE DAY EVERY WEEKEND = 4

MIN 1 to MAX 28
-1. Don’t know
CYCLTOTH

[ASK IF CYCLE=1]

On the days that you cycled, what was the total length of time you USUALLY spent cycling during the course of the day?

IF RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER BECAUSE PATTERN VARIES WIDELY DAY TO DAY. STRESS THAT WE WOULD LIKE AN APPROXIMATE TIME FOR EACH OCCASION THAT ACTIVITY IS UNDERTAKEN

WHERE MORE THAN ONE CYCLE RIDE IS COMPLETED DURING THE COURSE OF A SINGLE DAY (FOR EXAMPLE, CYCLING TO WORK IN THE MORNING AND HOME IN THE EVENING) THE DURATION OF ALL CYCLE RIDES SHOULD BE ADDED TOGETHER.

IF ASKED STRESS THAT THIS IS TIME SPENT ACTUALLY DOING THE ACTIVITY AND DOES NOT INCLUDE FOR EXAMPLE TIME SPENT CHANGING OR SOCIALISING.

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD HOURS HERE

MIN 0 to MAX 16

-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)

---------------------------------------------------------------

CYCLTOTM

[ASK IF CYCLE=1]

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD MINUTES HERE

MIN 0 to MAX 59

-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)
CHECKC

[ASK IF (CYCLTOTH = 0 AND CYCLTOTM < 10) OR CYCLTOTH > 4]

You said that you usually spend [^INSERT HRS FROM CYCLTOTH^] hours and [^INSERT MINUTES FROM CYCLTOTM^] minutes cycling during the course of the day. Is that correct?

1. Yes
2. No

IF = 1 GO TO CYCLRECD
IF = 2 GO BACK AND CORRECT CYCLTOTH.

Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CYCLRECD

[ASKED IF CYCLE = 1]

You said that you had cycled on [^INSERT FROM CYCLED^ IF CYCLED = DK INSERT 'at least one'] day(s) in the last four weeks. Can I just check, on how many days did you cycle for the purpose of health, recreation, training or competition not to get from place to place?

INTERVIEWER: EXCLUDE CYCLING TO WORK, SHOPS ETC

MIN 0 to MAX 28 (maximum = CYCLED value OR IF CYCLED = DK ALLOW FULL RANGE)

-1. Don’t know

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[ASK IF CYCLRECD>=1]

CYCLRECTH

Thinking only about continuous cycle rides for the purpose of health, recreation, training or competition not to get from place to place, how long do you usually cycle for?

IF RESPONDENT CAN’T ANSWER BECAUSE PATTERN VARIES WIDELY DAY TO DAY. STRESS THAT WE WOULD LIKE AN APPROXIMATE TIME FOR EACH OCCASION THAT ACTIVITY IS UNDERTAKEN
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IF ASKED STRESS THAT THIS IS TIME SPENT ACTUALLY DOING THE ACTIVITY AND DOES NOT INCLUDE FOR EXAMPLE, TIME SPENT CHANGING OR SOCIALISING.

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD HOURS HERE

MIN 0 to MAX 16

-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CYCLRECTM

[ASK IF CYCLRECD>=1]

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD MINUTES HERE

MIN 0 to MAX 59

-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHECKCR

[ASK IF (CYCLRECTH = 0 AND CYCLRECTM < 10) OR CYCLRECTH > 4]

You said that you usually spend [^INSERT HRS FROM CYCLRECTH^] hours and [^INSERT MINUTES FROM CYCLRECTM^] minutes cycling continuously for the purpose of health, recreation, training or competition, Is that correct?

1. Yes
2. No

IF = 1 GO TO SCSPMON
IF = 2 GO BACK AND CORRECT CYCLRECTH.

Question added in Y9Q1 (April 2013)
6.3.3 SPORTS PARTICIPATION

Linking text:

I have already asked you about walking and cycling. I would now like to ask you about other types of sport and recreational physical activity you may have done. Please include all the activities you have taken part in but do not include any teaching, coaching or refereeing you may have done.

SCSPMON {SPOR4WK}
[ASK ALL]

Still thinking about the last four weeks, that is since [TODAY’S DATE MINUS FOUR WEEKS], have you done any sporting or active recreation activities?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

PLEASE TURN THE SCREEN AWAY FROM THE RESPONDENT FOR THE NEXT QUESTION

SCSPMA1 { SPORT1 TO SPORT69}
[ASKED IF SCSPMON = 1]

Which ones have you done?
INTERVIEWER: TURN SCREEN AWAY FROM RESPONDENT. CODE FROM LIST BELOW WHAT RESPONDENT SAYS.
INTERVIEWER PROMPT: Anything else?
(DP: LIST ALPHABETICALLY ON SCREEN)

22. American football
38. Angling or fishing
28. Archery
3. BMX, cyclo-cross, mountain biking
32. Badminton
29. Baseball / softball
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34. Basketball
7. Bowls [lawn] (outdoors)
6. Bowls (indoors)
56. Boxing
40. Canoeing
47. Climbing / mountaineering (include indoor climbing)
26. Cricket
62. Croquet
43. Curling
4. Cycling [HEALTH, RECREATION, TRAINING, COMPETITION] – LEAVE BLANK IN SCRIPT
5. Cycling [TO GET TO PLACES, I.E. WORK, SHOPS] – LEAVE BLANK IN SCRIPT

19. Darts
60. Fencing
23. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [indoors]
24. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [outdoors]
25. Gaelic sports (e.g. camogie, Gaelic football, hurling, Irish handball and shinty)
44. Golf, pitch and putt, putting
17. Gymnastics
9. Health, fitness, gym or conditioning activities
48. Hill trekking
27. Hockey (exclude ice, roller and street hockey but include in ‘other’)
46. Horse riding
42. Ice skating
37. Jogging, cross-country, road-running
11. Judo
12. Karate
10. Keep-fit, aerobics, dance exercise (include exercise bike)
58. Lacrosse
49. Motor sports
30. Netball
52. Orienteering
14. Other martial arts (include self defence, tai chi)
61. Pilates
53. Rounders
54. Rowing
20. Rugby League
21. Rugby Union
50. Shooting
45. Skiing (on snow or an artificial surface; on slopes or grass)
18. Snooker, pool, billiards (exclude bar billiards)
33. Squash
1. Swimming or diving [indoors]
2. Swimming or diving [outdoors]
35. Table tennis
13. Taekwondo
31. Tennis
8. Ten-pin bowling
36. Track and field athletics
55. Triathlon
51. Volleyball
57. Waterskiing
15. Weight training (include body-building)
16. Weight lifting
41. Windsurfing or board sailing
39. Yachting or dingy sailing
59. Yoga
63. Other type of sport for example roller-blading, street hockey, skateboarding, water polo, surfing, scuba diving, gliding, hang/paragliding, parachuting or parascending [GO TO SCSPON11]
64. Other type of sport 2 (GO TO SCSPON12)
65. Other type of sport 2 (GO TO SCSPON13)
66. None of these

Pilates and croquet added to list of sports in Y3 Q4 (April 2008)

SCSPON11 \{SPORT1 TO SPORT69\}

[ASKED IF SCSPMA = 63]

What was/were the other type of sport(s) you did in the last four weeks?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER SPORT IF MORE THAN ONE

SCSPON12 \{SPORT1 TO SPORT69\}

[ASKED IF SCSPMA = 64]
What was/were the other type of sport(s) you did in the last four weeks?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER SPORT

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SCSPON13    {SPORT1 TO SPORT69}
[ASKED IF SCSPMA = 65]

What was/were the other type of sport(s) you did in the last four weeks?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD THIRD OTHER SPORT

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTERVIEWER: NOW TURN SCREEN TO RESPONDENT

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SCSPMB1     {SPORT1 TO SPORT69}
[ASK ALL]

If SCSPMON = 1:
Can I just check, in the last four weeks have you done any of the activities on this card?
INTERVIEWER: CODE ALL THAT APPLY
GREEN SHOWCARD 1
INTERVIEWER: NOT INCLUDING ANY SPORTS YOU HAVE JUST TOLD ME ABOUT

If not (SCSPMON = 1):
Can I just check, in the last four weeks, have you done any of the activities on this card?
INTERVIEWER: CODE ALL THAT APPLY
GREEN SHOWCARD 1

48. Swimming or diving [indoors]
49. Swimming or diving [outdoors]
4. BMX, cyclo-cross, mountain biking
17. Cycling [TO GET TO PLACES, I.E. WORK, SHOPS] – LEAVE BLANK IN SCRIPT AND EXCLUDE FROM SHOWCARD

9. Bowls (indoors)
8. Bowls [lawn] (outdoors)
53. Ten-pin bowling
25. Health, fitness, gym or conditioning activities
33. Keep-fit, aerobics, dance exercise (include exercise bike)
31. Judo
32. Karate
51. Taekwondo
38. Other martial arts (include self defence, tai chi)
58. Weight training (include body-building)
59. Weight lifting
24. Gymnastics
46. Snooker, pool, billiards (exclude bar billiards)
18. Darts
42. Rugby League
43. Rugby Union
1. American football
20. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [indoors]
21. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [outdoors]
22. Gaelic sports (e.g. camogie, Gaelic football, hurling, Irish handball and shinty)
13. Cricket
27. Hockey (exclude ice, roller and street hockey but include in ‘other’)
3. Archery
6. Baseball / softball
36. Netball
52. Tennis
5. Badminton
47. Squash
7. Basketball
50. Table tennis
54. Track and field athletics
30. Jogging, cross-country, road-running
2. Angling or fishing
61. Yachting or dingy sailing
11. Canoeing
60. Windsurfing or board sailing
29. Ice skating
15. Curling
23. Golf, pitch and putt, putting
45. Skiing (on snow or an artificial surface; on slopes or grass)
28. Horse riding
12. Climbing / mountaineering (include indoor climbing)
26. Hill trekking or backpacking
35. Motor sports
44. Shooting
56. Volleyball
37. Orienteering
40. Rounders
41. Rowing
55. Triathlon
10. Boxing
57. Waterskiing
34. Lacrosse
62. Yoga
19. Fencing
39. Pilates
14. Croquet
63. Other type of sport for example roller-blading, street hockey, skateboarding, water polo, surfing, scuba diving, gliding, hang/ paragliding, parachuting or parascending [specify up to 3 codes] [GO TO SCSPON21]
64. Other type of sport 2 (GO TO SCSPON22)
65. Other type of sport 3 (GO TO SCSPON33)

Pilates and croquet added to list of sports in Y3 Q4 (April 2008)
Question removed from questionnaire in Y9, added back in Y10

Sports listed as above on GREEN SHOWCARD 1 (with no number), listed alphabetically on CAPI screen

SCSPON21 {SPORT1 TO SPORT69}
[ASKED IF SCSPMB1 = 63 AND SCSPMA1 < > 63]

What was/were the other type of sport(s) you did in the last four weeks?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER SPORT IF MORE THAN ONE
SCSPON22  {SPORT1 TO SPORT69}
[ASKED IF SCSPMB1 = 64 AND SCSPMA1 < > 64]

What was/were the other type of sport(s) you did in the last four weeks?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER SPORT

SCSPON23  {SPORT1 TO SPORT69}
[ASKED IF SCSPMB1 = 65 AND SCSPMA1 < > 65]

What was/were the other type of sport(s) you did in the last four weeks?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD THIRD OTHER SPORT

CREATE MASTER SPORTS LIST + OTHER CODES TO BE USED AT FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS
(DUMMY QUESTION)

DSPORTF

1. Swimming or diving [indoors]
2. Swimming or diving [outdoors]
3. BMX, cyclo-cross, mountain biking
5. Cycling [TO GET TO PLACES, I.E. WORK, SHOPS] – auto-coded if cyclday > cyclday LEAVE BLANK IN SCRIPT
6. Bowls (indoors)
7. Bowls [lawn] (outdoors)
8. Ten-pin bowling
9. Health, fitness, gym or conditioning activities
10. Keep-fit, aerobics, dance exercise (include exercise bike)
11. Judo
12. Karate
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13. Taekwondo
14. Other martial arts (include self defence, tai chi)
15. Weight training (include body-building)
16. Weight lifting
17. Gymnastics
18. Snooker, pool, billiards (exclude bar billiards)
19. Darts
20. Rugby League
21. Rugby Union
22. American football
23. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [indoors]
24. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [outdoors]
25. Gaelic sports (e.g. camogie, Gaelic football, hurling, Irish handball and shinty)
26. Cricket
27. Hockey (exclude ice, roller and street hockey but include in ‘other’)
28. Archery
29. Baseball / softball
30. Netball
31. Tennis
32. Badminton
33. Squash
34. Basketball
35. Table tennis
36. Track and field athletics
37. Jogging, cross-country, road-running
38. Angling or fishing
39. Yachting or dingy sailing
40. Canoeing
41. Windsurfing or board sailing
42. Ice skating
43. Curling
44. Golf, pitch and putt, putting
45. Skiing (on snow or an artificial surface; on slopes or grass)
46. Horse riding
47. Climbing / mountaineering (include indoor climbing)
48. Hill trekking
49. Motor sports
50. Shooting
51. Volleyball
52. Orienteering
53. Rounders
54. Rowing
55. Triathlon
56. Boxing
57. Waterskiing
58. Lacrosse
59. Yoga
60. Fencing
61. Pilates
62. Croquet
63. <Other 1 from SCSPON1 OR SCSPON21>
64. <Other 2 from SCSPON12 OR SCSPON22>>
65. <Other 3 from SCSPON13 OR SCSPON23>>

START OF QUESTION LOOP FOR EACH SPORT CODED AT DPSPORTF

SPNOM1 {DAYS1 TO DAYS69}
[ASKED OF EACH SPORT CODED AT DPSPORTF EXCLUDING RECREATIONAL CYCLING (CODE 4) AND UTILITY CYCLING (CODE 5) IF THESE WERE ‘AUTO-CODED’ AT SCSPMA1]

On how many days in the last four weeks have you done [+SPORT+]? 
INTERVIEWER NOTE: THERE ARE 28 DAYS IN THE LAST FOUR WEEKS.

EVERY DAY = 28
EVERY WEEKDAY = 20
EVERY OTHER DAY = 14
EVERY DAY AT WEEKENDS = 8
ONE DAY EVERY WEEKEND = 4

MIN 0 to MAX 28

-1. Don’t know

SPNOMH1 {SPO1TIME TO SPO69TIME}
[ASKED OF EACH SPORT CODED AT DPSPORTF EXCLUDING RECREATIONAL CYCLING (CODE 4)]

And how long do you usually do [+SPORT+] for?
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD HOURS HERE

MIN 0 to MAX 16
-1. Don’t know

SPNOMM1 {SPO1TIME to SPO69TIME}
[ASKED OF EACH SPORT CODED AT DSOPRTF EXCLUDING RECREATIONAL CYCLING (CODE 4)]

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD MINUTES HERE

MIN 0 to MAX 59
-1. Don’t know

SPBREAN {BREATHE1 TO BREATHE69}
[ASK OF EACH SPORT CODED AT DSOPRTF OR ASKED IF CYCLRECT >= 30 MINUTES EXCLUDING UTILITY CYCLING (CODE 5), SNOOKER (CODE 18) OR DARTS (CODE 19)]

During the last four weeks, was the effort you put into [SPORT] usually enough to raise your breathing rate?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Question updated in Y9Q1 (April 2013)

SPSWEATN {SWEAT1 TO SWEAT69}
[ASK OF EACH SPORT CODED AT DSOPRTF OR ASKED IF CYCLRECT >= 30 MINUTES EXCLUDING UTILITY CYCLING (CODE 5), SNOOKER (CODE 18) OR DARTS (CODE 19)]
During the last four weeks, was the effort you put into [SPORT] usually enough to make you sweaty or out of breath?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

*Question updated in Y9Q1 (April 2013)*

*Routing to question updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

---

**SCSPYN** {SPO12M1 TO SPO12M69}

[ASK ALL]

*If said they have done any sports at DSPORTF, the screen reads:*

Now thinking about the last 12 months, have you done any of the activities listed on this screen? I’ve already included those you said you did in the last four weeks.

*If said they have not done any sports at DSPORTF, the screen reads:*

Now thinking about the last 12 months, have you done any of the activities listed on this screen?

Again, please include all the activities you did, but do not include any teaching, coaching or refereeing you may have done.

**SHOW SCREEN**

**CODE ALL THAT APPLY**

*(DP: LIST ALPHABETICALLY ON SCREEN)*

22. American football
38. Angling or fishing
28. Archery
3. BMX, cyclo-cross, mountain biking
32. Badminton
29. Baseball / softball
34. Basketball
7. Bowls [lawn] (outdoors)
6. Bowls (indoors)
56. Boxing
40. Canoeing
47. Climbing / mountaineering (include indoor climbing)
26. Cricket
62. Croquet
43. Curling
5. Cycling [TO GET TO PLACES, I.E. WORK, SHOPS]
19. Darts
60. Fencing
23. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [indoors]
24. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [outdoors]
25. Gaelic sports (e.g. camogie, Gaelic football, hurling, Irish handball and shinty)
44. Golf, pitch and putt, putting
17. Gymnastics
9. Health, fitness, gym or conditioning activities
48. Hill trekking
27. Hockey (exclude ice, roller and street hockey but include in ‘other’)
46. Horse riding
42. Ice skating
37. Jogging, cross-country, road-running
11. Judo
12. Karate
10. Keep-fit, aerobics, dance exercise (include exercise bike)
58. Lacrosse
49. Motor sports
30. Netball
52. Orienteering
14. Other martial arts (include self defence, tai chi)
61. Pilates
53. Rounders
54. Rowing
20. Rugby League
21. Rugby Union
50. Shooting
45. Skiing (on snow or an artificial surface; on slopes or grass)
18. Snooker, pool, billiards (exclude bar billiards)
33. Squash
1. Swimming or diving [indoors]
2. Swimming or diving [outdoors]
35. Table tennis
13. Taekwondo
31. Tennis
8. Ten-pin bowling
36. Track and field athletics
55. Triathlon
51. Volleyball
56. Waterskiing
15. Weight training (include body-building)
16. Weight lifting
41. Windsurfing or board sailing
39. Yachting or dingy sailing
59. Yoga
63. Other type of sport for example roller-blading, street hockey, skateboarding, water polo, surfing, scuba diving, gliding, hang/paragliding, parachuting or parascending [GO TO SPSPOTB]
64. Other type of sport [GO TO SPSPOTB2]
65. Other type of sport [GO TO SPSPOTB3]
66. None of these

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

SPSPOTB {SPO12M1 TO SPO12M67}
[ASKED IF SCSPYN= 63]

What was the other type of sport you did in the last year?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER SPORT IF MORE THAN ONE

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

SCSPOTB2 {SPO12M1 TO SPO12M67}
[ASKED IF SCSPYN = 64]

What was the other type of sport you did in the last year?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER SPORT

*Question added in Y6 (April 2010)*

---

**SCSPOTB3** {SPO12M1 TO SPO12M67}

*[ASKED IF SCSPYN = 65]*

What was the other type of sport you did in the last year?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD THIRD OTHER SPORT

*Question added in Y6 (April 2010)*

---
Taking Part Survey

CLUB

[ASKED IF DSORTF = (1 OR MORE) OR SCSPYN = (1 OR MORE) OR (CYCLRECT >=30 MINUTES)]

Just thinking about the last 4 weeks, that is since [TODAY’S DATE MINUS FOUR WEEKS], been a member of a club, particularly so that you can participate in any sports or recreational physical activities

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CLUB1

[ASK IF CLUB = 1]

What type of club(s)?

READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Health/fitness club
2. Social club (e.g. employees club, youth club, pub team)
3. Sports club
4. Other type of club

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ORGSPORT

[ASKED IF DSORTF = (1 OR MORE) OR SCSPYN = (1 OR MORE) OR (CYCLRECT >=30 MINUTES)]

In the last 12 months, have you been involved in any of the following?

READ OUT RESPONSE 1 AND 2 - CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Received tuition from an instructor or coach to improve your performance in any sports or recreational physical activities
2. Taken part in any organised competition for any sports or recreational physical activities (please do not include any teaching, coaching or refereeing)
3. None of these
-1. Don’t know
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FIT

[ASK ALL]

In the last 12 months, have you used a Wii Fit or similar exercise device?
1. Yes
2. No
   -1. Don’t know

Question added in Y6 (April 2010)

SPOABIL

[ASK IF if (CSCREEN = 1 AND SAMPTYPE1 = 0) OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 1)]

How would you rate your general sporting ability and skills compared with people of your own age and gender?

Would you say you are…

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT
a) Much better than most
b) A bit better than most
c) About average
d) A bit worse than most
e) Much worse than most
f) INTERVIEWER DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
g) INTERVIEWER DO NOT READ OUT: Refused

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – only asked of longitudinal sample.
7 DETAIL OF PARTICIPATION (LEVERS)

[UNLESS SPECIFIED - ASK SECTION 6 IF CSCREEN = 0, CSCREEN = 1 or CSCREEN = 2]

Linking text:
I would now like to ask you some more detail about some of the other activities you said you have done

[The following questions are asked about one activity (per sector – participation and attendance). This activity was randomly selected when there was more than one to choose from.]

7.1 PARTICIPATING IN ARTS ACTIVITIES

Linking text:
I would like to ask you some more detail about the last time you were/did [ +ACTIVITY CHOSEN FROM SCARTP21+] [in your own-time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]

Text amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008) and ‘voluntary work’ added in Y4 Q4 (April 2009)

ARTPENJ ARTPENJ

[ASKED IF SCARTP21 = 1-19, 24-25 AND (APWKAC = 1 OR APWKAC = 4) OR SCARTP21 = 22 AND (APWKAC = 1 OR APWKAC = 4 AND APNGRP_22 = 1)
NOT ASKED IF ONLY CODED ACTIVITIES SCARTP21 = 20, 21, 23 OR APNGRP_22 <> 1]

Still thinking about the last time you were/did [ +ACTIVITY CHOSEN FROM SCARTP21+] [in your own time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]…

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being awful and 10 being brilliant, how much did you enjoy it?

1. Awful
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. Brilliant
-1. Don’t know
Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously asked if SCARTP21 = one or more activities, except not asked if only coded activities SCARTP21 = 6, 20, 21, 22, 23
Base amended in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) to include voluntary work and include reading for pleasure as part of group
Base amended in Y6 Q2 (July 2010) to include ‘Playing a musical instrument for your own pleasure’ ‘in your own time’ added to question text in Y4 Q1 (July 2008) and ‘as part of voluntary work’ added in Y4 Q4 (April 2009)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ARTPINT

{ARTPINT}

[ASKED IF SCARTP21 = 1-5, 7-19, 24-25 AND (APWKAC = 1 OR APWKAC = 4) OR SCARTP21 = 22 AND (APWKAC = 1 OR APWKAC = 4 AND APNGRP_22 = 1)
NOT ASKED IF ONLY CODED ACTIVITIES SCARTP21 = 6, 20, 21, 23 OR APNGRP_22 <> 1]

<+SCARTP21+>

How likely is it that you will [present tense verb + activity] again?

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Definitely will
2. Probably will
3. Probably will not
4. Definitely will not
- 1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously asked if SCARTP21 = one or more activities, except not asked if only coded activities SCARTP21 = 6, 20, 21, 22, 23
Base amended in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) to include voluntary work + include reading for pleasure as part of group

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ARTPREC

{ARTPREC}

[ASKED IF SCARTP21 = 1-5, 7-19, 24-25 AND (APWKAC = 1 OR APWKAC = 4) OR SCARTP21 = 22 AND (APWKAC = 1 OR APWKAC = 4 AND APNGRP_22 = 1)
NOT ASKED IF ONLY CODED ACTIVITIES SCARTP21 = 6, 20, 21, 23 OR APNGRP_22 <> 1]

<+SCARTP21+>

Have you recommended [present tense verb + activity] to a friend or family member?
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don't know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008, previously asked if SCARTP21 = one or-more activities, except not asked if only coded activities SCARTP21 = 6, 20, 21, 22, 23
Base amended in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) to include voluntary work + include reading for pleasure as part of group

Here are some opinions that people have expressed about the arts. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each statement on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means strongly agree and 5 means strongly disagree. Please just give me the number from the card.

WHITE SHOWCARD A

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree
-1. Don't know

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND ASK FOR NUMBER OF STATEMENT FROM CARD

a) The arts make a difference to the area where I live
b) The arts are not really for people like me
c) There are lots of opportunities to get involved in the arts if I want
d) Government funding enables a wide range of people to experience the arts
e) Government funding for the arts doesn't really benefit me

Question added at Y4 Q1 (July 2008), one in three respondents (SAMPLE A1 and SAMPLE B1). From Y7Q2, ask of Sample B and question amended to remove shuffle packs. From Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – asked of 1 in 2 cross-sectional respondents – SAMPLE A1.
7.2 ATTENDANCE AT ARTS EVENTS

[The following questions are asked about one activity (per sector). This activity was randomly selected when there was more than one to choose from.]

If SCAAN = one response AND AAWKAC = 1 or AAWKAC = 4, then not asked if SCAAN = 1

If SCAAN AND (AAWKAC = 1 or AAWKAC = 4) = more than one response, then randomly selected – not including SCAAN = 1

Linking text:

I would like to ask you some more detail about the last time you went to a [+SCAAN+] [in your own time] [or] [as part of voluntary work].

Text and base amended in Y4 Q1, previously asked if SCAAN = one response, then not asked if SCAAN = 1. If SCAAN = more than one response, then randomly selected – not including SCAAN = 1

Text and base amended in Y4 Q4 to include voluntary work

ARTVEN {ARTVEN}

[ASKED IF SELECTED ACTIVITY FROM SCAAN = 2, 3, 4, 5 OR > 10 AND AAWKAC = 1 OR 4]

<+SCAAN+>

What kind of venue was the event held in?

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Medium to large arts or music venue
2. Small arts or music venue
3. Town or village hall
4. Church or other religious centre
5. Community centre
6. On a university campus
7. Outdoors, for example in a park
8. Club, bar, hotel or restaurant
9. Other (specify)
-1. Don't know

Question added at Y4 Q1 (July 2008), question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).
[ASKED IF SCAAN = ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES AND (AAWKAC = 1 OR AAWKAC = 4) UNLESS ONLY ACTIVITY IS CODE 1]

<+SCAAN+>

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being awful and 10 being brilliant, how much did you enjoy it?

1. Awful
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. Brilliant
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously asked if SCAAN = one or more activities unless only activity is code 1
Base amended in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) to include voluntary work
Removed ‘firstly’ from question text from Y4 Q1 (July 2008)

[ASKED IF SCAAN = ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES AND (AAWKAC = 1 OR AAWKAC = 4) UNLESS ONLY ACTIVITY IS CODE 1]

How likely is it that you will [present tense verb + activity] again?

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Definitely will
2. Probably will
3. Probably will not
4. Definitely will not
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously asked if SCAAN = one or more activities unless only activity is code 1
Base amended in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) to include voluntary work

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ARTAREC {ARTAREC}
[ASKED IF SCAAN = ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES AND (AAWKAC = 1 OR AAWKAC = 4) UNLESS ONLY ACTIVITY IS CODE 1]

Have you recommended [present tense verb + activity] to a friend or family member?
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously asked if SCAAN = one or more activities unless only activity is code 1
Base amended in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) to include voluntary work

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B4OP1A2 {ARTAT1 to ARTAT5}
[IF (CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2= 0) AND SAMPLE = A1 - IF SCAAN = ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES AND AAWKAC = 1 OR 3 UNLESS ONLY ACTIVITY IS CODE 1 AND NOT ASKED IN ARTS PARTICIAPTION LEVERS]

Here are some opinions that people have expressed about the arts. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each statement on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means strongly agree and 5 means strongly disagree. Please just give me the number from the card.

WHITE SHOWCARD A

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree
-1. Don’t know

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND ASK FOR NUMBER OF STATEMENT FROM CARD

A. The arts make a difference to the area where I live
B. The arts are not really for people like me
C. There are lots of opportunities to get involved in the arts if I want
D. Government funding enables a wide range of people to experience the arts
E. Government funding for the arts doesn't really benefit me

Question added at Y4 Q1 (July 2008), one in three respondents (SAMPLE A1 and SAMPLE B1)
From Y7Q2, ask of Sample B and question amended to remove shuffle packs. From Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – asked of 1 in 2 cross-sectional respondents – SAMPLE A1.

7.3 USING LIBRARIES

Section removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

Linking text:
You said earlier you had been to a library. I would like to ask you some more detail about the last time you went there [in your own time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]. ('in your own time' added in Y4 Q1)

LIBSAT {LIBSAT}
[ASKED IF SCLIBN = 1 AND LIBWKAC = 1 OR 4]

How satisfied were you with the service provided?

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT
1. Very satisfied
2. Fairly satisfied
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
4. Slightly dissatisfied
5. Very dissatisfied
-1. Don’t know
Question added at Y4 Q1 (July 2008). Question then removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

LIBSAT1 \{LIBDIS1 to LIBDIS8\}

[ASKED IF LIBSAT = 4 OR LIBSAT = 5]

What were you dissatisfied with?

DO NOT READ OUT OR SHOW SCREEN - CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Choice and physical condition of resources (books, music cds, dvds, talking books etc)
2. Staff assistance (friendly, helpful)
3. Information services
4. Condition of buildings
5. Computer facilities
6. Other (please specify)
-1. Don’t know

Question added at Y4 Q1 (July 2008). Question then removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

LIBINT \{LIBINT\}

[ASKED IF SCLIBN = 1 AND LIBWKAC = 1 OR 4]

How likely is it that you will go the library again?

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Definitely will
2. Probably will
3. Probably will not
4. Definitely will not
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously asked if SCLIBN = 1
Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

LIBREC  

{LIBREC}

[ASKED IF SCLIBN = 1 AND LIBWKAC = 1 OR 4]

Have you recommended going to the library to a friend or family member?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously asked if SCLIBN = 1
Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

7.4 VISITING ARCHIVES/RECORD OFFICES – section removed in April 2012

7.5 VISITING MUSEUMS OR GALLERIES

Section removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

MUSNAM  

{MUSNAM}

[ASKED IF SCMUSN = 1 AND MUSWKAC = 1 OR 4]

You said earlier you had been to a museum or gallery. Can I just check, what was the last one you went to one [in your own time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]. (INTERVIEWER: ENTER NAME OF GALLERY/MUSEUM.

Free text

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously asked if SCMUSN = 1
‘in your own-time’ added in Y4 Q1 (July 2008)
Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

Linking text:
I would like you to ask you some more detail about your last visit there.

MUSENJ1 {MUSENJ}
[ASKED IF SCMUSN = 1 and MUSWKAC = 1 or 4]

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being awful and 10 being brilliant, how much did you enjoy it?

1. Awful
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. Brilliant
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously asked if SCMUSN = 1

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

Linking text updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015) due to temporary removal of MUSINT and MUSREC

MUSINT {MUSINT}
[ASKED IF SCMUSN = 1 AND MUSWKAC = 1 OR 4]

How likely is it that you will go to a museum/gallery again?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT
1. Definitely will
2. Probably will
3. Probably will not
4. Definitely will not
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously asked if SCMUSN = 1

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MUSREC {MUSREC}
[ASKED IF SCMUSN = 1 and MUSWKAC = 1 or 4]

Have you recommended [+INSERT FROM MUSNAM+] to a friend or family member?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), previously asked if SCMUSN = 1

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7.6 VISITING HERITAGE SITES

Section removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

[ASKED IF SCHER > 0 (I.E. IF SCHER = 1 OR MORE ACTIVITIES) AND HERWKAC = 1 OR 3 OR 4, IF SCHER >1 AND HERWKAC = 1 OR 3 OR 4, THEN THE QUESTIONS ARE ASKED OF THE LAST PLACE VISITED.]

2015-2016 Taking Part Survey
Base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008)

WHETHER {LASTSITE}

[ASKED IF SCHER = MORE THAN 1 ACTIVITY AND HERWKAC = 1 OR 3 OR 4]

Base amended at Y4 Q1 (July 2008) – previously was ‘asked if SCHER = more than 1 activity

You said earlier that you went to a number of places of historic interest. Which was the last one you went to [either] [in your own time], [for the purposes of your academic study] [or] [as part of voluntary work]? INTERVIEWER: IF THE RESPONDENT’S LAST VISIT COVERED MORE THAN ONE TYPE OF PLACE, ASK THEM TO SELECT THE ONE THAT REFLECTS THE MAIN REASON FOR THE VISIT

1. A city or town with historic character
2. A historic building open to the public (non religious)
3. A historic park or garden open to the public
4. A place connected with industrial history (i.e. an old factory, dockyard or mine) or historic transport system (i.e. old ship or railway)
5. A historic place of worship attended as a visitor (not to worship)
6. A monument such as a castle, fort or ruin
7. A site of archaeological interest (i.e. roman villa, ancient burial site)
8. A site connected with sports heritage (i.e. Wimbledon) (not visited for the purpose of watching sport)

Base amended at Y4 Q1 (July 2008) – previously was ‘asked if SCHER = more than 1 activity

‘in either your own-time or for the purposes of your academic study’ added to question text in Y4 Q1 (July 2008)

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

Linking text:

I would like you to ask you some more detail about the last time you visited a [+WHATHER/SCHER+] [in your own time], [for academic study] [or] [as part of voluntary work]. ‘in your own time or for the purposes of academic study’ added in Y4 Q1 – July 2008
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HERPAY {HERPAY}

[ASKED IF LAST SITE VISITED = 2-8]

Did you pay an entrance fee to visit this [+WHATHER/SCHER+]? This could be either a compulsory fee or a voluntary fee/donation placed into a collection box or given to a member of staff.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF ENTRANCE TO HERITAGE SITE IS INCLUDED IN SUBSCRIPTION THEN DO NOT INCLUDE AS FEES.

SINGLE CODE ONLY

1. Yes – compulsory fee only
2. Yes – voluntary fee/donation only
3. Yes - both compulsory and additional voluntary fee/donation
4. Yes – fee paid but can’t remember if compulsory or voluntary
5. No fee paid
6. Don’t know

*Question added in Y6Q4 (January 2011)*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HERENJ {HERENJ}

[ASKED IF SCHER = 1-8 (1 OR MORE TYPES OF HERITAGE SITE) AND HERWKAC = 1 OR 3 OR 4]

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being awful and 10 being brilliant, how much did you enjoy it?

1. Awful
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. Brilliant
11. Don’t know

*Base amended at Y4 Q1 July 2008) – previously was ‘asked if SCHER = (1 or more) types of heritage site’*
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Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HERINT

[ASKED IF SCHER = 1-8 (1 or more types of heritage site) and HERWKAC = 1 OR 3 OR 4]

How likely is it that you will [+INSERT PLACE FROM +WHATHER/SCHER+] again?

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Definitely will
2. Probably will
3. Probably will not
4. Definitely will not
-1. Don’t know

Base amended at Y4 Q1 July 2008) – previously was ‘asked if SCHER = (1 or more) types of heritage site’

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HERREC

[ASKED IF SCHER = 1-8 (1 OR MORE TYPES OF HERITAGE SITE) AND HERWKAC = 1 OR 3 OR 4]

Have you recommended going to [+INSERT PLACE FROM WHATHER/SCHER+] to a friend or family member?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Base amended at Y4 Q1 July 2008) – previously was ‘asked if SCHER = (1 or more) types of heritage site’

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.
I am now going to read out some opinions that people may express about the heritage and history of their local area. Please tell me which answer comes closest to how you feel about the following statements? Please just give me the number from the card.

**WHITE SHOWCARD A**

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND ASK FOR NUMBER OF STATEMENT FROM CARD

1. It is important to me that heritage buildings and places are well looked after
2. The heritage of my local area is well looked after

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree
-1. Don’t know

*Question added at Y4 Q1 (July 2008) to 1 in 4 respondents, now 1 in 3*

*Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).*

*Base now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.*

*From Y7Q2 (July 2011) question asked of all Sample B.*

*From Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – asked of 1 in 2 cross-sectional respondents – SAMPLE A1.*

--

In your opinion, do you live in an ‘historic’ building or an ‘historic’ area?

1. Live in historical building
2. Live in an historic area
3. Live in historical building and an historic area
4. No
-1. Don't know

Half sample in Y3 Q4 (April 2008), base amended in Y4 Q1 (July 2008) to 1 in 4, now 1 in 3
Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Base now includes voluntary work which was excluded in Y4 Q1 to Q3.
From Y7Q2 (July 2011) question asked of Sample B only.
From Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – asked of 1 in 2 cross-sectional respondents – SAMPLE A1.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7.7 PARTICIPATING IN SPORTS OR RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Section removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Includes activities done in last 12 months (if none done in last 4 weeks) from Y6 Q1 (April 2010)- as in Y1-Y3..

Now some more detail about the sport/ recreational physical activity you have done

Linking text:

I would like to ask you some more detail about the last time you did/played [ACTIVITY].

RANDOMLY SELECTED ACTIVITY IF MORE THAN ONE CODED AT SCSPMA1, SCSPMB1, CYCLREC or SCSPYN. ACTIVITIES AT SCSPYN SHOULD BE GIVEN LOWEST PRIORITY FOR SELECTION.

SPOENJN {SPOENJN}

[ASKED IF DSPORTF = (1 OR MORE) OR SCSPYN = (1 OR MORE) OR (CYCLRECT >=30 MINUTES)]

RANDOMLY SELECTED ACTIVITY IF MORE THAN ONE

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being awful and 10 being brilliant, how much did you enjoy it?

1. Awful
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. Brilliant
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y6 Q1 (July 2010) to include activities done in last 12 months

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPOINTN {SPOINTN}

[ASKED IF DSPORTF = (1 OR MORE) OR SCSPYN = (1 OR MORE) OR (CYCLRECT >=30 MINUTES)]

How likely is it that you will [present tense verb + activity] again?

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Definitely will
2. Probably will
3. Probably will not
4. Definitely will not
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y6 Q1 (July 2010) to include activities done in last 12 months

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPORECN {SPORECN}

[ASKED IF DSPORTF = (1 OR MORE) OR SCSPYN = (1 OR MORE) OR (CYCLRECT >=30 MINUTES)]

Have you recommended [present tense verb + activity] to a friend or family member?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know
Taking Part Survey

Base amended in Y6 Q1 (July 2010) to include activities done in last 12 months

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPORTSAT1

[ASK IF CSCREEN = 1 or (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 1) AND IF DSPORTF = (1 OR MORE) OR SCSPYN = (1 OR MORE) OR (CYCLRECT >=30 MINUTES)]

Taking everything about your sport participation into account, how satisfied overall are you with your experience of taking part in sport over the last 12 months? Please rate on a scale of 1 to 10 where 1 is extremely dissatisfied and 10 is extremely satisfied.

1-10

-1. Don't know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Moved from end of sport more/less section in Y11 Q1 (April 2015). Routing also updated.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPORTSAT2

[ASK IF CSCREEN = 1 or (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 1) AND IF DSPORTF = (1 OR MORE) OR SCSPYN = (1 OR MORE) OR (CYCLRECT >=30 MINUTES)]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Compared to the same time last year, would you say your satisfaction is:

1. Much better
2. Better
3. The same
4. Worse
5. Much worse

-1. Don't know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Moved from end of sport more/less section in Y11 Q1 (April 2015). Routing also updated.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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[ASK IF CSCREEN = 1 AND SAMTYPE1 = 0 OR CSCREEN2 = 2 AND SAMTYPE2 = 1-ASKED IF DSPORTF = (1 OR MORE) OR SCSPYN = (1 OR MORE) OR (CYCLRECT >=30 MINUTES)]

I would now like to ask you about how confident you are that you would still take part in sport or physical recreational activities when other things get in the way. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not at all confident and 5 is completely confident…… How confident are you that you would still take part in sport or physical recreational activities when….

1. You are under a lot of stress.
2. You feel you don’t have the time
3. You have to do it alone or without your regular playing companions
4. Your family member(s) does not want you to take part
5. It’s cold, raining or snowing

a) Not at all confident
b) Somewhat confident
c) Moderately confident
d) Very confident
e) Completely confident
f) INTERVIEWER DO NOT READ OUT: Not applicable
g) INTERVIEWER DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
h) INTERVIEWER DO NOT READ OUT: Refused

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
8  BARRIERS TO PARTICIPATION

[ASK SECTION 7 IF CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)]

8.1 PARTICIPATING IN ARTS ACTIVITIES

New section added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

[These following questions are to be asked of those who have not participated in the sector during the last 12 months]

NOAPANY1 {NOAPANY21 to NOAPANY223}

[ASKED IF (SCARTP21 = 27 OR 20-23 OR 26 ONLY) OR ((SCARTP21 = 1-19, 24-25 AND APWKAC < > 1 OR APWKAC < > 4) OR (APNGRP22 < > 1))]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

You said earlier you had not done any of the things listed on this screen in the last 12 months. Just thinking about activities done in your own-time or for the purposes of voluntary work, have you ever done any of these activities?

1. Ballet
2. Other dance (for fitness)
3. Other dance (not for fitness).
4. Sang to an audience or rehearsed for a performance (not karaoke)
5. Played a musical instrument to an audience or rehearsed for a performance
6. Played a musical instrument for your own pleasure
7. Written music
8. Rehearsed or performed in a play / drama
9. Rehearsed or performed in an opera / operetta or musical theatre
10. Taken part in a carnival (eg. as a musician, dancer or costume maker)
11. Taken part in street arts (an artistic performance that takes place in everyday surroundings like parks, streets or shopping centres)
12. Learned or practised circus skills
13. Painting, drawing, printmaking or sculpture
14. Photography as an artistic activity (not family or holiday ‘snaps’)
15. Made films or videos as an artistic activity (not family or holidays)
16. Used a computer to create original artworks or animation
17. Textile crafts such as embroidery, crocheting or knitting
18. Wood crafts such as wood turning, carving or furniture making
19. Other crafts such as calligraphy, pottery or jewellery for yourself
24. Written any stories or plays
25. Written any poetry
26. Reading as part of a group
27. None of these [single code]

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010), base amended in Y6 Q2 (July 2010) to exclude 'Played a musical instrument' as now asked about in Arts Levers section

Changed to show screen in Y7Q2 (July 2011)

LAPSFQX {LPSF11 to LPSF124}
[ASK IF ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES CODED AT NOAPANY1]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Thinking about the time when you used to take part in these activities. Which, if any, did you do at least once a month?

<List of activities coded at NOAPANY>
None of these
- 1. Don’t know (DO NOT READ OUT)

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010), show screen added in Y7Q2

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8.2 ATTENDANCE AT ARTS EVENTS

New section added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

[These following questions are to be asked of those who have not participated in the sector during the last 12 months]

NOAAANY1 {NOAANY11 to NOAANY121}
[ASKED IF (SCAAN = 22 OR 1 ONLY) OR (SCAAN = 2-21 AND APWKAC < >1 OR APWKAC < >4)]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

You said earlier you had not been to any of the events listed on this screen in the last 12 months. Just thinking about the events you have been to in your own-time or for the purposes of voluntary work, have you ever been to any of these events?

2. Exhibition or collection of art, photography or sculpture
3. Craft exhibition (not crafts market)
4. Event which included video or electronic art
5. Event connected with books or writing
6. Street arts (art in everyday surroundings like parks, streets or shopping centres)
7. A public art display or installation (an art work such as sculpture that is outdoors or in a public place)
8. Circus (not animals)
9. Carnival
10. Culturally specific festival (for example, Mela, Baisakhi, Navrati)
11. Play / drama
12. Pantomime
13. Musical
14. Opera / operetta
15. Classical music performance
16. Jazz performance
17. Other live music event
18. Ballet
19. Contemporary dance
20. African people’s dance or South Asian and Chinese dance
21. Other live dance event
22. None of these [single code]

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

Changed to show screen in Y7Q2 (July 2011)

LAPSFQ2 {LPSF21 to LPSF222}
[ASK IF ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES CODED AT NOAANY1]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Thinking about the time when you used to go these events. Which, if any, did you go to at least three or four times a year?

<List of activities coded NOAANY1>
None of these
Don’t know (DO NOT READ OUT)

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010, show screen added in Y7Q2)
Here are some opinions that people have expressed about the arts. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each statement on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means strongly agree and 5 means strongly disagree. Please just give me the number from the card.

**WHITE SHOWCARD A**

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree
-1. Don’t know

**INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND ASK FOR NUMBER OF STATEMENT FROM CARD**

A. The arts make a difference to the area where I live
B. The arts are not really for people like me
C. There are lots of opportunities to get involved in the arts if I want
D. Government funding enables a wide range of people to experience the arts
E. Government funding for the arts doesn't really benefit me

*Question added at Y4 Q1 (July 2008), one in three respondents (SAMPLE A1 and SAMPLE B1) From Y7Q2 (July 2011) question asked of Sample B only. From Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – asked of 1 in 2 cross-sectional respondents – SAMPLE A1.*

---

**8.3 USING LIBRARIES**

*New section added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)*

[These following questions are to be asked of those who have not participated in the sector during the last 12 months]

**NOLIB {NOLIBANY}**

[ASKED IF (SCLIBN = 2) OR (SCLIBN = 1 AND LIBWKAC < > 1 OR LIBWKAC < > 4)]
You said earlier you had not used a library in the last 12 months. Have you ever used a library in your own time or for the purposes of voluntary work?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

Changed to show screen in Y7Q2 (July 2011)

LAPSFQ3 {LPSF3}

[ASK IF NOLIB = 1]

Thinking about the time when you used to use the library. Did you ever use it at least three or four times a year?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know (DO NOT READ OUT)

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

8.4 VISITING ARCHIVES/RECORDS OFFICES – section removed in April 2012

8.5 VISITING MUSEUMS OR GALLERIES

New section added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

[These following questions are to be asked of those who have not participated in the sector during the last 12 months]

NOMUS {NOMUSANY}

[ASKED IF SCMUSN = 2 OR (SCMUSN = 1 AND MUSWKAC < > 1 OR MUSWKAC < > 4)]

You said earlier you had not been to a museum or gallery in the last 12 months. Have you ever been to a museum or gallery in your own time or for the purposes of voluntary work?
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)
Changed to show screen in Y7Q2 (July 2011)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

LAPSFQ5 {LPSF5}
[ASK IF NOMUS = 1]

Thinking about the time when you used to visit museums or galleries. Did you ever visit at least one to two times a year?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know (DO NOT READ OUT)

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

8.6 VISITING HERITAGE SITES

New section added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)
[These following questions are to be asked of those who have not participated in the sector during the last 12 months]

NOHER {NOHER1ANY to NOHER10ANY}
[ASKED IF (SCHER = 9) OR (SCHER = 1-8 AND HERWKAC < > 1 or 3 or 4)]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
You said earlier you had not been to any of the places listed on this screen in the last 12 months. Have you ever been to any of these places in your own-time, for purposes of voluntary work or for academic study?

1. A city or town with historic character
2. A historic building open to the public (non-religious)
3. A historic park or garden open to the public
4. A place connected with industrial history (e.g. an old factory, dockyard or mine) or historic transport system (e.g. an old ship or railway)
5. A historic place of worship attended as a visitor (not to worship)
6. A monument such as a castle, fort or ruin
7. A site of archaeological interest (i.e. Roman villa, ancient burial site)
8. A site connected with sports heritage (e.g. Wimbledon) (not visited for the purposes of watching sport)
9. None of these
-1. Don't know

*Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)*

*Changed to show screen in Y7Q2 (July 2011)*

---

**LAPSFQ6**

{LPSF6}

[ASK IF ONE OR MORE PLACES CODED AT NOHER]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Thinking about the time when you used to go these types of places. <insert selected activities from NOHER>

Did you go to these types of places at least one to two times a year?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don't know (DO NOT READ OUT)

*Follow up in general, not about a specific site*

*Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)*

*Changed to show screen in Y7Q2 (July 2011)*

---
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I am now going to read out some opinions that people may express about the heritage and history of their local area. Please tell me which answer comes closest to how you feel about the following statements? Please just give me the number from the card.

\textbf{WHITE SHOWCARD A}

\textbf{INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND ASK FOR NUMBER OF STATEMENT FROM CARD}

1. It is important to me that heritage buildings and places are well looked after
2. The heritage of my local area is well looked after

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree
-1. Don't know

\textit{Question added at Y4 Q1 (July 2008) to 1 in 4 respondents, now 1 in 3\newline Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). Base now excludes voluntary work which was included in Y4 Q1 to Q3.\newline From Y7Q2 (July 2011) question asked of Sample B only. From Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – asked of 1 in 2 cross-sectional respondents – SAMPLE A1.}

\textbf{HERARE1 \{HERAREA\}}

\textbf{INTERVIEWER: READ OUT}

1. Live in historical building
2. Live in an historic area
3. Live in historical building \textit{and} an historic area
4. No
-1. Don’t know
**8.7 PARTICIPATION IN SPORT OR RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES**

*New section added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)*

*[These following questions are to be asked of those who have not participated in the sector during the last 12 months]*

**INTERVIEWER - PLEASE TURN THE SCREEN AWAY FROM THE RESPONDENT FOR THE NEXT SET OF QUESTIONS**

**NOSP**

{NOSP1 to NOSP65}

*[ASKED IF DSPORTF <> (1 RESPONSE OR MORE) AND SCSPYN <> (1 RESPONSE OR MORE) AND (CYCLRECT < 30 MINUTES)]*

You said earlier you had not done any of the sport or recreational activities listed on this card screen in the last 12 months. Have you ever done any of these activities?

**CODE ALL THAT APPLY**

**SHOW SCREEN**

1. American football
2. Angling or fishing
3. Archery
4. BMX, cyclo-cross, mountain biking
5. Badminton
6. Baseball / softball
7. Basketball
8. Bowls [lawn] (outdoors)
9. Bowls (indoors)
10. Boxing
11. Canoeing
12. Climbing / mountaineering (include indoor climbing)
13. Cricket
14. Croquet
15. Curling
16. Cycling [HEALTH, RECREATION, TRAINING, COMPETITION]
17. Cycling [TO GET TO PLACES I.E WORK, SHOPS]
18. Darts
19. Fencing
20. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [indoors]
21. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [outdoors]
22. Gaelic sports (e.g. camogie, Gaelic football, hurling, Irish handball and shinty)
23. Golf, pitch and putt, putting
24. Gymnastics
25. Health, fitness, gym or conditioning activities
26. Hill trekking or backpacking
27. Hockey (exclude ice, roller and street hockey but include in ‘other’)
28. Horse riding
29. Ice skating
30. Jogging, cross-country, road-running
31. Judo
32. Karate
33. Keep-fit, aerobics, dance exercise (include exercise bike)
34. Lacrosse
35. Motor sports
36. Netball
37. Orienteering
38. Other martial arts (include self defence, tai chi)
39. Pilates
40. Rounders
41. Rowing
42. Rugby League
43. Rugby Union
44. Shooting
45. Skiing (on snow or an artificial surface; on slopes or grass)
46. Snooker, pool, billiards (exclude bar billiards)
47. Squash
48. Swimming or diving [indoors]
49. Swimming or diving [outdoors]
50. Table tennis
51. Taekwondo
52. Tennis
53. Ten-pin bowling
54. Track and field athletics
55. Triathlon
56. Volleyball
57. Waterskiing
58. Weight training (include body-building)
59. Weight lifting
60. Windsurfing or board sailing
61. Yachting or dingy sailing
62. Yoga
63. Other sport
66. None of these
-1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)*

---

**LAPSFRQ7 {LPSF71 to LPSF765}**

*[ASK IF ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES CODED AT NOSP]*

Thinking about the time when you used to take part in these activities. Which, if any, did you do at least once a month?

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT LIST OF SPORTS
IF NECESSARY PROMPT: Did you do this activity at least once of month?

<List of activities coded at NOSP>
None of these
-1. Don’t know (DO NOT READ OUT)

*Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)*
9 LIFE EVENTS

[ASK SECTION 8 IF CSCREEN = 1 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 1)]

I would now like to ask you about things that may have happened in your life since your last interview. We’re interested in these kinds of events as they may affect your participation in activities.

LSTAGE1

[ASK IF CSCREEN = 1]

WHITE SHOWCARD B
Looking at this card, have any of these things happened to you since <MONTHINT>? Please just tell me the number from the card.

1. You moved house
2. You had significantly more disposable income
3. You had significantly less disposable income
4. Significant increase in financial commitments such as household bills, mortgage, loans etc
5. Major financial crisis, like losing the equivalent of 3 months’ income
6. You left school or university
7. Your work demands increased
8. You [or your partner] changed jobs
9. You [or your partner] lost your [their] job
10. You [or your partner] retired
11. You got a pet
12. Your pet died / became ill
13. None of the above
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Yr 8 Q1 (April 2012)

LSTAGE2

[ASK IF CSCREEN=1]

WHITE SHOWCARD C
And how about any of following….

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY: Have any of these things happened to you since <MONTHINT>. Please just tell me the number from the card.

1. You started a new relationship
2. You moved in with your partner  
3. You got engaged or married  
4. You had your first child  
5. You had another child  
6. Your child/ren started school  
7. Your child/ren left home  
8. Serious illness or injury  
9. Someone in your immediate family became seriously ill  
10. You have taken on additional caring responsibilities for a friend or family member  
11. Separation from your partner due to divorce, marital difficulties or relationship breakdown  
12. Death of a spouse  
13. Death of a close family member  
14. Death of a close friend  
15. None of the above  
-1. Don't know  
-2. Refused

*Question added in Yr 8 Q1 (April 2012)*
10 CHANGES TO PARTICIPATION

[ASK SECTION 8 IF CSCREEN = 1 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 1) AND ONLY IF DOING MORE/LESS ACTIVITY THAN IN PREVIOUS INTERVIEW]

I would now like to ask you about your involvement in culture and sport since your last interview.

SHOW SCREEN TO RESPONDENT

SECTIONS TO APPEAR IN SAME ORDER AS SCREENERS AND FREQUENCIES

10.1 ARTS PARTICIPATION

[ASK IF DOING MORE/LESS ACTIVITY]

[ASK IF FF9AP <> NEWAP]

[THRESHOLD - 0 ACTIVITIES, 1 ACTIVITY, 2 ACTIVITIES AND 3+ ACTIVITIES (ONLY ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES (SAME AS THOSE ASKED ABOUT IN ‘DETAILS OF ARTS PARTICIPATION’ SECTION)]

Thinking about your participation in arts activities in the last 12 months…..you said that you have taken part <more/less> often than you did in your last interview.

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY:

In this interview you have taken part <FREQUENCY FROM THIS INTERVIEW>.

In <MONTHINT> you had taken part <FF9APTXT>.

---------------------------------------------------------------

APMORE

[IF FF9AP < NEWAP]

INTERVIEWER: SHOWSCREEN
Here is a list of reasons why people might spend more time doing these kinds of activities. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why are you spending more time doing these kinds of activities?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>
I have less childcare responsibilities / children are less dependent
I have more free time
I get on well with the people who do it
My friends started doing it / doing more of it
I wanted to meet new people
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I enjoy doing the activity with other people / socialising through the activity
I wanted to introduce my child to a new activity / encourage my child’s interests or learning
I’m passionate about it
I wanted a new challenge
I wanted to broaden my interests
I wanted to do something for myself
My health improved
I can afford to do it now
The facilities have improved
Facilities have become available close to where I live
Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO APMOTH1)
Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO APMOTH2)
Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO APMOTH3)

50. Respondent is not doing more arts activities since last interview (CODE AS NULL - SINGLE CODE - HIDE ON SCREEN)
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3 in order at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent is not doing more arts activities since last interview’, DK and refused.

APMOTH1

[ASKED IF APMORE = OTHER REASON 1]

Why did you spend more time doing these kinds of activities since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APMOTH2

[ASKED IF APMORE = OTHER REASON 2]

Why did you spend more time doing these kinds of activities since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APMOTH3

[ASKED IF APMORE = OTHER REASON 3]

Why did you spend more time doing these kinds of activities since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

*Question added in Y10*

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APMOREM

<ASK IF APMORE IS MORE THAN 1 REASON>

INTERVIEWER: SHOWSCREEN
What is the main reason why you’ve spent more time doing these kinds of activities since your last interview?

<List of reasons from APMORE including reason from APMOTH1 – APMOTH3>

- 1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APLESS

[IF FF9AP > NEWAP]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
Here is a list of reasons why people might spend less time doing these kinds of activities. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why are you spending less time doing these kinds of activities?

<List of responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>

- I had less free time
- Childcare responsibilities took priority over it
- There were other things I preferred to do in my leisure time
- I didn’t get on with the people who did it
- Everyone I used to do it with had given it up
- I stopped enjoying or didn’t enjoy the activity
- It was/became too difficult
- I felt out of place
- Once I stopped doing it, it was easier not to do it again
- I developed health problems or a disability
- I didn’t feel I was good enough
- Once I was out of practice, it was too hard to get back into it
- It became too expensive
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It changed to an inconvenient time
It was difficult to get to via the transport options available to me
The facilities got worse
The venue closed down
I had trouble accessing the place where it was held
Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO APOLOTH1)
Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO APOLOTH2)
Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO APOLOTH3)

50. Respondent is not spending less time doing arts activities since last interview (CODE AS NULL - SINGLE CODE – HIDE ON SCREEN)
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3 in order at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent is not spending less time doing arts activities since last interview’, DK and refused.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
APLOTH1

[ASKED IF APLESS = OTHER REASON 1]

Why have you spent less time doing these kinds of activities since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APLOTH2

[ASKED IF APLESS = OTHER REASON 2]

Why have you spent less time doing these kinds of activities since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APLOTH3
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[ASKED IF APLESS = OTHER REASON 3]

Why have you spent less time doing these kinds of activities since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APLESSM

<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT APLESS>

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

What is the main reason why you've spent less time doing these kinds of activities since your last interview?

<List of reasons from APLESS including reason from APLOTH1 – APLOTH3>

-1. Don't know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10.2 ARTS ATTENDANCE

[ASK IF FF9AA <> NEWAA]

THRESHOLD - 0 ACTIVITIES, 1 ACTIVITY, 2 ACTIVITIES AND 3+ ACTIVITIES (ONLY ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES (SAME AS THOSE ASKED ABOUT IN ‘DETAILS OF ARTS PARTICIPATION’ SECTION))

Thinking about going to arts events in the last 12 months…..you said that you have been <more/less> often than you did in your last interview.

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY:

In this interview you have been <frequency from this interview>.

In <monthINT> you had been <ff9aatxt>.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AAMORE

[FF9AA < NEWAA]
INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
Here is a list of reasons why people might go to more of these kinds of events. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why have you been to more of these kinds of events?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>
I have less childcare responsibilities / children are less dependent
I have more free time
I get on well with the people who go there
My friends started doing it / doing more of it
I wanted to meet new people
I enjoy going to these events with other people / socialising through the event
I wanted to introduce my child to a new activity / encourage my child’s interests or learning
I’m passionate about it
There were (more) events that interested me in the last 12 months
I wanted a new challenge
I wanted to broaden my interests
I wanted to do something for myself
My health improved
I can afford to do it now
The facilities have improved
Facilities have become available close to where I live
Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO AAMOTH1)
Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO AAMOTH2)
Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO AAMOTH3)

50. Respondent has not been to more arts events since last interview (CODE AS NULL - SINGLE CODE – HIDE ON SCREEN)
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3 in order at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent has not been to more arts events since last interview’, DK and refused.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AAMOTH1

[ASKED IF AAMORE = OTHER REASON 1]

Why have you been to more of these kinds of events since your last interview?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AAMOTH2
[ASKED IF AAMORE = OTHER REASON 2]

Why have you been to more of these kinds of events since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

---------------------------------------------------------

AAMOTH3

[ASKED IF AAMORE = OTHER REASON 3]

Why have you been to more of these kinds of events since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

---------------------------------------------------------

AAMOREM

<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT AAMORE>

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
What is the main reason why you’ve been to more of these events since your last interview?

<LIST OF REASONS FROM AAMORE INCLUDING REASON FROM AAM<OTH1 – AAMOTH3>

-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.

---------------------------------------------------------

AALESS

[IF FF9AA > NEWAA]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
Here is a list of reasons why people might go to fewer arts events. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why have you been to fewer arts events?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>
I had less free time
Childcare responsibilities took priority over it
There were other things I preferred to do in my leisure time
There were fewer/no events of interest to me
I didn’t get on with the people who go there
Everyone I used to go with had stopped going
I had no one to go with
I felt out of place
Once I stopped going, it was easier not to go again
I developed health problems or a disability
It became too expensive
It changed to an inconvenient time
It was difficult to get to via the transport options available to me
The facilities got worse
The venue closed down
I had trouble accessing the place where it was held
Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO AALOTH1)
Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO AALOTH2)
Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO AALOTH3)
50. Respondent has not been to fewer arts events since last interview (CODE AS NULL - SINGLE CODE – HIDE ON SCREEN)
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3, in order at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent has not been to fewer arts events since last interview’, DK and refused.*
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Question added in Y10

AALOTH3

[ASKED IF AALESS = OTHER REASON 3]

Why have you been to fewer arts events since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

AALESSM

<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT AALESS>

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

What is the main reason why you've been to fewer arts events since your last interview?

<List of reasons from AALESS including reason from AALOTH1 – AALOTH3> 

-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.

10.3 USING LIBRARIES

[ASK IF FF9L <> NEWL UNLESS FF7L OR NEWL= -1/DK THEN SKIP]

Thresholds:
At least once a week
Less often than once a week but at least once a month
Less often than once a month but at least once a year
Has not visited

Thinking about using library services in the last 12 months – you said that you used them <more/less> often than you did in your last interview.

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY:

In this interview you said that you have used library services <Used the library> / Not used the library> <IF APPLICABLE - FREQUENCY FROM INTERVIEW>
In **<MONTHINT>** you had used library services **<FF9LTXT>**.

---

**LMORE**

**[IF FF9L > NEWL]**

**INTERVIEWER: SHOWSCREEN**

Here is a list of reasons why people might use library services more often. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why have you used them more often?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>
- I have less childcare responsibilities/children are less dependent
- I have more free time
- My friends started going / going more
- I wanted to meet new people
- I enjoy going to the library with other people
- I wanted to encourage my child to read books
- I like to read/wish to read more
- There were (more) events at the library that interested me during the last 12 months
- I wanted to broaden my interests
- I wanted to do something for myself
- My health improved
- The facilities have improved
- The staff/service has improved
- Facilities have become available close to where I live
- Books have become too expensive to buy
- I needed to access the internet
- Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO LMOTH1)
- Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO LMOTH2)
- Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO LMOTH3)

50. Respondent has not used library services more often since last interview (**CODE AS NULL** - SINGLE CODE – HIDE ON SCREEN)
- 1. Don’t know
- 2. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3, and DK in order at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent has not used library services more often since last interview’, DK and refused Routing instruction is based on coding of question so scale is opposite to that expected.*

---

**LMOTH1**

**[ASKED IF LMORE = OTHER REASON 1]**

Why have you used library services more often since your last interview?

**INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON**
Question added in Y10

LMOTH2

[ASKED IF LMORE = OTHER REASON 2]

Why have you used library services more often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

LMOTH3

[ASKED IF LMORE = OTHER REASON 3]

Why have you used library services more often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

LMOREM

<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT LMORE>

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
What is the main reason why you’ve used library services more often since your last interview?

<LIST OF REASONS FROM LMORE INCLUDING REASON FROM LMOTh1 – LMOTH3>

-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.

LLESS
INTERVIEWER: SHOWSCREEN
Here is a list of reasons why people might use library services less often. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why have you used them less often?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>
I had less free time
Childcare responsibilities took priority over it
There were other things I preferred to do in my leisure time
Everyone I used to go with had stopped going
I felt out of place
Once I stopped going, it was easier not to go again
I developed health problems or a disability
It was difficult to get to via the transport options available to me
The facilities got worse
The library closed down
It became inconvenient as the opening hours changed/library is open less often
I had trouble accessing the place where it was held
The service became unsatisfactory
I started to buy books / get books from elsewhere
I now read E Books (eg. Kindle, iBooks, Kobo) so don’t need to use the library anymore
They stopped stocking the books I like
Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO LLOTH1)
Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO LLOTH2)
Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO LLOTH3)
50. Respondent has not used library services less often since the last interview (CODE AS NULL - SINGLE CODE – HIDE ON SCREEN)
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3 in order at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent has not used library services less often since the last interview, DK and refused. Routing instruction is based on coding of question so scale is opposite to that expected.

LLOTH1

[ASKED IF LLESS = OTHER REASON 1]
Why have you used library services less often since your last interview?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10
LLOTH2

[ASKED IF LLESS = OTHER REASON 2]

Why have you used library services less often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

LLOTH3

[ASKED IF LLESS = OTHER REASON 3]

Why have you used library services less often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

LLESSM

<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT LLESS>

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
What is the main reason why you've used library services less often since your last interview?
<LIST OF REASONS FROM LLESS INCLUDING REASON FROM LLOTH1 – LLOTH3>
-1. Don't know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.

10.4 ARCHIVES

[ASK IF FF9AR <> NEWAR OR NEWAR= -1/DK THEN SKIP]

THRESHOLD: BEEN TO AN ARCHIVE IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
NOT BEEN TO AN ARCHIVE IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS

Thinking about visits to an archive or records office in the last 12 months….you said that you have visited <more/less> often than you did in your last interview.
INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY:

In this interview you have <been to an archive centre or records office/not been to an archive or records office>.

In <MONTHINT> you had <FF9AR>.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AMORE

[IF FF9AR < NEWAR]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Here is a list of reasons why people might go to archive centres or record offices more often. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why have you been more often?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>
I have less childcare responsibilities/ children are less dependent
I have more free time
People I know started going / going more
I wanted to meet new people
I wanted to introduce my child to a new activity / encourage my child’s interests or learning
I’m passionate about searching the archives for information
I started to look at my family tree
There were (more) events that interested me during the last 12 months
I wanted a new challenge or to broaden my interests
I wanted to do something for myself
My health improved
The facilities have improved
The staff/service has improved
Facilities have become available close to where I live
Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO AMOTH1)
Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO AMOTH2)
Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO AMOTH3)
50. Respondent has not been to archive centres or record offices more since last interview (CODE AS NULL - SINGLE CODE – HIDE ON SCREEN)
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3, in order at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent has not been to archive centres or record offices more since last interview’, dk and refused.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AMOTH1

[ASKED IF AMORE = OTHER REASON 1]

Why have you been to archive centres or record offices more often since your last interview?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON
AMOTH2

[ASKED IF AMORE = OTHER REASON 2]
Why have you been to archive centres or record offices more often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

AMOTH3

[ASKED IF AMORE = OTHER REASON 3]
Why have you been to archive centres or record offices more often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

AMOREM

<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT AMORE>
INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
What is the main reason why you’ve been to archive centres or record offices more often since your last interview?

<List of reasons from AMORE including reason from AMOTH1 – AMOTH3>
-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.
ALESS

[IF FF9AR > NEWAR]

INTERVIEWER: SHOWSCREEN
Here is a list of reasons why people might go to archive centres or record offices less often. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why have you been less often?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>
I had less free time
Childcare responsibilities took priority over it
There were other things I preferred to do in my leisure time
Everyone I used to go with had stopped going
I felt out of place
Once I stopped going, it was easier not to go again
I developed health problems or a disability
It was difficult to get to via the transport options available to me
The facilities got worse / the service became unsatisfactory
The archive centre or records office closed down
It became inconvenient as the opening hours changed
I had trouble accessing the place where it was held
I started to use the internet instead
The research I was doing came to an end
I found out what I wanted to know
Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO ALOTH1)
Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO ALOTH2)
Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO ALOTH3)

50. Respondent has not been to archive centres or record centres less since the last interview (CODE AS NULL - SINGLE CODE – HIDE ON SCREEN)
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3 in order at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent has not been to archive centres or record centres less since the last interview’, DK and refused.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALOTH1

[ASKED IF ALESS = OTHER REASON 1]

Why have you been to archive centres or record offices less often since your last interview?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10
ALOTH2

[ASKED IF ALESS = OTHER REASON 2]

Why have you been to archive centres or record offices less often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

ALOTH3

[ASKED IF ALESS = OTHER REASON 3]

Why have you been to archive centres or record offices less often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

ALESSM

<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT ALESS>

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
What is the main reason why you've been to archives centres or record offices less often since your last interview?

<LIST OF REASONS FROM ALESS INCLUDING REASON FROM ALOTH1 – ALOTH3>

-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.

10.5 MUSEUMS

[ASK IF FF9M <> NEWM UNLESS FF9M OR NEWM= -1/DK THEN SKIP]

THRESHOLD:
AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK
LESS OFTEN THAN ONCE A WEEK BUT AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH
LESS OFTEN THAN ONCE A MONTH BUT AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR
HAS NOT VISITED
Thinking about visiting museums or galleries in the last 12 months…you said that you have visited <more/less> often than you did in your last interview.

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY:

In this interview you have visited museums or galleries < FREQUENCY FROM INTERVIEW>. In <MONTHINT> you had visited museums or galleries <FF9MTXT>.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MMORE

[FF9M > NEWM]

INTERVIEWER: SHOWSCREEN
Here is a list of reasons why people might go to museums or galleries more often. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why have you been more often?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>
I have less childcare responsibilities/children are less dependent
I have more free time
I get on well with the people who go there
My friends started going/going more often
I wanted to meet new people
I enjoy going to these events with other people/socialising through the event
I wanted to introduce my child to a new activity/encourage my child’s interests or learning
I’m passionate about it
There were (more) exhibitions that interested me in the last 12 months
I wanted to broaden my interests
I wanted to do something for myself
My health improved
I can afford to do it now
The facilities have improved
Facilities have become available close to where I live
Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO MMOTH1)
Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO MMOTH2)
Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO MMOTH3)
50. Respondent has not been to museums or galleries more often since last interview (CODE AS NULL - SINGLE CODE – HIDE FROM SCREEN)
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3 in order at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent has not been to museums or galleries more often since last interview’, dk and refused. Routing instruction is based on coding of question so scale is opposite to that expected.
MMOTH1

[ASKED IF MMORE = OTHER REASON 1]

Why have you been to museums or galleries more often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

------------------------------------------------

MMOTH2

[ASKED IF MMORE = OTHER REASON 2]

Why have you been to museums or galleries more often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

------------------------------------------------

MMOTH3

[ASKED IF MMORE = OTHER REASON 3]

Why have you been to museums or galleries more often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

------------------------------------------------

MMOREM

<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT MMORE>

INTERVIEWER: SHOWSCREEN
What is the main reason why you’ve been to museums or galleries more often since your last interview?

<List of reasons from MMORE including reason from MMOTH1 – MMOTH3>
-1. Don't know

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.*

---

**MLESS**

*[IF FF9M < NEWM]*

**INTERVIEWER: SHOWSCREEN**

Here is a list of reasons why people might go to museums or galleries less often. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why have you been less often?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>

- I had less free time
- Childcare responsibilities took priority over it
- There were other things I preferred to do in my leisure time
- There were less/no exhibitions that interested me in the last 12 months
- I didn’t get on with the people who go there
- Everyone I used to go with had stopped going
- I stopped enjoying or didn’t enjoy going
- I felt out of place
- Once I stopped going, it was easier not to go again
- I developed health problems or a disability
- It became too expensive
- It became inconvenient as the opening hours changed
- It was difficult to get to via the transport options available to me
- The facilities got worse
- The museum/gallery closed down
- Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO MLOTH1)
- Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO MLOTH2)
- Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO MLOTH3)

50. Respondent has not been to museums or galleries less often since last interview *(CODE AS NULL) - SINGLE CODE – HIDE FROM SCREEN)*

-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3 in order at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent has not been to museums or galleries less often since last interview’, DK and refused. Routing instruction is based on coding of question so scale is opposite to that expected.*

---

**MLOTH1**

*[ASKED IF MLESS = OTHER REASON 1]*

Why have you been to museums or galleries less often since your last interview?

**INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON**
**MLOTH2**

**[ASKED IF MLESS = OTHER REASON 2]**

Why have you been to museums or galleries less often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

**Question added in Y10**

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**MLOTH3**

**[ASKED IF MLESS = OTHER REASON 3]**

Why have you been to museums or galleries less often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

**Question added in Y10**

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**MLESSM**

**<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT MLESS>**

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
What is the main reason why you’ve been to museums or galleries less often since your last interview?

**<LIST OF REASONS FROM MLESS INCLUDING REASON FROM MLOTH1 – MLOTH3>**
-1. Don’t know

**Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.**
10.6 HERITAGE

[ASK IF FF9H <> NEWH UNLESS FF9H OR NEWH= -1/DK THEN SKIP]

THRESHOLD:
AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK
LESS OFTEN THAN ONCE A WEEK BUT AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH
LESS OFTEN THAN ONCE A MONTH BUT AT LEAST 3-4 TIMES A YEAR
1-2 TIMES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
HAS NOT VISITED

Thinking about visiting heritage sites in the last 12 months….you said that you visited them <more/less> often than in your last interview.

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY:

In this interview have visited heritage sites <FREQUENCY FROM INTERVIEW>.
In <MONTHINT> you had visited heritage sites <FF9MTXT>.

HMORE

[IF FF9H > NEWH]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
Here is a list of reasons why people might go to heritage sites more often. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why have you been more often?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>
I have less childcare responsibilities/ children are less dependent
I have more free time
I get on well with the people who go there
My friends started going / going more often
I wanted to meet new people
I enjoy going to these places with other people / socialising at the place
I wanted to introduce my child to a new activity / encourage my child’s interests or learning
I’m passionate about it
There were (more) events that interested me in the last 12 months
I wanted to broaden my interests
I wanted to do something for myself
My health improved
I can afford to do it now
The facilities have improved
Facilities have become available close to where I live
Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO HMOTH1)
Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO HMOTH2)
Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO HMOTH3)
Respondent has not been to heritage sites more often since last interview (CODE AS NULL - SINGLE CODE – HIDE FROM SCREEN)
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused
Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3 in order at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent has not been to heritage sites more often since last interview’, DK and refused. Routing instruction is based on coding of question so scale is opposite to that expected.

HMOTh1

[ASKED IF HMORE = OTHER REASON 1]

Why have you been to heritage sites more often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

HMOTh2

[ASKED IF HMORE = OTHER REASON 2]

Why have you been to heritage sites more often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

HMOTh3

[ASKED IF HMORE = OTHER REASON 3]

Why have you been to heritage sites more often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

HMOREM

<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT HMORE>
INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
What is the main reason why you’ve been to heritage sites more often since your last interview?

<List of Reasons from HMORE including reason from HMOTH1 – HMOTH3>
- 1. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HLESS

[IF (FF9H < NEWH)]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
Here is a list of reasons why people might go heritage sites less often. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why have you been less often?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>
I had less free time
Childcare responsibilities took priority over it
There were other things I preferred to do in my leisure time
There were less/no events that interested me in the last 12 months
It is usually a holiday activity and we haven’t been on holiday in the last 12 months
I didn’t get on with the people who go there
Everyone I used to go with had stopped going
I stopped enjoying or didn’t enjoy going
I felt out of place
Once I stopped going, it was easier not to go again
I developed health problems or a disability
It became too expensive
It became inconvenient as the opening hours changed
It was difficult to get to via the transport options available to me
The facilities got worse
The heritage site closed down
I had trouble accessing the place / building
Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO HLOTH1)
Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO HLOTH2)
Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO HLOTH3)
50. Respondent has not been to heritage sites less often since last interview (Code AS NULL - SINGLE CODE – HIDE FROM SCREEN)
- 1. Don’t know
- 2. Refused

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3 at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent has not been to heritage sites less often since last interview’, DK and refused. Routing instruction is based on coding of question so scale is opposite to that expected.
HLOTH1

[ASKED IF HLESS = OTHER REASON 1]

Why have you been to heritage sites less often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON

*Question added in Y10*

HLOTH2

[ASKED IF HLESS = OTHER REASON 2]

Why have you been to heritage sites less often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

*Question added in Y10*

HLOTH3

[ASKED IF HLESS = OTHER REASON 3]

Why have you been to heritage sites less often since your last interview?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

*Question added in Y10*

HLESSM

<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT HLESS>

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
What is the main reason why you’ve been to heritage sites less often since your last interview?

<LIST OF REASONS FROM HLESS INCLUDING REASON FROM HLOTH1 – HLOTH3>
10.7 SPORTS PARTICIPATION

[ASK IF FF9S <> NEWS]

THRESHOLD:
NO SPORT – 0 DAYS (NO INTENSITY MEASURES)
LESS THAN 4 DAYS AT 30MINS+ (NO INTENSITY MEASURES)
4-11 DAYS AT 30 MINS+ (NO INTENSITY LEVEL)
12 PLUS DAYS (NO INTENSITY LEVEL)]

Thinking about participation in sports and physical recreational activities in the last 4 weeks….you said that you have taken part <more/less> often than in your last interview.

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY:

In this interview you have taken part on <days band for sport from current interview> for at least 30 minutes or more in the last 4 weeks.

In <MONTHINT> you had taken part on <FF9STXT> for at least 30 minutes or more in the 4 weeks prior to the interview.

SPMORE

[IF FF9S < NEWS]

INTERVIEWER: SHOWSCREEN
Here is a list of reasons why people might do more sport and physical recreational activities. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why are you doing more?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>
I have less childcare responsibilities/ children are less dependent
I have more free time
I get on well with the people who do it
My friends started doing it / doing more of it
I wanted to meet new people
I enjoy doing the activity with other people / socialising through the activity
I wanted to introduce my child to a new activity / encourage my child's interests or learning
I’m passionate about it
I wanted a new challenge
I wanted to broaden my interests
I wanted to do something for myself
To improve skill level
To increase competitive success
My health improved
Recovered from injury
I wanted to get fitter/healthier
I can afford it now
To prepare for an event / charity event
The facilities have improved
Facilities have become available close to where I live
More actively involved in sports club/organisation
I got a dog
Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO SPMOTH1)
Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO SPMOTH2)
Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO SPMOTH3)

50. Respondent is not doing more sport than mentioned in last interview (CODE AS NULL - SINGLE CODE – HIDE ON SCREEN)
   -1. Don't know
   -2. Refused

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3 at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent is not doing more sport than mentioned in last interview’, DK and refused.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPMOTH1

[ASKED IF SPMORE = OTHER REASON 1]

Why have you been doing more sport and physical recreational activities since your last interview?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPMOTH2

[ASKED IF SPMORE = OTHER REASON 2]

Why have you been doing more sport and physical recreational activities since your last interview?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SPMOTH3

[ASKED IF SPMORE = OTHER REASON 3]

Why have you been doing more sport and physical recreational activities since your last interview?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPMOREM

<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT SPMORE>

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
What is the main reason why you are doing more sport and physical recreational activities?

<List of reasons from SPMORE including reason from SPMOTH1 – SPMOTH3>

- 1. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPLESS

<IF FF9S > NEWS>

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
Here is a list of reasons why people might do less sport and physical recreational activity. Just thinking about the time since your last interview, why are you doing less?

<Responses from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2>

I had less free time
Childcare responsibilities took priority over it
There were other things I preferred to do in my leisure time
I didn’t get on with the people who did it
Everyone I used to do it with had given it up
I stopped enjoying or didn’t enjoy the activity
It was/became too difficult
I felt out of place
Once I stopped doing it, it was easier not to do it again
I developed health problems or a disability
I didn’t feel I was good enough
Once I was out of practice, it was too hard to get back into it
I was worried that I would get injured if I carried on doing it
I had to give up due to an injury (sustained from sport)
I had to give up due to an injury (not sustained from sport)
It became too expensive
The classes / sessions changed to an inconvenient time
A course, class or club finished/not available anymore
I was training for an event
It was difficult to get to via the transport options available to me
The facilities got worse
The venue/facilities closed down
I had trouble accessing the place it was held
Don’t have a dog anymore
Other reason 1 (please specify – GO TO SPLOTH1)
Other reason 2 (please specify – GO TO SPLOTH2)
Other reason 3 (please specify – GO TO SPLOTH3)
50. Respondent is not doing less sport since last interview (CODE AS NULL - SINGLE CODE – HIDE ON SCREEN)
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Randomise list but keep list from LSTAGE1 and LSTAGE2 together and at top of list, other reason 1, other reason 2 and other reason 3 in order at the bottom of the list. Hide ‘Respondent is not doing less sport since last interview’, DK and refused.*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPLOTH1

[ASKED IF SPLESS = OTHER REASON 1]

Why have you been doing less sport and physical recreational activities since your last interview?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER REASON

*Question added in Y10*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPLOTH2

[ASKED IF SPLESS = OTHER REASON 2]

Why have you been doing less sport and physical recreational activities since your last interview?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON
Question added in Y10

SPLOTH3

[ASKED IF SPLESS = OTHER REASON 3]

Why have you been doing less sport and physical recreational activities since your last interview?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER REASON

Question added in Y10

SPLESSM

<IF MORE THAN 1 REASON AT SPLESS>

INTERVIEWER: SHOWSCREEN

What is the main reason why you’re doing less sport and physical recreation activity?

<LIST OF REASONS FROM SPLESS INCLUDING REASON FROM SPLOTH1 – SPLOTH3>

-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal only. Don’t know should be hidden.

Question added in Y10
FACTORS AFFECTING PARTICIPATION

[ASK SECTION 10 IF (CSCREEN = 1 AND SAMPTYPE1 = 0) OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 1)]

I would now like to ask you some questions about factors which may or may not affect your participation in activities.

INTERVIEWER: DO NOT SHOW SCREEN FOT THIS SECTION – USE SHOWCARDS

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPOHEALTH

[ASK ALL]
During the past 12 months, to what extent has your physical health interfered with your normal daily activities with family, friends, neighbours or groups?

WHITE SHOWCARD D

1. Not at all
2. A little bit
3. Moderately
4. Quite a bit
5. Extremely
6. Don’t know
7. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal sample only*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPOPAIN

[ASK ALL]
During the last 12 months how much did physical pain interfere with your normal daily activities?

WHITE SHOWCARD D

1. Not at all
2. A little bit
3. Moderately
4. Quite a bit
5. Extremely
6. Don’t know
7. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal sample only*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LOSS1_6

[ASK ALL]
I am going to read out a number of statements and for each one, I would like you to tell me to what extent it is true for you.

You would feel a real loss if you were forced to give up ….

a) Attending art events in the future  
b) Taking part in arts activities in the future  
c) Visiting museums and galleries in the future  
d) Visiting heritage sites in the future  
e) Using library services in the future  
f) Taking part in sport in the future  
g) Playing video or computer games

Just give me the number from the card.

**WHITE SHOWCARD E**

1. Very true for you  
2. Somewhat true for you  
3. Somewhat untrue for you  
4. Not at all true for you  
5. Don’t know  
6. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal sample only. New response added in Y10.*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**EASE1_7**

ASK ALL  

You would feel completely confident and at ease…

(INTEVIEWER - ADD IF NECESSARY – To what extent is it true for you…

a) At arts events such as musicals, plays, dance events or musical performances  
b) At art, photography or craft exhibitions  
c) In museums and galleries  
d) At heritage sites  
e) In libraries  
f) In situations where people take part in sport or exercise activity  
g) About the appearance of your body when taking part in sport or exercise activity

Just give me the number from the card.

**WHITE SHOWCARD E**

1. Very true for you  
2. Somewhat true for you  
3. Somewhat untrue for you  
4. Not at all true for you  
5. Don’t know  
6. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal sample only*
PERSONAL1_7

[ASK ALL]

These are some opinions that people have expressed about different types activities. Please tell me
how much you agree or disagree with each statement on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means strongly
agree and 5 means strongly disagree.

a) I am an arty person
b) Having access to museums and galleries in my local area is important to me
c) Museums play an important role in helping me understand the world
d) I’m interested in the history of the places where I live
e) Conservation of local heritage really benefits me
f) I am a sporty person

WHITE SHOWCARD F

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree
-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal sample only

I would now like to ask you about whether your family and friends regularly take part or attend cultural
and sports activities. Looking at this card…

WHITE SHOWCARD G

FAM1_7

[ASK ALL]

How many of your family members regularly….

a) Go to arts events such as musicals, plays, dance events or musical performances
b) Go to art, photography or craft exhibitions
c) Go to museums and galleries
d) Go heritage sites
e) Use library services
f) Take part in sport or exercise activity

1. All/most
2. Some
3. None
4. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal sample only
FRIEND1_7
[ASK ALL]
And how many of your friends regularly....

   a) Go to arts events such as musicals, plays, dance events or musical performances
   b) Go to art, photography or craft exhibitions
   c) Go to museums and galleries
   d) Go heritage sites
   e) Use library services
   f) Take part in sport or exercise activity

1. All/most
2. Some
3. None
4. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – longitudinal sample only
[ASK SECTION 11 IF CSCREEN = 0 or CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2, EXCEPT QUESTION EMAIL WHICH IS ASKED OF ALL]

Section removed in Y4 Q4 (April 2008), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

INTSEC {NET1 TO NET7}
[ASK ALL]

May I ask, in the last 12 months, have you used the internet to look at any of the following websites?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT - CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Museum/gallery websites
2. Library websites
3. Historical or heritage websites
4. Arts websites (including music, theatre, dance, visual arts and literature)
5. Archive/record office websites
6. Sport websites
7. None of these

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)
Response list amended in Y7Q2 (July 2011)

INTAR12 {MUSNET21 to MUSNET26Y6}
[ASKED IF INTSEC = 1]

You said that you had been on a museum/gallery website. Was this to…?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Find out about or order tickets for an exhibition or event
2. Look at items from a collection
3. Find out [information] about a particular subject
4. Take a virtual tour of a museum or gallery
5. View or download an event or exhibition
6. Some other reason (PLEASE SPECIFY)
   - 1. Don’t know

‘Other’ changed to be ‘please specify’ in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)
Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)
Response list updated in Y7Q2 (July 2011)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTLIB {INTLIB1 to INTLIB4}
[ASKED IF INTSEC = 2]

You said that you had been on a library website. Was this to…?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Complete a transaction (eg. reserve, renew items, pay a fine)
2. Search and view online information (eg. online catalogue, dictionary) or make an enquiry
3. Loaned an e-book
4. Some other reason (PLEASE SPECIFY)
   - 1. Don’t know

‘Other’ changed to be ‘please specify’ in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)
Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)
Response list updated in Y7Q2 (July 2011) – ‘None of these’ removed
Loaned an e-book added to response list in Y9 (April 2013)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTHER2 {INTHER}
[ASKED IF INTSEC = 3]

You said that you had been on a historical or heritage website in the past 12 months. Was this to …?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Plan how to get to a historic site
2. Buy tickets to visit a historic site
3. Take a virtual tour of a historic site
4. Learn more about history or the historic environment
5. Discuss history or visits to the historic environment on a forum  
6. Some other reason (PLEASE SPECIFY)  
-1. Don’t know

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)  
Question amended in Y7Q2 (July 2011)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTART4X {COCNET21 to COCNET27Y6}  
[ASKED IF INTSEC = 4, from Y4 Q1]

You said that you had been on an arts website. Was this to...?  
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. View or download part or all of a performance or exhibition  
2. Find out more about an artist/performer or event  
3. Discuss the arts or share art that others have created  
4. Upload or share art that you have created yourself  
5. Buy tickets for an arts performance or exhibition  
6. Find out how to take part or improve your creative skills, such as through lessons or clubs  
7. Some other reason (PLEASE SPECIFY)  
-1. Don’t know

‘Other’ changed to be ‘please specify’ in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)  
Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)  
Question amended in Y7Q1 (July 2011)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTARC {INTARC1 to INTARC6}  
[ASKED IF INTSEC = 5]

You said that you had been on an archive / records office website.  
Was this to...?  
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1. Complete a transaction (eg. order copies of documents, make an appointment to view specific documents)
2. View digitised documents online
3. Search a catalogue
4. Find out about the archive (eg. opening hours)
5. Some other reason (PLEASE SPECIFY)
   -1. Don't know

*Other’ changed to be ‘please specify’ in Y6 Q1 (April 2010).
*Question added in Y4 Q1 (July 2008), removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009) and added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)
*Response list updated in Y7Q2 (July 2011) – ‘None of these’ removed *

--------------------------------------------

INTACC {INTACC}
[ASK ALL]

Do you, or any member of your household, have access to the internet from home?

   1. Yes
   2. No
   -1. Don't know

*Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010) *

--------------------------------------------

INTUSE {INTUS1 to INTUS15}
[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
Still thinking about the internet, which of these, if any, have you *personally* used in the last month?

   1. Internet at work
   2. Internet at school, college or university
   3. Internet in a café or bar
   4. Internet at home on a computer
   5. Internet at home on a games console
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6. Internet on a mobile device such as a phone, Blackberry, Smartphone, palmtop or Personal Digital Assistant (PDA)
7. Internet from a friend’s or relative’s house
8. Internet from an internet kiosk
9. Internet from a library
10. Internet through TV
11. Internet on a portable games console (eg. PSP)
12. Internet from anywhere else (please specify)
13. Not accessed the internet
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refusal

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)
Show screen from Y7Q2 (July 2011)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

USEO

[INTUSE = 12]

ENTER WHERE ELSE ACCESSED INTERNET FROM HERE
Free Text

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTUSEO {INTUOFT}

[ASKED IF INTUSE = 1 - 12 (MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE)]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
During the last month, which of these have you personally used most often? SINGLE CODE ONLY
All responses from coded at INTUSE

   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refusal

Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)
Show screen from Y7Q2 (July 2011)
EMAIL {EMAIL}

[IF CSCREEN = 0, CSCREEN = 1, CSCREEN = 2 OR CSCREEN = 3]

Do you have an email address that you access at least once a month? This can be either a personal or work email.

1. Yes
2. No
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refusal

Question added in for Y7 Q1 (April 2011)

SOCMED1R

[ASK ALL]

Have you accessed any of the following social networking sites or applications in the last 12 months?

GREEN SHOWCARD 2CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Social Media

1. Facebook
2. Twitter
3. Google+ (NOT the Google search engine)
4. LinkedIn
5. Myspace

Video sharing

6. YouTube
7. Vimeo
8. Dailymotion

Photo sharing

9. Flickr
10. Instagram

Music list sharing

11. Spotify
12. Last.fm
13. Audioboo

**Blogs (text information sharing/publishing)**

14. Tumblr  
15. WordPress  
16. Blogger

**Site/Link sharing**

17. Pinterest  
18. Reddit  
19. Scoop.it

**Charitable giving**

20. Virgin money giving  
21. Justgiving

22. Other social networking sites or applications (PLEASE SPECIFY)

23. None of these  
-1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012), updated question text and response list in Y9 (April 2013). Don’t include topic headers in script.*

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**[IF SOCMED1 = 3]**

Can I just check that you have used the Google+ social networking site – we are not referring to the Google search engine which you may use to find websites and information on the internet.

INTERVIEWER – IF RESPONDENT HAS NOT USED GOOGLE+, PLEASE GO BACK TO PREVIOUS QUESTION AND AMEND

*Text added Y8 Q1 (April 2012) – soft check only*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**SOCMED2**

**[IF SOCMED1 = 1-12]**  
**INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN**  
How often do you access sites such as these?

1. Several times a day  
2. At least once a day  
3. At least 3-4 times a week
4. 1-2 times a week
5. Less often than once a week but at least 2-3 times a month
6. At least once a month
7. Less often than once a month
-1. Don’t know

New question added Y8 Q1 (April 2012)
The next question is about involvement in groups, clubs and organisations. These could be formally organised groups or just groups of people who get together to do an activity or talk about things. Please exclude just paying a subscription, giving money and anything that was a requirement of your job.

In the last 12 months, have you been involved with any groups of people who get together to do an activity or to talk about things? These could include evening classes, support groups, slimming clubs, keep-fit classes, pub teams and so on.

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Added back into questionnaire in Y6 Q1 (April 2010) but as half sample, from Y7Q2 ask of all Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked of cross-sectional only.

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
Which of these categories best describe the groups you have taken part in?

1. Hobbies/social clubs
2. Sports/exercise groups, including taking part, coaching or going to watch
3. Local community or neighbourhood groups
4. Groups for children or young people
5. Adult education groups
6. Groups for older people
7. Environmental groups
8. Health, disability and welfare groups
9. Political groups
10. Trade union groups
11. Religious groups, including going to a place of worship or belonging to a religious based group
12. Other group
-1. Don’t know

*Added back into questionnaire in Y6 Q1 (April 2010) but as half sample Section removed in Y4 Q4 (April 2008), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)*

*Ask of all from Y7Q2 (July 2011). Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked of cross-sectional only.*

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**[ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2]**

Linking text:

I would now like to ask you about any voluntary work you may have done.

[The following text is shown if APWKAC = 4 or AAWKAC = 4 or LIWKAC = 4 or ARCWKAC = 4 or MUSWKAC = 4 or HERWKAC = 4]:

When answering the questions, please include all voluntary activity, including any you have already told me about (linking text added in Y4 Q1 July 2008)

**VOLWORK** {VOLWORK}

**[ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2]**

During the last 12 months, have you done any voluntary work?

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY: THIS COULD BE ORGANISING OR HELPING TO RUN AN EVENT
CAMPAIGNING
CONSERVATION
RAISING MONEY
PROVIDING TRANSPORT OR DRIVING
TAKING PART IN A SPONSORED EVENT
COACHING, TUITION, MENTORING ETC.

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

*Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).*

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
[ASKED IF VOLWORK = 1]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
And what kinds of things have you done?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Raising or handling money / taking part in sponsored events
2. Leading a group
3. Member of a committee
4. Organising or helping to run an activity or event
5. Visiting people
6. Befriending / mentoring people
7. Coaching or tuition
8. Giving advice/ information/ counselling
9. Secretarial, administrative or clerical work
10. Providing transport or driving
11. Representing – e.g. addressing meetings, leading a delegation
12. Campaigning – e.g. lobbying, canvassing, letter writing
13. Conservation/restoration
14. Officiating – e.g. judging, umpiring or refereeing
15. Other practical help - for example helping out a school, religious group, with shopping/refreshments
16. Other (please specify)
17. No answer
-1. Don’t know

List order randomised from code 1 to code 14
Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[ASKED IF VOLWORK = 1 TO VOLSEC7]

Was this connected to any of the following areas?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Arts
2. Museum/gallery
3. Heritage
4. Libraries
5. Archives
6. Sport
7. Any other sector

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLTIMH {VOLTIME1 TO VOLTIME6}
[ASKED IF VOLSEC = 1-6]

During the last four weeks, that is since [+INSERT DATE – 4 WEEKS PRIOR TO THE INTERVIEW+] how much time have you spent on voluntary [+VOLSEC+] work? INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ENTER NUMBER OF HOURS HERE
0 – 999

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLTIMM {VOLTIME1 TO VOLTIME6}
[ASKED IF VOLSEC = 1-6]

During the last four weeks, that is since [+INSERT DATE – 4 WEEKS PRIOR TO THE INTERVIEW+] how much time have you spent on voluntary [+VOLSEC+] work? INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ENTER NUMBER OF MINUTES HERE
0 – 60

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLCHK
[ASK IF VOLSEC = 1-6 (ASKED FOR EACH ACTIVITY)]

During the last four weeks, you have spent [+VOLTIMH+] hours and [+VOLTIMM+] minutes doing voluntary [+VOLSEC+] work. Is this correct?

1. Yes
2. No – you will now be sent back to check your answers
-1. Don’t know

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CHARITABLE GIVING

Section added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011)

GIVETY {GIVETY1-17}

[ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

In the last 12 months, have you donated any money in any of the following ways? Please exclude donating goods or prizes, any possessions or facilities you have allowed a charitable organisation to use or any voluntary work you have done with charities.

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Money to collecting tins (e.g. door-to-door, in the street, in a pub, at work, on a shop counter, etc.)
2. Sponsorship
3. Collection at church, mosque or other place of worship
4. A charity envelope for house-to-house collections
5. Donations into a collection box at a free event or attraction (eg. art exhibition, museum, heritage site)
6. Buying raffle tickets (NOT national lottery)
7. Buying goods from a charity shop or catalogue
8. Regular direct debit, standing order, covenant or debit from salary, payroll giving
9. Giving to people begging on the street
10. Gift aid contributions on top of an entry fee to an event or attraction
11. Occasional donations by cheque or credit/debit card
12. Fundraising events (e.g. charity dinners, fetes, jumble sales, tickets for charitable events)
13. Membership fees or supporter schemes for a charitable organisation
14. Given money on an online crowdfunding platform (eg. Kickstarter or Indiegogo)
15. Other method of giving (excluding donating goods or prizes) (specify)
16. Did not give any money
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

Randomise list but keep 14, 15, -1 and -2 at bottom of list

Question added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

In the last 12 months, have you donated any goods or prizes to any charitable organisations, or allowed any charitable organisations to use any of your own possessions or facilities?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Yes – donated goods or prizes
2. Yes – allowed to use possessions or facilities
3. No
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

*Question added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011)*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Earlier you said that you had <attended an arts event/visited a museum or gallery/visited a heritage site> in the last 12 months. Did you make any voluntary donations into a collection box during your [visit /visit to any of these]?

1. Yes - Arts event
2. Yes - Museum or gallery
3. Yes - Heritage site
4. None of these
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

*Only include response codes for activities actually done*

*Question added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011)*
GIVEFRQ  {GIVEFRQ}

[IF GIVETY = 1-14 OR COLLECT = 1, 2 OR 3]

How often in the last 12 months have you donated money to charity <IF COLLECT = 1-3 'including voluntary donations into collection boxes at events or attractions'>?

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. At least once a week
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ORGTYPE     {ORGTYPE1-24}

[IF GIVETY = 1-14]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

In the last 12 months, have you given any money to any of the following charity sectors?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Medical research
2. Children or young people
3. Disabled people
4. Disadvantaged or homeless people
5. Elderly people
6. Developing countries/famine relief overseas
7. Animals
8. The environment (e.g. green issues)
9. Heritage sites or organisations
10. Religious organisations
11. Schools or higher education
12. Museums and/or galleries
13. The arts
14. Rescue services (e.g. lifeboats)
15. Disaster relief
16. Sports organisations (e.g. local sports clubs or facilities, sports development charities)
17. Libraries or library facilities
18. Other (specify)
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

Randomise list but keep 18, -1 and -2 at bottom of list

Question added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011)

[ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)]

INTERVIEWER: NOW TURN SCREEN AWAY FROM RESPONDENT

AMTHER {AMTHER}

[((ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0))) AND ONLY IF ORGTYPE = 9 OR COLLECT = 3]

About how much money, in total, have you given to heritage sites or organisations in the last 12 months?

INTERVIEWER: READ RESPONSE LIST AND STOP WHEN THE RESPONDENT SAYS “YES”

1. Less than £20
2. £20 to £49
3. £50 to £99
4. £100 to £499
5. £500 to £999
6. £1,000 or more
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

Question added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011), asked of SAMPLE A ONLY from Y7Q2 (July 2011). Asked of all cross-sectional sample from Y8 Q1 (April 2012).
AMTMUS  \{AMTMUS\}

\[((\text{ASK IF CSCREEN} = 0 \text{ OR} (\text{CSCREEN} = 2 \text{ AND} \text{SAMPTYPE2} = 0)) \text{ AND ONLY IF ORGTYPE} = 12 \text{ OR COLLECT} = 2)\]

About how much money, in total, have you given to museums and galleries in the last 12 months?

INTERVIEWER: READ RESPONSE LIST AND STOP WHEN THE RESPONDENT SAYS “YES”

1. Less than £20
2. £20 to £49
3. £50 to £99
4. £100 to £499
5. £500 to £999
6. £1,000 or more
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011), asked of SAMPLE A ONLY from Y7Q2 (July 2011). Asked of all cross-sectional sample from Y8 Q1 (April 2012).

AMTARTS  \{AMTARTS\}

\[((\text{ASK IF CSCREEN} = 0 \text{ OR} (\text{CSCREEN} = 2 \text{ AND} \text{SAMPTYPE2} = 0)) \text{ AND ONLY IF ORGTYPE} = 13 \text{ OR COLLECT} = 1)\]

About how much money, in total, have you given to the arts in the last 12 months?

INTERVIEWER: READ RESPONSE LIST AND STOP WHEN THE RESPONDENT SAYS “YES”

1. Less than £20
2. £20 to £49
3. £50 to £99
4. £100 to £499
5. £500 to £999
6. £1,000 or more
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused
About how much money, in total, have you given to sporting organisations in the last 12 months?

INTERVIEWER: READ RESPONSE LIST AND STOP WHEN THE RESPONDENT SAYS “YES”

1. Less than £20
2. £20 to £49
3. £50 to £99
4. £100 to £499
5. £500 to £999
6. £1,000 or more
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

About how much money, in total, have you given to libraries and library facilities in the last 12 months?

INTERVIEWER: READ RESPONSE LIST AND STOP WHEN THE RESPONDENT SAYS “YES”

1. Less than £20
2. £20 to £49
3. £50 to £99
4. £100 to £499
5. £500 to £999
6. £1,000 or more
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

Question added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011), asked of SAMPLE A ONLY from Y7Q2 (July 2011). Asked of all cross-sectional sample from Y8 Q1 (April 2012).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GIVEGEN  

{(GIVEGEN)

[(ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)) AND IF GIVETY = 1-14 BUT EXCLUDE THOSE WHO HAVE ONLY GIVEN TO DCMS SECTORS ORGTYPE = 9, 12, 13, 16 OR 17 OR COLLECT = 1, 2 OR 3]

   About how much money, in total, have you given to <if ORGTYPE = 9, 12, 13, 16 OR 17 or COLLECT = 1, 2 or 3, insert text “any other charitable organisations, if ORGTYPE <> 9, 12, 13, 16 OR 17 AND COLLECT <> 1, 2 or 3 insert text “charity”> in the last 12 months?

   INTERVIEWER: READ RESPONSE LIST AND STOP WHEN THE RESPONDENT SAYS “YES”

   1. Less than £20
   2. £20 to £49
   3. £50 to £99
   4. £100 to £499
   5. £500 to £999
   6. £1,000 or more
      -1. Don’t know
      -2. Refused

Question added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011), asked of SAMPLE A ONLY from Y7Q2 (July 2011). Asked of all cross-sectional sample from Y8 Q1 (April 2012).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GIVSECT  

{(GIVSECT)

[ASK IF (CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)), IF ORGTYPE = 9, 12, 13, 16 or 17 OR COLLECT = 1, 2 OR 3]

   INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
In the next 12 months, do you think you will generally give more, less, or the same amount of money as you have over the last 12 months to charities in the arts, culture and sporting sectors?

1. More
2. Same
3. Less
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011). Asked of all cross-sectional sample from Y8 Q1 (April 2012).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GIVEMOR / GIVELES removed in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SECTACT {SECTAT1-5}

[ASK IF ((CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)) AND SAMPLE = A1]

Here are some things that people have said about giving money to charities in the arts, culture and sporting sectors. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each statement on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means strongly agree and 5 means strongly disagree. Please just give me the number from the card.

WHITE SHOWCARD H

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree

READ OUT LIST

a) The arts and cultural sector is a worthy cause to give money to
b) It’s fair to pay an entry fee to public museums and galleries
c) Giving money to charities in the arts, culture and sporting sectors will make a difference to the facilities available to me
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d) I would be prepared to pay a small top-up fee on top of an entry fee if that money went towards the upkeep of the attraction or organisation I was visiting

e) I would be happy to donate money to arts, cultural or sporting organisations that are local to me in order to keep them running

Question added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011), statement (c) amended in Y7Q2. From Y8 Q1 (April 2012) asked of cross-sectional sample – SAMPLE A1 only.

GIVEENC {GIVEENC1-8}

[ASK IF ((CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)) AND SAMPLE = A1]

Here are some things that people have said might encourage them to donate money to the arts, cultural or sporting sectors.

Please tell me how much they would encourage you to give money/more money to these sectors by giving me an answer from the card.

WHITE SHOWCARD I

READ OUT LIST

a) Having more information about the different arts, cultural and sporting charities that I could support
b) Receiving letter/email of thanks from the charity
c) Receiving information from the charity or organisation explaining what has been done with my donation
d) Confidence that the arts, cultural or sporting charity uses the money efficiently
e) Being able to give money by tax efficient methods (e.g. gift-aid, payroll giving)
f) More generous tax relief (e.g. income tax relief on gifts made to charities)
g) Being asked by a friend or family member
h) Knowing the money will be spent/used locally

Would this…

1. Encourage you a lot
2. Encourage you a little
3. Not at all
Question added in Y6 Q4 (January 2011), question text amended in Y7Q2. From Y8 Q1 (April 2012) asked of cross-sectional sample – SAMPLE A1 only.
I'm now going to ask you a couple of questions about belonging. Using the answers on the card, please tell me how strongly you feel you belong to each place.

**SBELOC**

[ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)]

**WHITE SHOWCARD J**

- First, your local area?

  PROMPT IF NECESSARY: How strongly do you feel you belong?

  1. Very strongly
  2. Fairly strongly
  3. Not very strongly
  4. Not at all strongly
  5. Don't know

*Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample.*

**SBEGB**

[ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)]

**WHITE SHOWCARD J**

- And Britain?

  PROMPT IF NECESSARY: How strongly do you feel you belong?

  1. Very strongly
  2. Fairly strongly
  3. Not very strongly
  4. Not at all strongly
  5. Don't know

*Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample.*
STOGETHA

[ASK IF CSCREEn = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)]

To what extent do you agree or disagree that this local area is a place where people from different backgrounds get on well together? Please choose your answer from this card.

WHITE SHOWCARD K

1. Definitely agree
2. Tend to agree
3. Tend to disagree
4. Definitely disagree
5. SPONTANEOUS ONLY- Too few people in the local area
6. SPONTANEOUS ONLY- All same backgrounds
7. SPONTANEOUS ONLY- Don’t know

*Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample.*
Section removed in Y4 Q4 (April 2008), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).

Linking text:
I’m now going to ask you about local sporting and cultural facilities and the quality of your local environment.

INFLU1 {INFLUSP}
[ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)]

How much influence do you have over the quality and variety of local sporting facilities?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT SCALE

1. A lot of influence
2. A small amount of influence
3. No influence
-1. Don’t know

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INFLU2 {INFLUCU}
[ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)]

How much influence do you have over the quality and variety of local cultural facilities? I mean things like theatres, cinemas, museums, libraries, galleries and so on.
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT SCALE

1. A lot of influence
2. A small amount of influence
3. No influence
-1. Don’t know

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample.
INFLU3 {INFLUENV}

[ASK IF CSSCREEN = 0 OR (CSSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)]

How much influence do you have over the quality of your local environment? I mean things like planning permission decisions, the upkeep of parks and other public spaces, including streets.

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT SCALE

1. A lot of influence
2. A small amount of influence
3. No influence
-1. Don’t know

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample.

CONSUL2 {CONSULT1 TO CONSULT5}

[ASK IF CSSCREEN = 0 OR (CSSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)]

In the last 12 months, has any organisation asked you what you think about..

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

INTERVIEWER: EXCLUDES THIS INTERVIEW AND FRIENDS/FAMILY/WORK COLLEAGUES

1. Local sporting facilities
2. Local cultural facilities
3. Local environment
4. None of these
-1. Don’t know

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample.
ACTION1  \{ACTION21 TO ACTION210\}

[ASK IF (CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0)) AND SAMPLE = B1]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
In the last 12 months, have you taken any of the following actions to try to get something done about…

a. Local sporting facilities
b. Local cultural facilities or
c. The quality of your local environment?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Contacted a local radio station, television station or newspaper
2. Talked to / written to a sporting or cultural facility directly
3. Contacted the council
4. Contacted a local councillor or MP
5. Joined a local residents' group or attended a neighbourhood forum
6. Attended a protest meeting or joined a campaign/action group
7. Helped organise a petition
8. (SPONTANEOUS) No problems affecting facilities in local area
9. None of the above
-1. Don’t know

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample for SAMPLE B1 only.

ACTION2  \{ACTIONIF2\}

[ASKED IF ACTION1 = CODES 8/9/-1]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
If you wanted to get something done about these issues, what would you do first?
ADD IF NECESSARY: ISSUES SUCH AS LOCAL SPORTING OR CULTURAL FACILITIES OR THE QUALITY OF YOUR LOCAL ENVIRONMENT.
CODE ONE ONLY

1. Contact a local radio station, television station or newspaper
2. Talk to / write to a sporting or cultural facility directly
3. Contact the council
4. Contact a local councillor or MP
5. Join a local residents' group or attended a neighbourhood forum
6. Attend a protest meeting or join a campaign/action group
7. Help organise a petition
8. Something else?
9. No answer
-1. Don’t know

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample for SAMPLE B1 only.

ACT2OTH 
{ACTIONIF2}

[ASKED IF ACTION2 = 8]

Please specify ‘something else’ here
Free text

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample for SAMPLE B1 only.

[ASK IF (CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE = 0) AND SAMPLE = B1]

The following questions are about local planning decisions.

By this we mean any decision that is made by your local council or local authority that involves a building being built, demolished, or changed in any way. It can refer to a decision made by a neighbouring council or local authority if you live on the border of an authority.

PLDC

[ASK IF ((CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE = 0)) AND SAMPLE = B1]

WHITE SHOWCARD L

Thinking about planning decisions in your local area, which of the following statements on this card best applies to you?

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY: By involvement in planning decisions we mean things such as:

- Writing to (or meeting with): planning officers, local councillors, mps about planning decisions
- Organising or attending meetings about local planning decisions

2015-2016 Taking Part Survey
• Giving time (or money) to groups engaging in local planning decisions

1. I have been involved in planning decisions that affected my local community as a whole (i.e. may or may not have affected me directly, but affected the community)
2. I have been involved in planning decisions that affected me directly, but not the wider local community
3. I have not been involved in any planning decisions
4. Don’t know

*Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample for SAMPLE B1 only.*

[ONLY IF PLDC = 1 OR 2]

PLIN

And did this involve local planning decisions that affected a heritage site or building, for example an historic building, monument, park or garden?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

*Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample for SAMPLE B1 only.*

INQY

[ASK IF ((CSCREEN = 0 OR (CSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE = 0)) AND SAMPLE = B1]

WHITE SHOWCARD M

There are a number of different things that can affect how you feel about your local area. Looking at this card, please tell me which of these things you feel are most important to your local area. You can choose up to three.

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY: You can select any of the things on the list, even if you haven’t used them or don’t have them in your area.

CODE UP TO THREE

1. Clean streets
2. Green spaces (e.g. parks)
3. Libraries, theatres, museums or galleries
4. Leisure centres or sports facilities
5. Historic places, areas or buildings
6. Traffic management
7. Access to public transport
8. Shopping facilities
9. Education facilities (e.g. schools, colleges)
10. None of these
11. Don't know

*Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011). From Y8 Q1 (April 2012), asked for all cross-sectional sample for SAMPLE B1 only.*
PRIDE

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Looking at this list, what, if anything makes you most proud of Britain? You can choose up to three.

CODE UP TO THREE

1. The British countryside and scenery
2. The British people
3. British history
4. British sporting achievements
5. British arts and culture (music, film, literature, art etc.)
6. British architecture and historic buildings
7. British education and science
8. The British legal system
9. Britain’s democratic tradition
10. British health service
11. British multiculturalism
12. The British Monarchy
13. None of these things
14. Don’t know
15. Refused

*Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011)*
OLYMSPN \{OLYMPIC2\}

[ASK IF (DSPORF = 1 OR MORE ACTIVITIES) OR (SCSPYN = 1 OR MORE ACTIVITIES) OR (CYCLRECT >= 30 MINUTES)]

Do you think that the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games has motivated you to do more sport or recreational physical activity?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Base amended in Y6 Q1 (April 2010) to also include if SCSPY = 1 or more activities)

Question text amendment in Y4 Q1 (April 2008), previously stated ‘winning the bid to host’ and added ‘and Paralympic Games’

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPNWHY

[IF OLYMSPN = 1]

WHITE SHOWCARD N

In what ways has the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games motivated you to do more sport or physical recreational activity?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. I’m more interested in sport in general
2. It introduced me to new sports
3. It encouraged me to take part in sport more often
4. It encouraged me to take up a new sport
5. I intend to take part in sport more often
6. I intend to take up a new sport
7. None of these
-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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NOSPORT

[IF NOT ASKED OLYMSPN (those that have not done any sport in last 12 months)]

Do you think that the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games has made you more interested in sport or recreational physical activity?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know

Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOSPWHY

[If NOSPORT = 1]

WHITE SHOWCARD O

In what ways has the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games made you more interested sport or physical recreational activity?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. I’m more interested in sport in general
2. It introduced me to new sports
3. I intend to take part in sport more often
4. I intend to take up a new sport
5. None of these
6. Don’t know

Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OLYMCUL {OLYMCULT}

[ASK IF (ARTPENJ = 1-10 OR ARTPENJ = -1) OR (ARTAENJ = 1-10 OR ARTAENJ = -1) OR (LIBSAT = 1-5 OR LIBSAT = -1) OR (ARCSAT = 1-5 OR ARCSAT = -1) OR (MUSENJ1 = 1-10 OR MUSENJ1 = -1) OR (HERENJ = 1-10 OR HERENJ = -1)]

Earlier you said that you have participated in one or more cultural activities in the last 12 months – this could be participated in arts activities, attending events, visiting a library, visiting an archive, attending museums or galleries or visiting a heritage site ….
INTERVIEWER ADD IF RESPONDENT ASKS WHY WE ARE ASKING ABOUT CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND 2012 OLYMPICS AND PARALYMPICS: There are a number of cultural events taking place around the UK as a result of UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games.

Do you think that the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games has motivated you to do more cultural activities?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OLYMPVOL {OLYMVOL}

[ASK IF VOLWORK = 1]

Do you think that the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games has motivated you to do more voluntary work?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VOLWHY

[IF OLYMPVOL = 1]

WHITE SHOWCARD P

In what ways has the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games motivated you to do more volunteering?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. I am now more interested in volunteering
2. I am now more aware of volunteering opportunities
3. I was motivated to volunteer for the first time
4. I now volunteer more often
5. I intend to volunteer more often in the future
6. None of these
-1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011)*
New section added in Y10 Q2 (July 2014)

[ASK SECTION 18 IF CSCREEN = 0, CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2. DO NOT INCLUDE FOR CSCREEN = 3]

Linking text:

I would like to ask you about First World War Centenary events.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WAR1 {WAR1}

[ASK ALL]

Are you aware of local or national events or activities being held in the UK between 2014 and 2018, to commemorate the Centenary of the First World War?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t Know

Question added in Y10, Q2

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WAR2 {WAR2}

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
Here is a list of national events that have been/will be held between 2014 and 2018, to commemorate the Centenary of the First World War..

Which, if any, are you aware of?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY

4th August 2014: Commemorating the centenary of the British Empire’s entry into the First World War

1. Service for the Commonwealth at Glasgow Cathedral
2. Commemoration at St Symphorien cemetery in Mons, Belgium
3. Candlelit Service of Solemn Commemoration at Westminster Abbey

25th April 2015:
4. Centenary commemorations of the Gallipoli Campaign

31st May – 1st June 2016: (add from 1st May 2015)
5. Centenary commemorations of the Battle of Jutland

1st July 2016: (add from July 1st 2015)
6. Centenary commemorations of the Battle of Somme

2017: (add from January 1st 2016)
7. Centenary commemorations of the 3rd Battle of Ypres (Passchendaele)

11th November 2018: (add from 11th November 2017)
8. Centenary commemoration of the Armistice

None of these
Don't know

Question added in Y10, Q2. Please note that some of the responses should not be added until the date in italics – do not add this note to questionnaire responses.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WAR3 {WAR3}

[ASK ALL]

How do you feel about the UK commemorating the Centenary of the First World War?
Are you…

1. Strongly against
2. Slightly against
3. Neither against nor supportive
4. Slightly supportive, or
5. Strongly supportive?
   -1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y10, Q2.*

[ASK ALL]

During the First World War Centenary period from 2014 to 2018, have you followed or do you intend to follow any of the First World War Centenary events by….

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Watching on TV
2. Listening to the radio
3. Watching or listening on the internet
4. Engaging online or via social media
5. Reading a newspaper online or offline
6. In none of these ways
   -1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y10, Q2.*

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: SHOWSCREEN

Here is a list of different types of First World War Centenary events.

WAR5 Since January 2014, which events have you followed or got involved in? This may include activities you are currently doing.

WAR6 Which events do you think you will follow or get involved in?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Attending a local or national commemorative event (including remembrance services)
2. Attending or taking part in a related cultural event (e.g. the 14-18 NOW cultural programme)
3. Visiting a First World War battlefield, memorial or burial site
4. Visiting a museum or exhibition related to the First World War
5. Researching local or family history related to the First World War
6. Learning about the First World War (watching TV programmes, listening to radio programmes, reading books, internet research, attending lectures)
7. Marking or remembering the First World War (for example - lighting a candle, planting poppy seeds)
8. Other way
9. None of the above
- 1. Don't know

*Question added in Y10, Q2. Set up as a grid question on screen*
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**BROADCASTING**

Section removed in Y4 Q4 (April 2008), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010) – amended in Y6 Q4 (January 2011)

**[UNLESS SPECIFIED - ASK SECTION 19 IF CSSCREEN = 0, CSSCREEN = 1 OR CSSCREEN = 2. DO NOT INCLUDE FOR CSSCREEN = 3]**

Linking text:

I would now like to ask you a few questions about radios and newspapers.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**NORADIO** {NUMRADIO}

[ASK ALL]

How many radios do you have in your household? Do not include internet or television radio.

INTERVIEWER: ENTER NUMBER

0 - 99

*Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).*

*Additional clarification added to the question in Y7Q2.*

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**DIGRAD** {DIGRAD1}

[ASKED IF NORADIO = (1 OR MORE)]

How many of these radios are digital? Is your radio digital?
This does not mean a radio with a digital display, but a radio which allows you to access additional radio stations, such as BBC Radio 4 Extra or Planet Rock. Do not include internet or television radio.

INTERVIEWER: ENTER NUMBER

1 to [+NORADIO+]

*Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010).*

*Additional clarification added to the question in Y7Q2.*
RADSW \(\{\text{DIGRAD2}\}\)
[ASK ALL]

In the next 12 months, do you have any plans to buy a/another digital radio?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: This does not mean a radio with a digital display, but a radio which allows you to access additional radio stations, such as BBC7 or Planet Rock.

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

*Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)*

NEWPAP1 \(\{\text{NEWPAP1}\}\)
[ASK ALL]

Do you read any daily newspapers at least 3 times a week?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: This would include any regional or local daily paper

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

*Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)*

NEWPAP2 \(\{\text{NEWPAP2}\}\)
[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

Which one of the following daily newspapers do you read most often?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: CODE ONLY ONE CHOICE

1. Daily Express
2. Daily Mail
3. Daily Mirror
4. Daily Star
5. Daily Telegraph
6. Financial Times
7. The Guardian
8. The Independent
9. The Sun
10. The Times
11. Metro
12. Local daily newspaper
13. Other daily newspaper
14. None

*Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)*
20  DEMOGRAPHICS

[UNLESS SPECIFIED - ASK SECTION 18 OF ALL - CSCREEN = 0, CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2 OR CSCREEN = 3]

Linking text:
   Now the final questions about you and your household

20.1  RESPONDENT’S EDUCATION

   Now thinking about your education…..

EDUC1  {EDUC1}
[IF CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2]

GREEN SHOWCARD 3
Do you have any of the qualifications listed on this card?
INTERVIEWER: CODE QUALIFICATION AT NEXT QUESTION

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

EDUC2  {EDUC2}
[ASKED IF EDUC1 = 1]

GREEN SHOWCARD 3
Starting from the top of this card, please look down the list of qualifications and tell me the number of the first one you come to that you have passed.

1. Higher Education & professional/vocational equivalents
2. Other Higher Education below degree level
3. A levels, vocational level 3 & equivalents
4. Trade Apprenticeships
5. GCSE/O Level grade A*-C (5 or more), vocational level 2 & equivalents
6. GCSE/O Level grade(less than 5 A*-C), other qualifications at level 1 and below
7. Other qualifications: level unknown

The list on Green Showcard 3 is as follows:

1. Higher Education & professional/vocational equivalents
   • Degree or Degree equivalent, and above
   • Higher degree and postgraduate qualifications
   • First degree (including B.Ed.)
   • Postgraduate Diplomas and Certificates (including PGCE)
   • Professional qualifications at degree level e.g. graduate member of professional institute, chartered accountant or surveyor
   • NVQ or SVQ level 4 or 5

2. Other Higher Education below degree level
   • Diplomas in higher education & other higher education qualifications
   • HNC, HND, Higher level BTEC
   • Teaching qualifications for schools or further education (below Degree level standard)
   • Nursing, or other medical qualifications not covered above (below Degree level standard)
   • RSA higher diploma

3. A levels, vocational level 3 & equivalents
   • A level or equivalent
   • AS level
   • SCE Higher, Scottish Certificate Sixth Year Studies or equivalent
   • NVQ or SVQ level 3
   • GNVQ Advanced or GSVQ level 3
   • OND, ONC, BTEC National, SCOTVEC National Certificate
   • City & Guilds advanced craft, Part III (& other names)
   • RSA advanced diploma

4. Trade Apprenticeships

5. GCSE/O Level grade A*-C (5 or more), vocational level 2 & equivalents
   • NVQ or SVQ level 2
   • GNVQ intermediate or GSVQ level 2
   • RSA Diploma
   • City & Guilds Craft or Part II (& other names)
   • BTEC, SCOTVEC first or general diploma et
   • level or GCSE grade A-C, SCE Standard or Ordinary grades 1-3

6. GCSE/O Level grade(less than 5 A*-C), other qualifications at level 1 and below
- NVQ or SVQ level 1
- GNVQ Foundation level, GSVQ level 1
- GCSE or O level below grade C, SCE Standard or Ordinary below grade 3
- CSE below grade 1
- BTEC, SCOTVEC first or general certificate
- SCOTVEC modules
- RSA Stage I, II, or III
- City and Guilds part 1
- Junior certificate

7. Other qualifications: level unknown
   - Other vocational or professional or foreign qualifications

20.2 Respondent’s Employment

[IF (CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2) OR (CSCREEN =3 AND RESPONDENT IS HRP)]

Linking text:

Now thinking about your employment

QWORK (QWORK)

Did you do any paid work in the seven days ending last Sunday, either as an employee or as self-employed?

1. Yes
2. No

GOVTSCH (GOVTSCH)

[ASKED IF QWORK = 2]

Were you on a government scheme for employment training?

1. Yes
2. No
JOBAWY {JOBAWY}

[ASKED IF GOVTSCH = 2]

Did you have a job or business you were away from?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Waiting to take up a new job/business already obtained

OWNBUS {OWNBUS}

[ASKED IF JOBAWY = 2/3]

Did you do any UNPAID work for any business that you own in the 7 days ending last Sunday?

1. Yes
2. No

RELBUS {RELBUS}

[ASKED IF OWNBUS = 2]

Or did you do any UNPAID work for any business that a relative owns?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: INCLUDE SPOUSE/COHABITEE

1. Yes
2. No
LOOKWK4  {LOOKWK4}

[ASKED IF QWORK = 2 AND GOVTSCH = 2 AND JOBAWY = (2 OR 3) AND OWNBUS = 2 AND RELBUS = 2]

Thinking about the last FOUR WEEKS ending last Sunday, were you looking for any kind of paid work or a place on a government training scheme at any time in those 4 weeks?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Waiting to take up a new job/business already obtained

WHYNLK  {WHYNLK}

[ASKED IF QWORK = 2 AND GOVTSCH = 2 AND JOBAWY = 2 AND OWNBUS = 2 AND RELBUS = 2 AND LOOKWK4 = 2]

What was the main reason you did not look for work in the last four weeks?

1. Student
2. Looking after family/home
3. Temporarily sick or injured
4. Long term sick or disabled
5. Retired from paid work

INFSTUDY  {INFSTUD}

[ASKED IF QWORK = 1 OR GOVTSCH = 1 OR JOBAWY = 1 OR OWNBUS = 1 OR RELBUS = 1]

Can I just check, are you a full-time student at college or university?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused
JOBEVER  {JOBEVER}

[ASKED IF QWORK = 2 AND GOVTSCH = 2 AND JOBAWY = (2 OR 3) AND OWNBUS = 2 AND RELBUS = 2]

Have you EVER had a paid job, apart from casual or holiday work?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

WHENLFX  {WHENLFX}

[ASKED IF JOBEVER = 1]

In which year did you leave your last paid job?
INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE LAST TWO DIGITS OF THE YEAR

-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

INDUSTRY  {INDUSTR}

[ASKED IF QWORK = 1 OR GOVTSCH = 1 OR JOBAWY = 1 OR OWNBUS = 1 OR RELBUS = 1 OR JOBEVER = 1]

What [does/did] the firm/organisation you [work/worked] for mainly make or do at the place where you [work/worked]?
INTERVIEWER: DESCRIBE FULLY – PROBE MANUFACTURING OR PROCESSING OR DISTRIBUTING AND MAIN GOODS PRODUCED OR SERVICES PROVIDED

Free text (maximum 100 characters)

-1. Don't know
-2. Refused
**JOBTITLE** {JOBTITL}

[ASKED IF QWORK = 1 OR GOVTSCH = 1 OR JOBAWY = 1 OR OWNBUS = 1 OR RELBUS = 1 OR JOBEVER = 1]

What was [your (main) job in the week ending last Sunday/you last (main) job]?
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ENTER FULL JOB TITLE
Free text (maximum 100 characters)

-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**JOBDESCR** {JOBDESC}

[ASKED IF QWORK = 1 OR GOVTSCH = 1 OR JOBAWY = 1 OR OWNBUS = 1 OR RELBUS = 1 OR JOBEVER = 1]

What [do/did] you mainly do in your job?
INTERVIEWER: CHECK SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS/TRAINING NEEDED TO DO THE JOB

-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**SELFEMP** {SELFEMP}

[ASKED IF QWORK = 1 OR GOVTSCH = 1 OR JOBAWY = 1 OR OWNBUS = 1 OR RELBUS = 1 OR JOBEVER = 1]

Are/Were] you working as an employee or [are/ were] you self-employed?

1. Employee
2. Self-employed
-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUPVIS

[ASKED IF SELFEMP = 1]

In your job [do/ did] you have formal responsibility for supervising the work of other employees?

1. Yes
2. No
- 1. Don’t know
- 2. Refused

--------------------------------------------

MANAGE

[ASKED IF SELFEMP = 1]

[Do/Did] you have any managerial duties?

1. Manager
2. Foreman/ supervisor
3. Not manager/ supervisor
- 1. Don’t know
- 2. Refused

------------------------------------------------

NEMPLEE

[ASKED IF SELFEMP = 1]

How many employees [are/ were] there at the place where you [work/ worked]?

1. 1 – 24
2. 25-499
3. 500 or more
- 1. Don’t know
- 2. Refused

------------------------------------------------
SEMPO \{SEMPO\}

[ASKED IF SELFEMP = 2]

[Are/Were] you working on your own or [do/did] you have employees?

1. On own/ with partner(s) but no employees
2. With employees
   - 1. Don’t know
   - 2. Refused

SNEMP \{SNEMP\}

[ASKED IF SEMPO = 2 OR -1]

How many people [do/did] you employ at the place where you [work/worked]?

1. 1 - 24
2. 25 – 499
3. 500 or more
   - 1. Don’t know
   - 2. Refused

FTPTW \{FTPTW\}

[ASKED IF QWORK = 1 OR GOVTSCH = 1 OR JOBAWY = 1 OR OWNBUS = 1 OR RELBUS = 1 OR JOBEVER = 1]

In your (main) job [are/ were] you working

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Full time
2. (or) part time(?)
   - 1. Don’t know
   - 2. Refused
The next questions are on income and payments that you may have received. We want to know if this affects people’s ability to participate in various sporting and cultural activities. I would like to know about your overall PERSONAL income from all sources in the last year. This includes earnings from employment or self-employment, income from benefits and pensions, and income from other sources such as interest from savings.

**INDINC**

{INDINC}

[IF (CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2) OR (CSCREEN =3 AND RESPONDENT IS HRP)]

**WHITE SHOWCARD Q**

Please look at this card and tell me which letter represents your PERSONAL EARNINGS in the last year BEFORE tax and other deductions.

1. A  
2. B  
3. C  
4. D  
5. E  
6. F  
7. G  
8. H  
9. I  
10. J  
11. K  
12. L  
13. SPONTANEOUS: Nothing/No work or scheme  
   -1. Don’t know  
   -2. Refused

The list on White Showcard Q is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Annual</th>
<th>Weekly</th>
<th>Monthly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.F</td>
<td>Under £2,500</td>
<td>Under £50</td>
<td>Under £200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.E</td>
<td>£2,500 - £4,999</td>
<td>£50 - £99</td>
<td>£200 - £399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.B</td>
<td>£5,000 - £9,999</td>
<td>£100 - £199</td>
<td>£400 - £829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.C</td>
<td>£10,000 up to £14,999</td>
<td>£200 - £289</td>
<td>£830 - £1,249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.G</td>
<td>£15,000 up to £19,999</td>
<td>£290 - £389</td>
<td>£1,250 - £1,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.K</td>
<td>£20,000 up to £24,999</td>
<td>£390 - £489</td>
<td>£1,650 - £2,099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.J</td>
<td>£25,000 up to £29,999</td>
<td>£490 - £579</td>
<td>£2,100 - £2,499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PAY1

ASK IF (CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2 or CSCREEN = 3)

INTERVIEWER: SHOWSCREEN
Since April 2011 have you personally received any payments, or payment in any kind, from any of the following….

1. A life insurance policy
2. A lump pension payout
3. A personal accident claim
4. A redundancy payment
5. A significant win on the football pools, national lottery or from another form of gambling
6. Other significant payment (Please specify)
7. None of these things
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

PAY2
[ASK IF PAY1 =1-6 – ASK PAY2 FOR EACH RESPONSE AT PAY1]

About how much in total did you receive (was this worth) from <response from PAY1>

IF ‘DON’T KNOW/CAN’T REMEMBER’, PROBE: ‘Can you give me an approximate amount?’

ENTER TO THE NEAREST £

Don't know
Refused
20.3 HRP EMPLOYMENT

[IF CSSCREEN = 0, CSSCREEN = 1, CSSCREEN = 2 OR CSSCREEN = 3] - ASKED IF RESPONDENT IS NOT HRP

HQWORK (HQWORK)
[ASK ALL]

I would now like to ask you about [+NAME+]’s employment. Did they do any paid work in the 7 days ending last Sunday, either as an employee or self-employed?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

-------------------------------------------------------------

HGOVTSCH (HGOVTSC)
[ASKED IF HQWORK <> EQUAL TO YES]

Were they on a government scheme for employment training?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

------------------------------------------------------------------
HJOBAWY  {HJOBAWY}  
[ASKED IF HGOVTSCH <> EQUAL TO YES]

Did they have a job or business they were away from?

1. Yes  
2. No  
3. Waiting to take up new job/business already obtained  
   -1. Don’t know  
   -2. Refused

HOWNBUS  {HOWNBUS}  
[ASKED IF HJOBAWY <> EQUAL TO YES]

Did they do any UNPAID work for any business that you own in the 7 days ending last Sunday?

1. Yes  
2. No  
   -1. Don’t know  
   -2. Refused

HRELBUS  {HRELBUS}  
[ASKED IF HOWNBUS <> EQUAL TO YES]

Or did they do any UNPAID work for any business that a relative owns?  
INTERVIEWER NOTE: INCLUDE SPOUSE/COHABITEE

1. Yes  
2. No  
   -1. Don’t know  
   -2. Refused
Thinking of the four weeks ending last Sunday, were they looking for any kind of paid work or a place on a government training scheme at any time in those 4 weeks?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Waiting to take up new job/business already obtained
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

If a job or a place on a government training scheme had been available last week, would they have been able to start within 2 weeks?

1. Yes
2. No
   -1. Don’t know

What was the MAIN reason they did not look for work in the last four weeks?

1. Student
2. Looking after family/home
3. Temporarily sick or injured
4. Long term sick or disabled
5. Retired from paid work
6. Other
HINFSTUD \{HINFSTU\}
[ASKED IF HWORK = YES OR HGOVTSCH = YES OR HJOBAY = YES OR HOWNBUS = YES OR HRELBUS = YES]

Can I just check, are they a full time student at college or university?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

HJOBEVER \{HJOBEVE\}
[ASKED IF HQWORK = NO/DK/REF AND HGOVTSCH = NO/DK/REF AND HJOBAY = (NO/WAITING/DK/REF) AND HOWNBUS = NO/DK/REF AND HRELBUS = NO/DK/REF]

Have they ever had a paid job, apart from casual or holiday work?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

HWHENLFX \{HWHENLFX\}
[ASKED IF HJOBEVER = YES]

In which year did they leave their last paid job?

INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE LAST TWO DIGITS OF THE YEAR

Min 00 - Max 99

Free text
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused
HINDUST  {HINDUST}
[ASKED IF HWORK = YES OR HGOVTSCH = YES OR HJOBAWY = YES OR HOWNBUS = YES OR HRELBUS = YES OR HJOBEVER = YES]

What [does/did] the firm/organisation they [work/worked] for mainly make or do at the place where they [work/worked]?
INTERVIEWER: DESCRIBE FULLY – PROBE MANUFACTURING OR PROCESSING OR DISTRIBUTING AND MAIN GOODS PRODUCED OR SERVICES PROVIDED

Free text
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

HJOBT  {HJOBT}
[ASKED IF HWORK = YES OR HGOVTSCH = YES OR HJOBAWY = YES OR HOWNBUS = YES OR HRELBUS = YES OR HJOBEVER = YES]

What was [their (main job in the week ending last Sunday/their last (main) job)]?
INTERVIEWER: ENTER FULL JOB TITLE

Free text
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

HJOBD  {HJOBD}
[ASKED IF HWORK = YES OR HGOVTSCH = YES OR HJOBAWY = YES OR HOWNBUS = YES OR HRELBUS = YES OR HJOBEVER = YES]

What [do/did] they mainly do in their job?
INTERVIEWER: CHECK SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS/TRAINING NEEDED TO DO THE JOB

Free text
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HSSELFEMP  {HSSELFEM}
[ASKED IF HWORK = YES OR HGOVTSCH = YES OR HJOBAWY = YES OR HOWNBUS = YES OR HRELBUS = YES OR HJOBEVER = YES]

[Are/Were] they working as an employee or [are/ were] they self-employed?

1. Employee
2. Self-employed
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HSUPVIS  {HSUPVIS}
[ASKED IF HSELFEMP = 1]

In their job [do/ did] they have formal responsibility for supervising the work of other employees?

1. Yes
2. No
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HMANAGE  {HMANAGE}
[ASKED IF HSELFEMP = 1]

[Do/Did] they have any managerial duties?

1. Manager
2. Foreman/ supervisor
3. Not manager/ supervisor
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused
**HNEMPLEE \{HNEMPLE\}**

[ASKED IF HSELFEMP = 1]

How many employees [are/ were] there at the place where they [work/ worked]?

1. 1 – 24
2. 25 - 499
3. 500 or more
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

**HSEMPO \{HSEMPO\}**

[ASKED IF HSELFEMP = 2]

[Are/Were] they working on your own or [do/did] they have employees?

1. On own/ with partner(s) but no employees
2. With employees
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

**HSNEMP \{HSNEMP\}**

[ASKED IF HSEMPO = 2 OR -1]

How many people [do/ did] they employ at the place where they [work/ worked]?

1. 1 – 24
2. 25 - 499
3. 500 or more
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused
HFTPTW \{HFTPTW\}
[ASKED IF HWORK = YES OR HGOVTSCH = YES OR HJOBAWY = YES OR HOWNBUS = YES OR HRELBUS = YES OR HJOBEVER = YES]

In their (main) job [are/ were] they working…INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Full time
2. Part time
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

HRPINC \{HRPINC\}
[IF CSCREEN = 0, CSCREEN = 1, CSCREEN = 2 OR CSCREEN = 3] ASKED IF RESPONDENT IS NOT HRP

WHITE SHOWCARD Q

Please look at the card and tell me which letter represents [+NAME+]’s TOTAL PERSONAL INCOME in the last year from all sources BEFORE tax and other deductions.

1.A
2.B
3.C
4.D
5.E
6.F
7.G
8.H
9.I
10.J
11.K
12.L
13. SPONTANEOUS: Nothing/No work or scheme
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused
The list on White Showcard Qis as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual</th>
<th>Weekly</th>
<th>Monthly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.F Under £2,500</td>
<td>Under £50</td>
<td>Under £200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.E £2,500 - £4,999</td>
<td>£50 - £99</td>
<td>£200 - £399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.B £5,000 - £9,999</td>
<td>£100 - £199</td>
<td>£400 - £829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.C £10,000 up to £14,999</td>
<td>£200 - £289</td>
<td>£830 - £1,249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.G £15,000 up to £19,999</td>
<td>£290 - £389</td>
<td>£1,250 - £1,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.K £20,000 up to £24,999</td>
<td>£390 - £489</td>
<td>£1,650 - £2,099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.J £25,000 up to £29,999</td>
<td>£490 - £579</td>
<td>£2,100 - £2,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.L £30,000 up to £34,999</td>
<td>£580 - £679</td>
<td>£2,500 - £2,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.I £35,000 up to £39,999</td>
<td>£680 - £769</td>
<td>£2,900 - £3,349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.D £40,000 up to £44,999</td>
<td>£770 - £869</td>
<td>£3,350 - £3,749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.A £45,000 up to £49,999</td>
<td>£870 - £969</td>
<td>£3,750 - £4,149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.H £50,000 or more</td>
<td>£970 or more</td>
<td>£4,150 or more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20.4 HOUSEHOLD TENURE

Section moved from HH grid to this section in Y4 Q4 (July 2010)

TENUR2 {TENURE}

[IF CSSCREEN = 0, CSSCREEN = 1, CSSCREEN = 2 OR CSSCREEN = 3]

In which of these ways do you occupy this accommodation?

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Own it outright
2. Buying it with the help of a mortgage or loan
3. Pay part rent / part mortgage (shared ownership)
4. Rent it
5. Live here rent free (including living in a relative/friend's property, excluding squatting)
6. Squatting
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RENT2 \{RENT\}

[ASKED IF TENUR2 = 3-5]

Who is your landlord?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Local authority / council / new town development
2. A housing association or charitable trust
3. Employer (organisation) of a household member
4. Another organisation
5. Relative / friend (before you lived here) of a household member
6. Employer (individual) of a household member
7. Another private landlord

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

20.5 VEHICLE OWNERSHIP

CARUS \{CARUS\}

[IF CSCREEN = 0, CSCREEN = 1, CSCREEN = 2 OR CSCREEN = 3]

Do you, or any members of your household, at present own or have continuous use of any motor vehicles?
[Include Company Cars (if available for private use)]

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

20.6 ACCESS TO PHONE

LLINEA \{LLINEA\}

[IF CSCREEN = 0, CSCREEN = 1, CSCREEN = 2 OR CSCREEN = 3]

I’m now going to ask a couple of questions about your telephone use.
In your home, do you have a working land-line telephone connection that can take incoming calls?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

*Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y7 Q1 (April 2011)*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**MOBILEA**  {MOBILEA}

[IF CSCREEN = 0, CSCREEN = 1, CSCREEN = 2 OR CSCREEN = 3]

Do you have your own mobile phone, share one or do not own one?

1. Own mobile phone(s)
2. Shared mobile phone
3. No mobile phone

-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

*Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y7 Q1 (April 2011)*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
20.7 PILOT SPORT QUESTIONS

Questions removed from Y7 Q3

20.8 HEALTH

Linking text:

Now thinking about your health

GENHEALT {GENHEAL}

[ASK ALL, IF CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2]

How is your health in general? Is it…

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Very good
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Bad
5. Very bad
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question text amended slightly to match ONS harmonised question in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

ILLNESSR {ILLNESSR}

[ASK ALL, IF CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2]

This question asks you about any health conditions, illnesses or impairments you may have.
Do you have any physical or mental health conditions or illnesses lasting or expected to last for 12 months or more?

INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Yes
2. No
3. SPONTANEOUS ONLY – Don’t know
4. SPONTANEOUS ONLY - Refusal

*Questions updated to match ONS harmonised question in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)*

**LIMITSR**  
{LIMITS}  
[ASKED IF ILLNESSR = 1]

This question asks about whether your health condition or illness currently affects your ability to carry-out normal day-to-day activities, either a lot or a little or not at all. In answering this question, you should consider whether you are affected whilst receiving any treatment or medication for your condition or illness and/or using any devices such as a hearing aid, for example.

Does your condition or illness/do any of your conditions or illnesses reduce your ability to carry-out day-to-day activities?

1. Yes, a lot  
2. Yes, a little  
3. Not at all  
-1. Don’t know  
-2. Refused

*Questions updated to match ONS harmonised question in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)*

**DISDIF**  
{DISDIFF1 TO DISDIFF12}  
[ASKED IF ILLNESSR = 1]

**WHITE SHOWCARD R**

Does this illness or disability mean that you have substantial difficulties with any of these areas of your life? Please read out the numbers from the card next to the ones which apply to you.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: Probe and code at this question all substantial difficulties the illness/disability causes the respondent. This is important to allow the DCMS to capture and analyse the extent to which disabilities/health problems affect the areas of respondents’ lives.

PROBE: Which others?

1. Mobility (moving about)  
2. Lifting, carrying or moving objects
3. Manual dexterity (using your hands to carry out everyday tasks)
4. Continence (bladder and bowel control)
5. Communication (speech, hearing or eyesight)
6. Memory or ability to concentrate, learn or understand
7. Recognising when you are in physical danger
8. Your physical co-ordination (e.g. balance)
9. Other health problem or disability
10. No answer
   -1. Don't know
   -2. Refused

ILLBAR

[ASK IF LIMITSR = 1]

I am going to read out some common barriers that disabled people and those with a long term illness or condition tell us they face, and which sometimes deter them from attending or participating in the arts or sports.
Did any of the following affect your ability to participate or attend cultural and sporting activities in the last 12 months?

SHOW SCREEN AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. Too expensive
2. Lack of information about accessible facilities
3. Lack of general information in accessible format (e.g. on website, no minicomms installed at booking office, information not available in other formats such as large print/easy words and pictures)
4. Transport issues and/or lack of disabled parking
5. Timing of events (e.g. late night events)
6. Lack of support or companionship
7. Lack of adequate equipment for disabled people
8. Lack of facilities at event (e.g. rest rooms, quiet rooms, accessible toilet, step free access, lower counters, accessible lifts, audio description, live captioning, hearing loop, accessible platforms/viewing areas)
9. Lack of disability awareness / not feeling welcome
10. None of these
   -1. Don't know
   -2. Refused

Questions added in Y9 Q1 (April 2013), hide 'None of these', DK and Refused
PREGNANT  

[ASK IF SEXA_1 = 2 AND (AGEA_1 < 55 OR BAGEA_10 <9 OR DK/REF)]

Can I check, have you been pregnant in the last twelve months?

1. Currently pregnant
2. Was pregnant in last twelve months but not now
3. Not pregnant in last twelve months
   -1 Don't know
   -2 Refused

Questions added in Y9 Q1 (April 2013)

MATERNITY  

[ASK IF SEXA_1 = 2 AND (AGEA_1 < 55 OR BAGEA_10 <9 OR DK/REF)]

Can I check if you have been providing maternity in the last twelve months to a child under 6 months old?

INTERVIEWER: ADD IF NECESSARY: By maternity we mean you are caring for your own child (including an adopted child) under 6 months old.

1. Currently providing maternity for a child under 6 months old
2. Was providing maternity for a child under 6 months old but not now
3. Not provided maternity in the last 12 months to a child under 6 months old
   -1 Don't know
   -2 Refused

Questions added in Y9 Q1 (April 2013)

SMOKE  

[ASK ALL, IF CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2]

Do you smoke cigarettes, cigars or a pipe at all nowadays?

1. Yes
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2. No
- 2. Refused

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

SMKFRQ {SMKFRQ}
[ASKED IF SMOKE = 1]

How often do you smoke nowadays?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Every day
2. 4-6 days a week
3. 1-3 days a week
4. Less often than once a week
- 1. Don’t know
- 2. Refused

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

DRINK {DRINK}
[ASK ALL, IF CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2]

How often do you drink alcohol nowadays, including drinks you make or brew at home?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. Every day
2. 4-6 days a week
3. 1-3 days a week
4. Less often than once a week
5. Don’t drink
- 1. Don’t know
- 2. Refused

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)
HAPPY

{HAPPY}

[ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 OR CSCREEN = 1 OR CSCREEN = 2]

Taking all things together how happy would you say you are?
On a scale of 1 - 10, 10 = Extremely Happy and 1 = Extremely Unhappy

1 Extremely unhappy
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 Extremely happy
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

Question removed from questionnaire in Y4 Q4 (April 2009), added back in for Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

20.9 SEXUAL IDENTITY

SXCLASS

{SXCLASS}

[ASK ALL]

WHITE SHOWCARD S

Which of the options on this card best describes how you think of yourself? Please just read out the number next to the description.

1. Heterosexual / Straight
2. Gay / Lesbian
3. Bisexual
4. Other
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refusal
Question added in Y6 Q1 (April 2010)

NATID
[ASK ALL]

WHITE SHOWCARD T

How would you describe your national identity?

Please choose all that apply.

INTERVIEWER READ OUT LIST

1. English
2. Welsh
3. Scottish
4. Northern Irish
5. British
6. Irish
7. Other (specify)
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

Question added in Y7 Q2 (July 2011) and amended to match ONS harmonised question in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

20.10 ETHNICITY

ETHNICR {ETHNIC}
[ASK ALL]

WHITE SHOWCARD U

What is your ethnic group?
Choose one option that best describes your ethnic group or background

1. English / Welsh / Scottish / Northern Irish / British
2. Irish
3. Gypsy or Irish Traveller
4. Any other White background (other specify)
5. White and Black Caribbean
6. White and Black African
7. White and Asian
8. Any other Mixed / Multiple ethnic background (other specify)
9. Indian
10. Pakistani
11. Bangladeshi
12. Chinese
13. Any other Asian background (other specify)
14. African
15. Caribbean
16. Any other Black / African / Caribbean background (other specify)
17. Arab
18. Any other ethnic group (other specify)
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

Amended to match ONS harmonised question in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ETHNICRW
[IF ETHNICR = 4]

Please describe ‘Other white background’ here

Free text
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

Added to match ONS harmonised question in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ETHNICRM
[IF ETHNICR = 8]

Please describe ‘Any other Mixed / Multiple ethnic background’ here

Free text
-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

*Added to match ONS harmonised question in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)*

---

**ETHNICA**

[IF ETHNICR = 13]

Please describe ‘Any other Asian background’ here

Free text
-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

*Added to match ONS harmonised question in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)*

---

**ETHNICB**

[IF ETHNICR = 16]

Please describe ‘Any other Black / African / Caribbean background’ here

Free text
-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

*Added to match ONS harmonised question in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)*

---

**ETHNICO**

[IF ETHNICR = 18]

Please describe ‘Any other ethnic group’ here

Free text
-1. Don't know
-2. Refused
Added to match ONS harmonised question in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

RELIGION (RELIGION)

[ASK ALL]

What is your religion?

WHITE SHOWCARD V

1. No religion
2. Christian (including Church of England, Catholic, Protestant, and all other Christian denominations)
3. Buddhist
4. Hindu
5. Jewish
6. Muslim
7. Sikh
8. Any other religion (specify)
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

Amended to match ONS harmonised question in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

RELPRAC (RELPRAC)

[ASKED IF RELIGION = 2 – 7 OR RELIGION = 9]

Are you currently practising this religion?

1. Yes
2. No
   -2. Refused

Linking text:

And the final question….
Is English your first language – I mean the language you learned first, or the only language that you speak?

INTERVIEWER: IF LEARNED ENGLISH ALONGSIDE ANOTHER LANGUAGE (I.E. 2 FIRST LANGUAGES) CODE 1.

1. English = first/only language
2. English is not first language
-2. Refused

20.11 RECONTACT

RECONSMR1 {REC1}

[IF CSCREEN = 0, ASK ALL]

Would you be willing for TNS BMRB, or another research organisation acting on behalf of DCMS, to contact you again in the future to ask you further questions related to this survey or to take part in future research for DCMS? There would be no obligation for you to take part.

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

RECONSMR2 {REC2}

[IF CSCREEN = 0 AND RECONSMR1 = 1]

In order to carry out this future research, your contact details may be linked to the answers you have given in this survey. Would you be willing for this information to be passed onto another research organisation acting on behalf of DCMS?

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY: We would only pass your contact details and interview information onto the another research company doing legitimate research on behalf of DCMS, your interview data would never be used for commercial purposes.
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RECONSML

[IF CSSCREEN = 1 OR CSSCREEN = 2 OR CSSCREEN = 3]

We would like to keep in touch with you, so you can take part again if you are willing to do so. Is this the right name for you?

TEXTFILL: [IF (CSSCREEN = 1 OR CSSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE = 1) <RESPNAME> OR IF NAMECK = 2, <CNAMEEF> <CMNAMES>] OR [IF (CSSCREEN = 2 AND SAMPTYPE2 = 0) <FORENAME1115> <SURNAME1115> OR IF NAMECK16 = 2, <CMNAMEF16> <CMNAMES16> OR IF (CSSCREEN = 3 <HHCHLDRespF> <HHCHLDRespS>]

1. Yes
2. No
3. Do not want to take part in the future
-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RECONSMR1L

{REC1L}

[IF (CSSCREEN = 1 OR CSSCREEN = 2 OR CSSCREEN = 3) AND RECONSML = 1, 2 or -1]

Would you be willing for another research organisation acting on behalf of DCMS to contact you to take part in this survey? There would be no obligation for you to take part.

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

Question added in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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In order to carry out this future research, your contact details will be linked to the answers you have given in this survey. Would you be willing for this information to be passed onto another research organisation acting on behalf of DCMS?

INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY: We would only pass your contact details and interview information onto the another research company doing legitimate research on behalf of DCMS, your interview data would never be used for commercial purposes.

1. Yes
2. No
1. Don’t know

*Question added in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

---

Earlier you mentioned that you have an email address that you access at least once a month. Please may I take this email address in case we want to contact you?

INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD HERE

Free text

1. Don’t know
2. Refused

*Question routing amended in Y8 Q1 (April 2012). Question routing updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

---

Please could I take your email address again to ensure I have entered it correctly?

Free text

*Question routing amended in Y8 Q1 (April 2012). Question routing updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*
CAPI CHECKS TO ENSURE EMAIL ADDRESS NOTED AT ERECON AND ERECON2 MATCHES, IT HAS A MINIMUM OF 8 LETTERS, IT HAS AN ‘AT’ SIGN AND A ‘DOT’ AFTER THE AT SIGN – IF NOT THE INTERVIEWER IS ASKED TO RE-ENTER THE ADDRESSES AGAIN

MOBCON

[ASK IF (MOBILEA = 1 OR 2) AND (RECONSMR1 = 1 OR RECONSML = 1 OR 2)]

Please may I take your mobile number in case we want to contact you in the future?
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD HERE

Free text

-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012). Question routing updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

MVING

[ASK IF RECONSMR1 = 1 OR RECONSML = 1 OR 2]

Do you expect to move home at any time in the next 12 months?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

*Question routing updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

MOVING1

[ASK IF MOVING = 1 AND (RECONSMR1 = 1 OR RECONSML = 1 OR 2)]

Do you know the address of the new home you may move to?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know  
-2. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012). Question routing updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**MOVEADD**

**[ASK IF MOVING1 = 1 AND (RECONSMR1 = 1 OR RECONSML = 1 or 2)]**

What is the address of the new home you will be moving to?

**INTERVIEWER:** ENTER THE NEW ADDRESS, INCLUDING FULL POSTCODE IF KNOWN

*Free text*

-2. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012). Question routing updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**CNTACT**

**[ASK IF (RECONSMR1 = 1 OR RECONSML = 1 or 2) AND (MOBILEA = 3, DK OR REF OR MOBCON = DK OR REF)]**

If we were not able to find you using any of these contact details, is there a friend or relative that we could contact who would know where you are?

**INTERVIEWER ADD IF NECESSARY:** We are asking for this as we don’t have a mobile telephone number for you.

1. Yes  
2. No  
-1. Don’t know

*Question amended in Y8 Q1 (April 2012). Question routing updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**CNAME**

**[ASK IF CONTACT = 1 AND (RECONSMR1 = 1 OR RECONSML = 1 or 2)]**
What is that person's name?

*Free text*

-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

*Question amended in Y8 Q1 (April 2012). Question routing updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**CADDR**

[ASK IF CONTACT = 1 AND (RECONSMR1 = 1 OR RECONSML = 1 or 2)]

What is their address?

*INTERVIEWER: ENTER THE ADDRESS, INCLUDING FULL POSTCODE IF KNOWN*

*Free text*

-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

*Question amended in Y8 Q1 (April 2012). Question routing updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**CTELNO**

[ASK IF CONTACT = 1 AND (RECONSMR1 = 1 OR RECONSML = 1 or 2)]

What is their full phone number?

*INTERVIEWER: ENTER CONTACT TELEPHONE, INCLUDING FULL AREA CODE AND EXCHANGE CODE*

*Free text*

-1. Don't know
-2. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012). Question routing updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**CONTREL**

[ASK IF STCONTACT = 1 AND (RECONSMR1 = 1 OR RECONSML = 1 or 2)]

What is that person's relationship to you?

1. Relative
2. Friend
3. Other (Please give details)
   -1. Don’t know
   -2. Refused

*Question added in Y8 Q1 (April 2012). Question routing updated in Y11 Q1 (April 2015)*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Text screen:**

*IF CSSCREEN 0 AND (CHAGE = 11, 12, 13, 14 OR 15]*)

INTERVIEWER: According to the survey data there *<is/are> <number of children aged 11-15 in household>* child/children aged 11-15 in this household. Please check that this tallies with any 11-15 survey child screening/seletion that you have done (or will do).

Eligible children:

*<CHNAME>*

Lists the names of all eligible children in the household from CHNAME

**Text screen:**

*IF CSSCREEN 0 AND (CHRELRES <> 3 AND CHAGE = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]*)

INTERVIEWER: According to the survey data, there *<is/are> <number of children aged 5-10 in household>* <child/children> aged 5-10 in this household.

HOWEVER you are not interviewing their parent or guardian so you do not need to do the 10 minute proxy 5-10 interview with this respondent – please check that this tallies with any 5-10 proxy survey screening/seletion that you have done (or will do)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Text screen:**

*IF CSSCREEN 0 AND (CHRELRES = 3 AND CHAGE = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]*)

INTERVIEWER: According to the survey data you are interviewing a parent or guardian of a 5-10 year old so you will need to do a 10 minute proxy interview with this respondent.

There *<is/are> <number of children aged 5-10 in household>* <child/children> aged 5-10 in this household - please check that this tallies with any 5-10 proxy survey screening /selection that you have done (or will do).

Eligible children:

*<CHNAME>*
Lists the names of all eligible children (aged 5-10 and interviewing parent) in the household from CHNAME

Text screen:

[IF CSCREEN 1 AND <SAMP510 = 1>]

INTERVIEWER: According to the survey data you are interviewing a parent or guardian of a 5-10 year old that is part of the longitudinal survey. You should now do the 5-10 interview with the respondent. You should be asking about:

<FORENAME510> <SURNAME510>

Text screen:

[IF CSCREEN 1 AND <SAMP15 = 1>]

INTERVIEWER: According to the survey data you are interviewing a parent or guardian of a child that was identified as a new 5 year old during the 2012/13 or 2013/14 survey. You should now do this interview with the respondent (using screen 15). You should be asking about:

<FORENAME15> <SURNAME15>

Text screen:

[IF CSCREEN 1 AND <SAMP25 = 1>]

INTERVIEWER: According to the survey data you are interviewing a parent or guardian of a 2nd child that was identified as a new 5 year old during the 2013/14 survey. You should now do this interview with the respondent (using screen 25). You should be asking about:

<FORENAME25> <SURNAME25>

Text screen:

[IF CSCREEN 1 AND (CHRELRES =3 AND CHAGE = 5)]

INTERVIEWER: According to the survey data you are interviewing a parent or guardian of a 5 year old so you will need to do a/another 10 minute proxy interview with this respondent.
There <is/are> <number of children aged 5> <child/children> aged 5 in this household - please check that this tallies with any ‘new 5 year old’ proxy survey screening /selection that you have done (or will do).

Eligible children:

<CHNAME>

Lists the names of all eligible children (aged 5 and interviewing parent) in the household from CHNAME

Text screen:

[IF CSCREEN 1 AND <SAMP1115 =1>]

INTERVIEWER: According to the survey data you are interviewing in a household containing a longitudinal 11-15 respondent. Please remember to check with their parent (which may or may not be this respondent) whether you can approach this child to do the interview. The 11-15 year old child is:

<FORENAME1115> <SURNAME1115>

Text screen:

[IF CSCREEN 1 AND <SAMP11 =1>]

INTERVIEWER: According to the survey data you are interviewing in a household containing a child that graduated to the 11-15 survey during the 2012/13 survey. Please remember to check with their parent (which may or may not be this respondent) whether you can approach this child to do the interview. The child is:

<FORENAME11> <SURNAME11>

All text screen reminders at end of interview updated in Y9 Q1 (April 2013)

INCENT1

(ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 or 1 or 2)

Thank you for completing the survey, as a thank you here is the gift card that will be loaded with the £5 voucher.
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS

To load the voucher on to the card please enter the 19 digits from the front of the card into the boxes below

This box will hold 6 digits | This box will hold 5 digits | This box will hold 7 digits | This box holds one digit

INTERVIEWER: CHECK THAT THE 19 DIGITS ARE CORRECT AS THE RESPONDENT WILL NOT BE ABLE TO USE THE CARD IF THEY ARE INCORRECT

INCENT2

(ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 or 1 or 2)

INTERVIEWER ENTER THE FOUR DIGIT EXPIRY DATE BELOW

This box will hold 4 digits

INTERVIEWER: CHECK THAT THE 4 DIGITS ARE CORRECT AS THE RESPONDENT WILL NOT BE ABLE TO USE THE CARD IF THEY ARE INCORRECT.

INCENT3

(ASK IF CSCREEN = 0 or 1 or 2)

INTERVIEWER READ OUT

Please note it will take 3 working days for this card to be activated.

INTERVIEWER: Please now write £5 in the space provided on the front of the gift card, to remind the respondent of the value of the card as the respondent will not be able to check this with retailers.